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Saturday Evening, March 2d,

ROOMS

MISS NELLIE LARKELLE,
MR. GUS WILLIAMS,
HARRY BLOODGOOD,
Mot Ten Broeck,
M’lle iUcnzcIll
The HI. Felix Ballet,
Miss Grace Durell,
Mi« Mina Crolus,
assemble of

good

MUSIC,

TO LET.

Terms reasonable.
left at 760 Congress street,

Orders
or 28 Exchange
street, or by mail, promptly attended to.

decl5W&Stt

Miss S. G.Cloudman,

fete?

1828.

Having taken

Clapp’s Block 457
Painting;

also tbe

a

Congress St.

1-2

finishing

of

Photographs.

HOUSE
feb27tf

in

January

Cumberland County,

dtf

CITY

—

HALL,

Grandest

given by the Yonng Men’s Social Club at

LANCASTER HALL,

feb25dlw

ART LECTURE
BY

mainin'? iinrtaid in th« hills

) ear 1877, together with the

—

“The Potter’s Wheel nnd Its Products,”
—

AT

TUESDAY,

ON

5th,

o’clock.

IME1S0LL.
WEDNESDAY EVENING,
MARCH

6.

COL. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL, the most eloquent American orator now living, will deliver his
famous lecture on

SKULLS,
Liberty

lor

TIIE DEVELOPMENT of

CITY

IN

—

BRIDGE’S.

Patented April 10, 1877.
and best

Cooking
ever

vented.

in-

Can be used over either
Coal or Wood fire.

a

not
on

get ashes

or

1

Ask your Dealer for the

Standard Broiler.
is is just what you want.
The Trade supplied by
Fuller, Dana & Fitz
110 North
ua, N. H.

St., Boston,and Williams & Co.. Nash
Manufactured

Exchange

St*

eod3w

VlOWAfJo
Insurance Company,
OF MEW TOSH.

CHARTERED 1825.
EAMMEL T. SKIDMORE. President.
HEXBT A. OAKLET, Tice President.

Insures

Less or
FOE POLICIES APPLT TO

Against

Damage by Fir*.

CARROLL &

by

D. Arthur Brown & Co., Fishervillc, IV. 19.
dec 11
T&8tapl8

I

Iep4i_

year.
2.—To take such action as may be deemed necessary
to amend Article 12 ot the By-laws, so as to provide for the filling of any vacancies occurring in
the board of Trustees named in said article.
3.—-To elect a Secretary.
4,—To transact any other business that may be legally brought before the meeting.
Per Order of the Directors.
fe26eod2w
ARDON \V. COOMBS, Secretary.

d2w*

MIKlfMN, tSKOWN & CO..
REMOVED
TO THE

standard,

School
Song Booh.
Fine Book
Girl’s

PORTLAND,

RAND,
HIE.

mat

lawJjS

POST OFFICE

High and Normal School.

W. S. Tilden,
$9 per dozen.
part SoDg9 for Female Colleges, Seminaries, &c

I

for High

or

Fairbanks Standard Scales

Grammar Schools.

American School Music Readers.
50 cents and 50 cent.

Careiuily jirepared

SQUARE,

With additional facilities, they solicit the contin.
aance of the generous patronage of the public.

®°

Grammar
School Choir.
Excellent collection

STREET,

Corner ol Congress Street,

c-EvF“n.per

Choice
Trios.
The

Schools.

the meat.

let smoke and
gas out of the stove.
D.es not put out the fire.

DR. G. EL CHILDS,
BOX 3 9, SHEIDONVILEE, MASS.

1.—'To choose a board of five directors for the ensuing

ior

Cooks Steak so quickly
that all the juices and flavor are retained.
coal
DOES
Does not

THE

ALBERT MARWICK School Music Books
83 MILK
School useiul
Choir.and favorite Book.
High
A
fcb2I

simplest
r|!HE
X artible for

DOCK.

NEW AND ELIGIBLE STORE

So. 15

THE STANDARD BROILER.

* leak

08
00

IN EVERT VARIETY,
for

Graded

The following are favorite general collections
genial Songs lor Common Schools.
SOIVG ECHO.H. S. Perkins.
MOCKING BIRO.W.O.Perkins.
UIUSIC TEACHER.C. Everest.
OUR FAVORITE.H. P. Danes.

OF THE BEST POSSIBLE QUALITY,
Ind with (he latest and most Valnable
improvements.

of
.75
.50
.50
.60

1

1876

ITIUSIC CHARTS.

By Dr. Lowell Mason.
Large Charts, containing 120 Blackboard Lessons,
plainly visible to all, saving much trouble, easily set
up and used, and furnishing a complete course of
practice. Sent by Exjiress. In two rolls or sets.

1877

uiiiiAA
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—

AND

Josiah Webb &

tv., Duston.
eodly&w

Piano

LOCKE’S

GELATINE STARCH.

Various Styles;
Prices.

or

can

i;«*latiDe Hi arch is that
prevents the iron STICKING anl BLISTERING;
It can be used eitLer in boiled or raw starch; it gives
a very line clear white finish and polish, that will
it makes ironing an easy and
never turn yellow;
pleasant exercise. For sale by Grocers, Druggists,
Wanted—Two good outside salesmen; also a
&c
few good local canvassers.

Manufactured and supplied wholesale by

LOCKE’S GELATINE STARCH CO.,
dec27

No. 5 Plum SI., Portland, Me.
dStteodtf

Samuel
„,To

street

Thurston,
Block, Portland,

Part of Store on Free St. Large
YVmdow and Good Basement. Enquire ot

SUow
nov20dtf

SAMUEL THURSTON.
Free St. Block.

___

Vaults Cleaned
NO taken out at short notice, from 81 to 86
cord or $3 a load, l>y addressing
A, LIBBY & 00.. Portland P. 0.
_oy!2ti

A

BEST

the

AT

Walter

!

PRICES.

Corey

&

holders of the first Mortgage Bonds of
[HEPortland
Dry Dock and Warehouse Co.

the
are

tereby notified that said bonds must be surrendered
.nd Certificates of stock in the new
Corporation
aken out9 before said bondholders can be permitted
j
o

Co.,

No. 28 Free Street.

GRASS

Bondholders Attention!
I

—

We will not be Undersold.

Qtt

SEEDS

Timothy, Red Top, N. N. 1.,

and
Western Clover.
Alsike Clover
and Orchard Crass. For sale by

KENDALL & WHITNEY.
ie7

see them.
J'a5•dtf

BEST HADE,
BEST DECOR iTED

LOWEST

feolG

Don’t fail to call and

STILES,
—

Covers, Stools

Full Stock, New Styles, Prices Reduced.

H Free

We have on hand of our own manufacture
most extensive stock ever seen in Portland.

Lowest

Starch

you want the brat and the cheapen!
IF
be lound,
preparation that has been
l.otbtM
It
article.

J3m

—

and Ottomans.

0C19fltf

Co.,

48 Chatham St.

TeblS

d3m

vote for

Directors &c. at the annual meeting.
Per order.
ARDON W. COOMBS,
feb26eod2w
Secretary Portland Dry Dock.

One and one third fare on Maine Central R. R. and
branches.
Per Order State Committee,
FRANK KENDRICK, Pres’t.
GEO. W. MURCH, Sec’y.

Cleaned and Warranted, for
“
“

“

“

$1.00
1.00
,75

Lift

237 Middle

Clocks and Jewelry of all kinds repaired
eery low prices.

Rooms, Opposite Preble House.

Street,

au28

482 Congress St
d

Vaults Cleaned.,

Address

s.

f. rickeii,

Libby'. Corner,

Deertng.
%
«

up
payment
duties,
will then go into the Treasury and as paid
out in discharge of the current expenses of
the government will slowly make its way into
general circulation. Very likely this dutydemand will for a time materially appreciate
the value of the metal. Importers can afford to pay ninety-seven, ninety-eight or
even ninety-nine cents gold for the silver
dollar and then make a good profit. As
long
as the coinage is limited there will be a
sharp
demand for it. But when in many months
great quantities of silver have been coined,
when the stock of gold in the Treasury has
been exhausted by the payment of interest
on bonds, and the interest
begins to be paid
in the cheaper metal competition and
sharp
demand will cease and silver will fall to its
normal value. Then the evils of remonetization will show themselves. We shall not
only be taxed on all our trade the amount of
the difference between the two metals but we
shall be subject to the
inconvenience, uncertainty and expense attending the use of a
currency which is continually fluctuating in
value. This is the great objection from an
economic point of view to the use of silver.
Every man who sells on time will protect
himself against the possible fall in the value
of the metal between the time of giving credit
and the time of payment by adding
very considerably to the asking price, and to
this heavy tax all trade will be subject. Capital, too, notoriously timid, will hesitate to
euter upon so hazardous ventures. No man
will like to lend a hundred silver dollars,
worth ninety-two cents each, when six
months thence he may be paid in silver dollars worth but eighty-six cents. There is
every reason to apprehend that this fluctuation in the value of silver will take place,
for the metal has been dancing up and
down in the market for the last four years.
Between J uly, 187(5 and December of the
same year the price of the metal
ranged in
the London market from 47 to 58J pence, a
fluctuation in value of nearly 25 per cent.
The hundred millions we have already used
in subsidiary coinage and the trade dollar
have not been able to send it to par, and
there are no indications that the supply
will soon be exhausted. Indeed it is on the
increase.
The immediate eftects of the silver bill
will be the injury done to our credit and the
consequent stopping of refunding operations.
We have not hesitated to impair the obligation of contracts, and cannot hereafter hope
to be held honest. The process of
funding
our six per cent, bonds at a lower rate of interest has come to an end.
Had that process been continued we should have saved
twenty or thirty million dollars annually on
our interest account, sums which in
forty
years would amount to enough to discharge
the entire national debt. That is what our
silver dollar costs us to start with. The ultimate cost is yet to be reckoned. It is to be
sincerely hoped that the Senate amendments
will, as their advocates claim, beep us from
the evils of the original bill. But the silver
people advance no good reason for the hope
within them.

Hr. Cox of New York must havo been

««.

dectl

e0dly

|

These silver

Russia

seems to have the game in her
hands. Austria has suddenly become
friendly and England is left alone.

own

If we may judge by its action on the silver
bill Congress docs not believe that haste
makes waste.

to

looking at the gas light, in the manner of
Ihurman, when he made his objection to the
reading of the veto message. Send for
•
Murphy.

ANNUM, IN ADYANCE
Magazine Notices.

Littell’s Living Age for March 2 contains:
March of an English Generation Through Life,
from the Quarterly; Shakespere in France,
from the Nineteenth Century; Erics, translated from the German; Antoine Caesar Becquerel, from Nature; Docteur Lavardln, from
Macmillan, and other interesting papers from
varions sources.
To American readers the most interesting
things in the January number of the Edinburgh
Review, of which the American edition is now
ready, are the papers on Sohliemann's Exploration of Mycenae, The Military Power of Rua-

oia, Stanley’s Discoveries and the Future of
Africa, and a particularly sympathetic and entertaining review of Pierce’s Life of Charles

During the year the city debt has virtually
been reduced $70,000, that amount having
been set aside for the sinking fund. Mayor
Butler’s administration did it. Suppose we
let it try its hand another year.

This weather gives the ice-men a chance
get sentimental over the aftermath.
The veto message has gone into the Con-

gressional waste-basket.

Sumner, written, apparently, by one

of the men
who became Sumner’s friends in Eogland at
the time of his first journey hither. Leonard

Scott Publishing Co.
The February number of Blackwoods Magazine contains Part VIII of the serial, Mine is
Thine; Irou-Clads and Torpedoes,—The Indexible and Mr. Reed; Above the Clouds,—a Reverie on the Bel Alp, in which some account is
given of Thomas Davidson, with several specimens of his poems; A R de for
Life; A Visit
to 3ophia and the Heights of Kamerleb,—
Christmas, 1877; The Life of the Prince Consort; A Patriot Queen, a tory poem celebrating
the Queen’s fidelity and the Earl of Beaooosfield’s statesmanship; Translations from Heine,
by Theodore Martin; The Storm in the Eaet—
No IX; andTbe Meetingof Parliament. American reprint by .the Leonard Scott Publishing
Company.
_

Recent Publications.

Books Received.

The writing of town histories is a most oommendable thing in itself, as it preserves the
material which the general historian will need,
and when it results in each a valuable work as
George Augustus and Henry Warren Wheeler
have produced in writing the history of Bruns*
wick, Topsham and Harpswel', it deserves
especial praise. The elder of these brothers
is a physician practising in Camden,the youngthe manager of the telegraph office at Brunswick, both Topsbam boys, 'graduates of Bowdoin College, and admirably qualified for their

er

task.

The volume is an octavo of nearly 1000
pages, at $3.50 in cloth binding, illustrated
with sixteen portraits, eighteen sketches and
four maps and plans. The book opens with a
chapter on the Aboriginal inhabitants, and it
seems their name for the place was “Ah-me-

lah-cog-netur-cook,” meauiug a place of much
game; which obviously must have generally got
away before they got through naming it. The
second chapter tells of the first white visitors

who.were led by Weymouth in 1605 and Popham in 1607. The early settlers bought their
lands of the Indians fairly, in confirmation of
which their marks are given, looking something like election returns from Madawaska.
Chapter three tells of the settling; four, of the
Indian ware, in one of which the place was
burned. Part II contains twenty-six chapters
of topography and description, arranged each
sabiect bv

itsplf.

Thft mnnininnl fiiatnrv

the three towns occupies seventy-five pages.
Under the head of General and Social, many

interesting old-time anecdotes are given. Part
biographies and family sketches,
filling over a hundred pages, and nearly another hundred is given to the appendices giving
lists of names, and to ^excellently arranged indices. It is surprising to see how much the
III contains

authors have gleaned that is of general interest, while to their townsmen it is indeed a
treasure. Dresser, McLellan & Co. have it
for sale.

ot

Times have sadly changed when a man
rise in his seat in the House of Representatives and eulogize Jefferson Davis for his
patriotism. Mr. Singleton will next be moving
a vote of thanks to Mr. Davis for his eminent
services in the late war—and every Northern
Democrat will vote for it.

J. H. GALBERT,
i

ior rue

can

PORTLAND. ME.
ja22dtfPKOPBIE

wm ob ianeu

is wealth._

at

Health

the friends of the bill cannot but admit the
loftiness of his aim and the sincerity of his
purpose, while the opponents of the measure
will be profuse and hearty in their acknowledgment of the stand taken by him against
those who sought to debase the currency. It
should be remembered that many of the
warmest supporters of his administration
were among the most radical advocates of
the remonetization of the old silver dollar.
But he did not permit his friendships to lead
him astray. It is unfortunate that he could
not command the support of these friends at
this critical time.
All that the believers in a currency based
upon gold can now do is to trust to the sober
second thought of the people. An intelligent population like that of the United States
will soon see if it i3 pursuing the
wrong way,
and is honest enough to retrace its steps if
that be right. Unfortunately the descent to
a debased coinage is as
easy as the descent to
that other thing which has commanded so
much attention and provoked so much discussion of late; and the return is a labor of
difficulty. If the silver bill brings about the
evil results which the advocates of the gold
staudard apprehend we shall pay dearly for
our folly and have many a hard
struggle before we right the wrong. But the struggle
will surely be made. If on the other hand the
silver bill brings about that improvement of
our condition which its more
sanguine advocates expect its opponents will not loag hesitate to confess their error. In either event the
consequences which are hoped for or feared
will come with laggard steps. It will be
many months before silver can enter into
the currency of the country in sufficient
quantities to appreciably affect values. All
that can be coined for at least a year to come

Mayor Butler has so managed the
finances of the city that we have been able to
provide for the $150,000 annual interest on
the railway loans, to set aside the amount
necessary for the sinking fund, and to pay
the current expenses of the municipality.
Let us give him another chance. Economy

WATCHES
Case springs

from the executive.
are ill-bred rascals.

papers

The Veto and the Silver BUI.

By vetoing the silver bill President Hayes
has earned the respect of the country. Even

ture course.

Randolph Boynton.
Mainsprings

on

Edwin M. Bacon announces in the columns of the Boston Globe that he has resigned his position as editor-in-chief of that
paper. Mr. Bacon has made the Globe all it
is, and has succeeded In face of many and
difficult obstacles, in giving the public an enterprising, newsy and admirably arranged
paper. It is rumored that the Globe has
passed into the hands of the Democrats. It
however makes no announcement of its fu-

MILTOI, MASS.
Boston Office,

ORGANS
Celebrated Makers;

These goods have taken the highest award at al
the principal Fairs in the United States.
MANUFACTURED BY

Each $s.C0.
fc22

Cocoa, & Broma,
ESTABLISHED, 1843.

FIRST PREMIUMS

PIANOS
The most convenient place in the
city to purchase your Coal is at
A
MCALLISTER’S
RANDALL
new' office. No. 78 Exchange St,,
opposite the Post Office.

BET WE EX

embodies a hitherto unknown or neglected scientific principle, the
construction of which is such that they can be worn without the least
inconvenience.
The inventor will continue to fill all orders from
abroad by mail. Send $2.00 and stamp by mail and you will receive
six ot the Elastic Adjusters, with full iustructions, All letters of
inquiry
promptly aud cheerfully answered.

annual meeting of the Stockholders of the
Portland Dry Dock will he held at the office of
tbe Secretary, Ardon W. Coombs, in Portland, on
TUESDAY, the twelfth day ot March, A. D., 1878,
at three o’clock P. M., lor the following purposes,
viz.:

LIABILITIES.

„„

feb28d6t

Beef

$1,159,030
Unpaid Losses.$37,COO
SAMUEL GOULD, President.
JAMES J. GOODRICH, Sec’y.

HALL,

MARCH 6. This is the most brilliant effort of
the modern lecture platform, and is a thrilling plea
for liberty of thought for men, women and children.
It will be the only opportunity to hear this wonderful orator this season. Tickets. 50 cents. No extra
ebaree for reserved seats.
For sale at STOCK-

MEET1NGs7~

PORTLAND_DRY

1

ascertained that in most cases the first wrinkles o!
age are undoubtedly produced by the gradual and stealthy wearing away ot the grinding
surface of the eight molar or masticating teeth,
thereby relaxing the
facial muscles and slowly but surely producing those depressions or
furrows in the skin, indicating with tolerable precision the age ot every individual who is approaching the meridian of life, making their
first and almost imperceptible appearance at about the age of 32 in
men and 28 in women.
The DR. is the inventor ot an ELASTIC ADJUSTER to be worn in the mouth during the hours ot sleep, thereby
preventing the relaxed muscles from becoming inflexible or rigid
and delaying the expression of age from 10 to 15 years. The
apparatus

ANNUAL MEETING.

Total Assets.... $1,159,030,08
ASSErS.
National Bank Stock.$132,230 00
Railroad Bonds. 180,670 00
Loans on Stocks and mortgages, amply sesecured. 289,737 00
Real Estate, Office Building. 80,000 00
Bills Receivable for Marine Premiums. 67,619 55
Cash on hand and|inBank. 340,266 38
Interest Accrued and Salvages.
20.758 47
Premiums in course of collection. 22,739 92
in
Loudon.
Exchange
18,708 76

GO.

By process of long study and patient experiment DR. CHILDS has

dtf

_au2dtf

ANNUAL

Capital Stool!.$500,000 OO
Surplus. 659,030,08

Woman and Child.

Man,
—

JANUARY 1st, 1878.

US.

25 AND 50 YEARS OF AGE !

l*»an on
class Real Estate
fklfO \T I?
ltJLVFl.* Xj JL Security, in Portland, or vicinity. Rents collected, taxes paid, &c. on Commission. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in
Real Estate, 379J Congress Street.
nol8dtf

FIRE k URINE INS. CO.

BEE

PEBSOKS

TO

t.

office.

.AUNTD

PRESERVE YOUR YOUTHFUL LOOKS.

House for Sale,
Western part of city, a New House containing
Tbi all
FI) A m ml Am imiirmrainonfa
Tnnnim
1.

Manufacturers’

WANT,

dtf

premises.

ja1y31_

STATEMENT
at 7.30

WE

fault found

x

The new and thoroughly built
house 8 Ellsworth St. Very pleas*
antly situated; in the healthiest
part ot the city. The best bargaiu
in the market this season.
the

WHAT

no

Under Preble House, Market Square, Portland, Me,
fel6

For Sale l

on

IS

G. D. B. FISK &

A

Apply

Away Dissatisfied.

Greenbacks taken in payment and
with Pennies.

COME

J. B. AVERILL.

—

March

Sale*

For Sale.

of the persons

our

Whether worth 92 cts. 95 cts 98 cts. or $1.00

TWO Story and half House,containing 12 rooms,
gas and sebago, furnace, hot and cold water.
Address HOUSE, this office.feb22dtf

and Collector.
codlmarD

or

HOLLAR

65acres.a good two-story
house of 10 rooms, hard and sofc water in house, barn
40x50, stable 20x39. Cuts about 25 tons of hay. For
further particulars enquire of ALBERT J. MERKILL on the premises.delSeodtf

INSURANCE.

HALL,

Lecture will be illustrate! by a Potter’s Wheel
an! Blackboard on the stage.
Tickets 35cents; lor sale by Dresser, McLellan &
Co., and J. E. Stuigis <& Co., and at the door on
ieb27dlw
evening of lecture.

OR

names

assessed theretor.
H. W. HER3EY, Treasurer
Portland, Feb. 26, 1878.

A

near

fAr

mu

GERRY,

on

—

GRAND ARMY
—

nnmmit.t.pd tn

Cold, Silver

FARM

THIS

grand, sweep.

IOulI Come at Once,

pleasantly situated, 3J miles from Port
land in Falmouth,
A Graves
the old Yarmouth road
Hill. It contains

is to give notice that I shall publish in one of
the daily newspapers ot the city, on the 9th
day of March next, in accordance with a City ordinance, a list of taxes assessed upon residents
amounting to twenty dollars and upwards, then re-

—

ON

For

a

Don’t stand upon the Ceremony of coming:,

fe!9d&wtf59 High St., Portland.

TAXKS.

HOSPITAL,

PROF. REJiJ. W. PIMM,
—

ELBRIDGE

no gems are reserved, bat
ing, general sale of

None Need Go

Situated in the town of Deering, about thirty minutes ride trom Portland on the Gray road, and known
as the Robeit Leighton farm.
Containing about 90
acres ot land, divided into mowing, tillage, pasturing
and wood land. The farm has three barns and other
outbuildings and a comfortable house, a good orchard
and valuable pine grove, well watered
and very
pleasantly located. Terms ot payment to accomodate purchaser,
to
Apply

Clerk,two City Constables, also in Wards One, Three
aDd Four for one Superintending School Committee
in each of said Wards One, Thiee and Four for two
years.
The polls on such day of election fo remain open
until four o'clock in the afternoon, when they shall
be closed.
The Aldermen of said city will be in open session
at ihe Aldermen’s Room, in City
from nine
fo twelve o’clock in the forenoon, and from two to
five o’clock in the afternoon on each of the five secular
days next preceding such day of election, ior the
purpose ot receiving evidence of the qualification
of voters whose names have not been entered on
the lists of qualified voters, in and for the several
Wards, and for correcting said lists.
Per Order,
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

offered,

WIT MM Mill SHOWN IN EVERY DEPARTMENT.

Farm For Sale.
one

Warden,

a

is now offered to the public

Our Stock embraces all styles, all sizes, and all quantities. We are
determined to make room lor our new Spring goods now iu process of
manufacture.

ABEL L. LAWTON & CO.,
fcb26d3m
ASTER, MASS.

February 20, 1878.feb21dtd

Under the auspices of the

—

Couneilmen,

as

Entire Stock at and
below Manufacturers’ Cost.

Send for the Beal Estate Advocate. It
describes a large number of Farms and
cheap Homes. It is free.

Forenoon,

are

Every Garment in

Farms, Farms, Farms.

Building,

MONDAY, MARCH 4th.

MAINE GENERAL

three Common

No Specialties

REAL ESTATE.

said city are hereby notified to meet
in their respective Ward Rooms on

Alderman,

Ball

Music by Cole's Full Quadrille Band.
Tickets, 75 cents.

AUU. P. FULLER,
de28dtfPortland, Me.

of Portland*

then and there to give in their votes for Mayor,

fel>2fitd

CHEAP,

C. D. B. FISK & CO.

—

at Ten o’clock in the

TIME.

AcMresB

to warrants from the Mayor and Aldermen ot the City ot Portland, the
PURSUANT
duly qualified Electors of

O fn. Cl

Union Street.

57

ACCEPTED

Seldom is suoh an opportunity offered
in want of Clothing by

The Hew England nonK, Portland, Me,

Monday, the Fourth Day of March next,

CniKDI.EB,

OF THE SEASON
will be

City

THE

to

HOTEL TO LEASE.

ADVERTISEMENTS

OP

particulars, apply

oct6dtf

STATE OF MAINE.

1878,

S3F“Cake and Pastry solicited.

The

dtf

—

Grand March in Ancient, Military and
Fancy Costumes.

OKaanla.

Sebago.

THE

MAKE YOUR PURCHASES NOW I

lower

part of house No. 232 Oxford Street,
THE
containing all the modern improvements, gas
and
For

TO THE ELECTORS

Monday Evening,
-A,

House to Let.

Service of precepts of all kinds a specialty. Confidential advice given, and services rendered in tbe
detection and arrest of criminals. Business attended
to at all hours.

IS

Opportunities.

IF YOU WANT TO BUY GOOD CLOTHING.
IF YOU WANT TO BUY STYLISH CLOTHING.
IF YOU TO BUY CLOTHING

JOHN C. PROCTER.
93 Exchange street,

oc20

51 l-J EXCHANGE STREET.

Jan8_

NOW

Possession given

Inquire

1.

Time Flies and with. It Great

street

on

now

be so low as to

A WORD TO THE WISE !

To be Rented.
desirable front room, with large alcove.
Bath room upon Bame floor, Aoply at
606 CONliRESS ST.
jan7dtf

ADAMS,
To Let.
Farrington Block,
Congress
for Portland, ROOMS occupied
by Dr. Tasker.
ol

CURTAINS,

ftb22_dtf

Ktreet, 10 room*,
Sent low. Apply
ja29dtf

Pearl

AVERY
MATT

GOODS,

own manufacture and importation.
Prices will be marked in plain figures which will
insure a quick sale of this valuable stock.

In its indecent haste to pass the silver bill

Congress refused to treat the veto message
with even the ordinary attention given to

its

All of tlioir

at Lord & Haskell’s.

To Let.

AJSD

Tinbaie

25th,

CRETONNES, Ac., Ac.

House to Let.
to let at No. 25 Parris street, containing
ten rooms. Enquire of
W. H. NEAL,

No.

Coroner for

SEMI- CENTENNIAL

IACE

STORES

Studio in

154
Oa« nud Mebago.
HOUSE
154 Pearl Street.

Constable

I!V

Feb.

CHOICE UPHOISTERY

numbered 157. 159 and 1G1 Middle street,
now occupied by Messrs. Emery, Waterhouse
& Co. Apply to
ST. JOHN SMITH,
!
Ieb28tf
31i Exchange street.

feb25eod4w*

1878.

MUSIC

MONDAY,

FURNITURE,

dtl

at

celebrate their

ART

For Rent,

Photographs copied, enclaraed and finished at
reduced prices. Orders by mail will receive prompt
and careful attention.

SPECIALTY,

MARCH

€0.,

Who will offer to the citizens ot Portland at greatly reduced prices
samples ot their stock ot

Two good front rooms in Mechanic Hall Building, suitable lor
Doctors or Lawyers, Enquire ol
GEO. A HAH MON,
Jeweller, Mechanic Building.

Prices as Usual.
Matinee Prices, 25 and 50 cents.
Reserved seats secured 3 days in advance.
teb25dtd
T. H. SHANNON, Agent.

CITY

&

Under Falmouth Hotel, No. 222 Middle St.

permanently.

scape

30

—

AT

KNOWN HOUSE OF

CROOHE

On and after

TO LET.

Business solicited from any in need of assistance oi
their accounts.
Special attention given to adjustment ol
complicated account*.
Would take charge of one or more sets of account*

Balled and Harlequinade,

—

Wedoeidny and Thursday,
M^rch 6 and 7, 1878.
It is earnestly hoped that every club in the State
will be represented at this session, so that a full and
complete report can be obtained.
The Reform work is spreading like “Wild Fire” all
over the We3t and South, and let U3 arouse and renew out interest in this
good work, and have a grand
and glorious Revival in the State of
Maine, always
keeping in mind our mottoes, “We Dare to do Right”
“Charity to all, malice towards none.”

BOSTON,

men can find
pleasant rooms with
board, at 30 BROWN ST.
my24
dtf

A

FEW

is prepared to give instructions in Portrait and Land-

ARTISTS

will

GEO.

Boarders Wanted.

d6m

AOOOUi53 TAKTT.

ROBIN HOOD !

MIRTH,

Augusta

WELL

The nominations made by the Republiward caucuses are excellent ones. We
ought to have a city council unanimously
Republican. Let us see how near we can
get to it.

can

men

The Quarterly convention of the Reform Clubs of
the State of Maine will be held at

THE

If the tax-payers want an experienced
at the head of the city
government, one
competent to wrestlo with the financial situation and throw it every time too, they will
vote for Moses M. Butler,
man

a

CO-WEmON OF REFORM CLUBS.

AND

FROM

Bank

Savings

regular attach^ of the Press is furnished
Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
ournal.

5

F. P. FLANNERY,
No. 3 Preble St. City.

felltf

Wo do not read anonymous etters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
all caaes indispensable, not necessarily for publication
but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve communications that are not used.

—

the grand Sparkling Musical Burlesque Extravaganza

1ST

Apply

or

Bon rd Up Town.
furnished or unfurnished with board; all
the modem conveniences—water closets, bath
room, hot and cold water on same floor; one of the
sunniest and most desirable locations in the city.
£8 BRACKET! ST., Comer of Spring St
marl
d‘2w

n. ii. is aha jus,

SATURDAY AFTERNOON,

—

Portland

no7

miles of Portland in
New Brick House in Portland,

a

SATURDAY MORMSQ, MARCH 2.

with

FURNITURE

FINE

BOARD.

OFFICE
Over

30

(gcUud fflxlwde>u%

i

I. Talbot

George

;

an

and

FARMto

exchange lor

PRESS.

Every

OF

RAYMOND, Box 1743, Boston.

wanted within 4

Has resumed the practice of law

PORTLAND.

and

thorough experi-

Wanted.

BERRY,

No. 37 Plum Street,

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Slim

febl9d3w*

j

or

—ALSO

ability

Biliary only

pected. Address

ing

II

GRAND EXHIBITION

of
a young
and
ence as salesman on road, and iu
a situation as clerk iu a store
man

store in Bosiu Portland
tiroerriex preferred
Is a native of Portland
and will give highest references from leading Boston
anil Portland merchants. Moderate
ex-

STEPHEN

THE

Furniture !

Art

WANTED"

■

ton,

Rates of Advertising: One inch of space, the
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
$150 per square, daily first week: 75 cents per
week at ter; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuevery other -lay after first week, 50 cents.
Halt square,three insertions, or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1.00: 50 ceut9 per week after.
Spscial Notices, one third additional.
Under head ot “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2 00 per square per week; three insertions

MUSIC

69

(BOYD BLOCK,)

is published every Thursday Morning at $2.50
year, It paid iu advance at $2.00 a year.

In every town
competition. For par-

No

stamp,
WM. G. SMITH,
Devonshire 8L, Boston, Mass.

1

FITTINGS,

MIDDLE

Invention,

a new

and city in Maine.
AGENTS
ticulan address with

I2T

Saddlery Hardware, Harness Leather

Dollars a Tear in advance.
To
Seven Dollars a Year if paid in ad-

__MISCELLANEOUS_

Wanted.

WHITNEY, NELSON & CO.,

Exchange.St., Portland.

At 109

TERMS $8.00 PER

Notea and

Announcements.

Professor A. J. Schem has in preparation a
book on the Tnrko-Russian war.
“Dr. Mortimer’s Patient” a novel, by Fannie
Bean, is announced by G. W. Carleton & Co.
“A Paper City,” Petroleum V. Nasby’s novel
is nearly ready for publication by Lee &
Shepard.

Another translation of Faust is announced

England, by C. H. Bowen, who renders it
into English verse.
The story of Bsrjn, originally from the
Gesta Romanorum, has been dramatized in
England by Dr. Averling.
We are promised a translation in English
in

of Jacob

Grimm’s great work, Deutsobe My-

thologie.
The
are

hitherto unprinted works of Wycliffe
the Early English Text

in the press of

Society.
The next volume of the Artist Biographies
to be published by Houghton, Osgood & Co.
will bo Claude Lorraine.
A life of Pope L90 XIII., in
pamphlet form,
is being printed. The author is father Bernard

O’Reilly,

a

many very
erature.

Jesuit priest, who has contributed
interesting volumes to Catholic lit-

Professor H. H. Boyesen of Cornell University has in preparation a commentary on“Faust”
with chapters on Goethe, Schiller and
Lessing,
for use in colleges, which will appear in the

8nridp from thn

nrAnq

of

TTnnrvh+rkn

e.

Co.

Constantinople
soon

will be the subject of a book
to be published by G. P. Putnam’s
Sons,

by Edmundo de Amicis, a young Italian author of books upon Spain, Holland and other
countries. The translation is by Mrs. J. B.
Tilton,

American woman in Borne.
Dutton & Co. will soon reproduce
‘‘Some Difficulties in Beliel” a volume of sermons, by the Bev. T. Teignmouth Shore which
has reached the fourth edition in
England. The
house will also publish Dr. Farrar’s work on
“Language,” and his volume of sermons entitled “Eternal Hope.”
The new volume of travel by
Ubique, Parker Gilmore, The Great Thirst Land, does not
treat of Maine as might be supposed, but will
contain a description of the unknown lands between the Limpopo and the water sheds of the
rivers recently explored by Stanley and Cameron, and also the scene of the present war on
the frontier of Cape Colony.
E.

an

P.

Mother Goose is the subject of another
book,
Lee & Shepard will publish it under the title of
The Lawrenoe Mother Goose, and the

rhymes

of the nnrsery will be arranged for dramatic
evening entertainments, consisting of tableaux,
pantomine and vocal and instrumental music.
Full directions for

acting and

the music will be

given, and Mistress Elizabeth Goose will have
a new lsase of power in home life.
Lae & Shepard will give to the trade the last
of next week The Historical Student’s
Manual,
a small, thin volume by Mr. Alfred
Waites, an
Englishman who has lived in Worcester for
several years. It is really an extended table
presenting the contemporaneons rulers and

leading events in England, France, Germany
and the papacy from the time of William I. of
England to the present.
Mr. W. H. Bishop’s ‘‘Detmold”,the eleventh
and twelfth chapters, will have the first
place
in the April Atlantic, and will be followed
by
a sonnet upon
“Pigeons,” by Mr. Edgar Fawcett. “A Persian Poet” will be devoted to a
of the Rubaiyat of Omar
Khayyam,
lately issued by Osgood & Co. A sketch of his
life is also given, but it takes little
space, for if
he “had been a Shakspeare he could not have
had a more meagre biography.” A subtle analysis of his life-philosophy explains the qualireview

ty of the poetry.
Professor Luigi Monti has written for Lee &
Shepard, a book entitled “A Consul Abroad,”
which will show the absurdities in the Amerioan
consular service. His “consul” is a man'of good

abilities,

with a fair amount of book knowledge
of the three essentials—the
methods of commerce, French and Italian (for
he is supposed to be consul to an Italian
city).
He has a salary of $1500 out of whloh is to be

but who is ignorant

paid $800 for clerk hire, $300 for rent and the
expenses of servants and an establishment.
Consequently he Is driven into mean

quarters
shunned by other diplomatic representatives,

laughing-stock.
Houghton, Osgood & Co.

aud is their

will conclude the
first group of the series of artist’s
biographies
with the lives of Sir Joshua
and

Reynolds

Washington Allston. It will be observed of
the series thus far, that it has
included
painters of several nationalities and closes with
an American.
A like method may be followed
with

subsequent issues, variety and interest
Ming thus secured with recognition of merit
in European countries and our own. Mr.
Loogfellow’s twentieth volume of poems of places
will not clear the bounds of Europe, but will
gather the gems of verse about Russia. Theu
he will cross over to Asia, where there Is abnciaut material among the Persians aud Hindoos
tor future volumes.

Lena,

Silent Woman. By the author of
“King’s Cope.” Paper, 314 pp., 50 cents. Boston:
Loring. Portland; Lorlng, Short & Harmon.
An Essay on methods of Arithmetical 1st.
.traction. By F. W. Bard well. Paper, 3« pp.,
'he

15 cents. New York: G. P. Putnam's Sous.
Portland: LoriDg, Short A Harmon.
Life and Times of Thomas Bechet.
By
James Anthony Fronde. Cloth, 150 pp., *1.50.
New York: Scribner, Armstrong A Co. Portland:
Loring, Short A Harmon.
The Boy Engineers. What They Did and How
They Did It. A Book lor Boys. By the Kcv. J.
Lukin, author of “The Young Mechanic” Ac.
Cloth, 344 pp., 8L75. New York: G. P. Pntnam’s
Sons. Portland: Loring, Short A Harmon.
The Origin ol Nation*. In two parts. On

Early Civilizations, On Ethnic Affinities, Ac. By
George Kawlinson, author of “The Four Great
Monarchies” Ac. Cloth, 272 pp., 81.50.
New
York: Scribner, Armstrong A Co.
Pertland:
Loring, Short A Harmon

Men and Women.
Tho young Miss Sherman, who is about to
marry Senator Cameron, “has a fresh, blush
rose face, sparkling
dark eyes and brown
locks.”
Mme. Modjeska told a reporter in Boston the
other day that the correct
spelling of her name
is Modrzejewska. “Pronounce it
Mod-jes-ka,”
said she, "tonohing the ‘d’
lightly and accent-

ing the second syllable, and yon will get it lust
right.”
Another pen portrait of George Eliot: “Her
faoe is long, pale, with a sensitive month. Her
vivid, warm, bine-gray, full of depth,
keenly peroeptive, now dreamily introspective, always full of sadness. Her hair,
worn low, gives a
womanly effect to a finely
eyes are a
now

intellectual forehead. Her general
expression
is that of wearied sensitivenose.*’
Miss Clara Louise Kellogg told a
reporter In
St. Louis last Saturday: “You may
say, if you
please, that there never will be any truth in
any reported engagement of Miss Clara Louise
Kellogg to marry anybody. I am in love with
myself, and I do not think I shall Avar
ma*
ried.” She continued: "I have one

noble

ambition which I intend to
aooomplish before
I die, if possible, and that is the
establishment
in New York of a
Conservatory of Music to
which young American girls can
go to have
their voices tried and passed
upon, and if found
worthy, at which they can receive a musical
education without having to go abroad for it."
Colonel “Bob” Ingersoll and Mrs. Van
Cott,
the revivalist, happened to be in Buffalo last
week, and the latter was reported as speaking
of Ingersoll as “a poor barking
dog.” Thereupon the Colonel wrote her the
note:

following

“My Dear Madam: Were you oonstrained by
the love of Christ to call a man who has never
injured you ‘a poor barking dog?’ Did you

make this remark as a
Christian, or as'a lady?
Did you say these words to illustrate in some

faint degree the redoing influence
upon woman
What would you
retort, using your language, changing only the sex of the last

of the religion you preach?
think of me if I should

word?’’
An English sporting paper gives some further account of Miss Thompsoo, the eocentrio

American woman who recently had her mare
shod with gold in Edinburgh. From this it
appears that she is a wealthy New York
woman—worth some 8500,000-who has for
years been worried almost to distraction by the
persistent advances of fortune-hunters. One of
her admirers was a dashing and handsome
fellow, whom she at last told she would marry
if he would procure a horse to beat her favorite mare, each to ride in the raoe in person.
He accepted the challenge, and a close raoe resulted, but she won, and to reward her mare
had her shod with gold as before recounted.
It is related of Garrett Davis, when he was
in Congress, that one afternoon as he was tak-

ing

a nap in his chair, his next
neighbor gave
him a punoh in the ribs, and said: “Wake
up,
Senator, your name has been called " Half
asleep, the Kentuckian arose, and asked the
Vice President what the vote was on. The Vice
President told him the name of the bill, which
was for the benefit of a
Kansas railroad.
“Ah!" exclaimed Davis, now wide
awake,
“but I want to know before I vote the amount

of stealage in this bill!”
AnffinMrino*

#Tio Kill

A Senator who was

moa

_«_

a_

“If the Senator from
Kentucky will permit me
I will state that I have
thoroughly examined
this bill, and I assure him that if it contains
any opportunity for stealage I cannot find It."
“All right, Mr. President,”
responded Mr. Davis in his shrillest tones, “If the Senator cannot find any stealage in the bill. I am enre there
be none. I vote aye!”
It was customary to the habitues of Tammany Hall (the present San building) and of
the “Pewter Mug,” a barroom kept by a
politician named Brown, in Frankfort
street, in
making bets upon electioo resu Its, to stipulate
that “Horace Greeley should decide.” Mr.
can

Greeley might repel an unwary stranger who
to speak of any ordinary topio
or if followed up might say, “See
Dana, “Ask
Ott,” “Kipley will tell you,” “You better see
Frye,” anything to shove the Inquirer out of
his way; but let the vis'tor approach him with
“Mr. Greeley, what was Gen. Jackson's majority?” and he was unusually oivil—so much
so that the visitor might be mistaken
for an
old friend whom Mr. Greeley was
delighted to

approached him

WAlnnmrt

P.lupfinn

Greeley’s

tender spot.

Anrnwsaa

AAnatit. a_X

tr_

On this point Mr. Fry,
in a little speech made daring the war in a
New England social party at the Fifth Avenue
Hotel, said be didn’t think there was any ultimate danger of the country, even if the Confederates did gain a battle or two, for Mr. Greeley had asserted in his hearing that if anything
ever happened to this Republio it would be be-

something was wrong in the “Tribune
Almanac,” “and yon all know,” added Mr.
Fry, "that is an impossibility.”
A traveller in Deadwood
says that he saw
such a picturesque tournout as this: “The halfbreed horses in harness were shaggy,
unkempt
fellows; and the long-haired saddle pony
hitched to the rear of the wagon by a
striped horse-hair lariat,tugged and palled, now
this way and now that, as though the experience was a new one to him. Upon this wagon
was a pile of elk,'deer and antelope; while from
on top, and frowning upon you was the ugly
mug of a grizzly.’’ The driver “sat with careless ease and grace using Bruin’s broadside for
seat; one leg crossing the other; a little moccasined foot resting on the side of the wagon box;
one gloved hand holding the lines, and the other caressing the polished barrel of a revolver.”
This attractive person was a yonog woman of
the following description: “Rather small of
stature, with an exquisitely rounded and beaucause

tiful figure, showing to advantage in the
soft,
ornamented buckskin suit. The face was one
hard to describe; it might belong to a welldeveloped beardless youth, or in other garments
and places, to a comely lass of twenty. In the

finely rounded outlines, ripe red lips and dimpled ohin, lurked a suspicion of tefhininity
which was heightened by the big brown eyes

SATURDAY MORNING, MARCH 2.

XLYth Congress-Regular Session.

FOREIGN.

«nd the ton? lashes which swept the cheeks
which were as brown as a scout’s.” She Baid
she wi3 in Chicago and had settled with her
father near Daadwood,

BY TELEGRAPH.

Washington, Mar. 1.

Turcc-Russian

Mr. Shelby introduced a bill to aid the Southern
railroad and to construct railway in Georgia and
Florida. (Referred.)
Mr. Whyte offered a resolution that the Secretary
of the Treasury prosecute the parties who have fraudulently imported tin plates, but Banks objected.
Mr. Rice moved to concur in the senate amendment to the house hill, providing that when ever a
vacancy shall occur in the office of pension agent by
death, investigation, or failure to qualify, the President may designate any officer for the duties. Bill

War.

TBE PEACE TREATY TO BE

MAINE.

passed.

SIGNED TO-DAY.

McCook from the Committee on Military, reported back the bill authorizing the Secretary ot
Mr.

the site ot and attach to the Vicks-

War to purchase
buig National Cemetery the Graut-Pemberton mon-

mayoralty Nominations.

Gardiner,

March

1.— In

the Republican
Hon. J. B. Diogley was
unanimously renominated for mayor by acclamation.
Bath, March 1.—At the Republican caucus
this evening John G, Richardson was nominated for mayor.
caucus

this evening

Conflicting Reports

of Austria's

Intention.

witness he too goes to jail.
Robbed in New l'srk Elntbor.
New York, March 1.—Schooner P. A.
Houston was boarded by river pirates late
Wednesday night while at auchor in East
river. Capt Lockwood was
roughly handled,
a seaman was knocked
senseless, and a pistol
held at the head of the watch. The schooner
was ransacked, the pirates
capturing $400 in
money and a quantity of clothing, leaving all
hands bound. The latter
subsequently extricated themselves, but too late to aid in captur.
iDg the thieves, who escaped with their booty.
The schooner has sailed for Maine, where she

belongs.

MASSACHUSETTS.
1 Prohibitory I.aw
Reported.
Boston, March 1.—The Committee on the
liquor law iu the Legislature reported a prohioi'.ory bill this afternoon It is a substantial
reproduction of the old prohibitory law of 1869,
with an increase of penalties to an
amount
about equivalent to tbe penalties uncer the
present li.'ense law, making the penalties from
$100 to $500, instead of $10 to $100, as under
the recent law. Tbe minority
simply dissent
and urge no change from the present law.

NEW TORE.
Tbe Vanderbilt Will Case.
New Yoke, March 1.—An effort was made
in the Vanderbilt will case today by the counsel
for the contestant to introduce evidence that
the Commodore once promised to
marry Tennie
C. Claflio, but it was excluded.

The Poit9 Forbids Further Entrance

Congressmen

of the Dardanelles.

London, March 1—Intelligence from Constantinople, February 27, says that the Russian
plenipotentiaries manifest irritation at the slow
If the negotiaprogress of the negotiations.
tions are not completed in a few days, it is exthat
the
plenipotentiaries will p-eseot
pected
an ultimatum fixing the date when the treaty
must be signed.

March 10 is the date fixed for renewing the
attempt to hold a peace meeting in Hyde Park.
A Vienna correspondent referring to the persistent rumors of Austrian preparations for

ncbilization,

says:

There is little preparation to be made. For
the last seven years these preparations have
been going on, and Bince last year when tbe
possibility of such a measure aroee, plans have
been marked out to every smallest detail.
The St. Petersburg Galos says that typhus is
increasing rapidly among the Russian troops in
Roumania. Ail Roumanian railway carriages
are Infected.
It is absolutely necessary for the
army to return by sea and not through Roumania.

London, March 2.—A Vienna correspondent
of the Times, says;
As regards the vote of credit meetings of political clubs were repeatedly called to consider
tbe subject and then adjourned showing those
who desired to carry the matter with a rush are
as vet far from having the upper hands.
Reuter’s Vienna despatch says;
Secret meetings of members of the Austrian

dplaaratinna

trae

hiolrl laar. ninhf

of

nrliinli

be Paid in their Own
Coin.
New Yoee, March 1.- A million of dollars
have been placed to the credit of the Philadelphia mint, and $600,000 to the Carson miut, so
that they both can begin silver coinage at
once.
The first reception of new silver coin
will be used by the Treasury to pay the salaries
of members of Congress.
The New England Mail Service Case.
to

Washington, March 1.—The House Committee on Post-offiees continued the investigation of the case of Thomas P. Cheney,
superintendent of the New England mail
service.
A. J. Stahl, tbe chief clerk, acknowledged
that he was absent from dnty without any redaction of salary.
Mr. Lewis of the Boston post-office gave a
general review of the duties of superintendent,
and testified that Cheney neglected his duty
by being absent a greater part of his time.
S. West, a railway postal clerk on the St.
AiuBuo suu dubwuu xuuuj, stuu u« uau
irequeoily called at Cheney’s office on business, bat
invariably found him abseDt. He never saw
Cheney in the discharge of his duty on the
road.
The Tariff Bill.
The Ways and Means Committee passed the
clause of the tariff bill relating to spioes without alteration, and reduced the proposed
duty
on silks from 50 to 40 per cent.
Getting Beady to Coin the Silver Dollar.
Acting under instructions of the Secretary
of the Treasury, and in anticipation of the silver bill becoming a law, the directors of the
mints have been engaged several days making
necessary arrangements for running the mints
to tbeir foil capacity on the new silver dollar,
in connection with which gold only will for
some time be coined.
It is probable a supply
of working dies will be ready in about ten days,
so a little delay iu the coinage will be occasioned
It is thought by the middle of April
the coinage of the silver dollar will be at the
rate of 83,500,000 per month.
The Cabinet to-day discussed the necessary
action to be taken to carry out the provisions
of the silver law. Secretary Sherman is to
put the mints at work promptly and industriously, and the Secretary of State will at
once open correspondence wilh the
governments of the countries comprising the so called
Latin Union, and of such other European
nations as the President may deem advisable,
inviting them to join the United States in a
conference to adopt common rales between go'd
aDd silver for the purpose of
establishing internationally the use of bi-metallic money and
the
of
the relative value
securing
fixity
between these metals.
Various mailers.
The Hou»e Committee on Banking considered the bill for tbe issue of postal
savings
bonds bearing 3.65 interest, exchangeable at
par for United States notes or 4 per cent, bonds,
and also for the special issue of United States
legal tender notes to the amount of 10 per
centum of the postal savings
bonds, and postal
orders for bonds outstanding until the whole
amount of snch
issue
shall reach
special
850,000,000. The(commiitee agreed to take a
final vote upon this bill next
Tuesday, and
from the present indications it will be
reported
almost unanimously.
The silver bill was to day s6Dt to the Department of State by the Sneaker of the House of
Bepresentatives, with the endorsement of the
clerk of the House and Secretary of the
Senate to the effect that the bill has been
passed, notwithstanding the President’s veto.
The amendments to the House b 11 authorizing the President to appoint temporarily some
officer of tbe United States to pay
pensions, in
case of vacancy, were concurred in
by the
Donee today. The Senate haviDg
adjourned
until Monday, the bill cannot receive the
signature of tbe President until Monday
afternoon,
and it therefore will be impossible to
pay persons at the New York
agency until Tnesday.
The New York Pension
Agency.
New Yobk, Mar. 1.—Col. Chas. R. Coster
telegraphs to the Pension agency to-day, that
tbe Secretary of tbe Interior would not
accept
his bond as pension agent.
It was for $250,000 with justifications in double the amount
Among those on the bond is Ex-Gov. E D.
Morgan. Objection was made to him that he
was already on a very
large number of bonds
and his property could not bs considered unincambered. It is understood that if tbe
special
pension relief bill passes the Senate it will be
the intention of Secretary Schnrz to
appoint
Geo. Merritt, Surveyor of the port, to
pay the
pensioners lor tbe new quarter.

discussed the credit to be asxed by government.
No decision was reacbt-d b. t it was anticipated
that the credit though it may meet with oppositions will finally be approved.
London, March 4.—In the Lords Derby said
he had reason to believe the treaty of peace
will be signed to-morrow. Derby also said the
rumor reached him from many quarters which
be hoped was true that Russia bad abandoned
her idea of the cession to her of the Turkish
fleet.
St. Petersburg, March 1.— Replying to the
recent article of the London Standard which
declared that the sword would have to decide
unless Russia made concessions, the Agence

THE YETO.

The British government has declared that it
would only make war on behalf of the British
interests. Russia has respeoted and satisfied
these interests, therefore either the Standard is
misinformed or England will act iu opposition
to her formal declarations. As regards concessions the European cabinets know that Russia
is resolved to maintain the essential reBnlt of
the war. She will always show herself disposed to accept every means of reconciling the
involiability of this result with the interests of
third parties, but threats and military preparations are a bad way of attaining a peacelul un-

derstanding.

Athens, March 1 —M. Triconpis has abandoned his mission to the courts of the foreign
powers.
London, March 1.—It is stated in the lobbies
af parliament, that the navy estimates for 1878
to be published to-morrow show an increase of
85,000 pounds, half of which is for transport of
troops. The estimates show it is the intention
to commence 4 first-class iron clads and complete 5 iron clads, 26 corvettes and gunboats to
30 torpedo boats. The above increase is exclusive of the portion of the vote of £600.000.009 which has been devoted to the navy.
Constantinople, March 1.—It is probable
that the British fleet will bo withdrawn from
Fouzla to Ismad.
London, March 1.—The Standard’s Berlin
special says Austria in consequence of Germany’s confldentihl representations, has abandoned the 'dea of war, but would occupy Bosnia and Herzegovina if Rnssia persists in her
pretensions.

A Vienna despatch to the Standard says that
Andrassy has informed the spokesman of the
delegations that a vote of credit is absolutely

Congress'1*88
The

Tribune says:
It is the President’s own
fault that his mesar a'
etraiglitforward as it was *
Counted ItSS With O0D°T£m8 that! <*
editorial. It is the first time in the
tory of the country that a veto by a President
of the United States has not
only been abs0.
bat has actual,y increased
the
strength of the measure it forbade. For the
first lime the United States has
a
who is thus shown to be
powerless, not only
with his ewn party which he has
but with tbe opposite party whose
good will he
has not been able to win.
*■
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President
displeased*
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tho
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would be satisfied if it was passed

majority.

by a

small

tions.
A despatch to the Times from Gallipoli dated
Feb. 27tb, sajs a telegram from the Turkish
mini-t-r of war orders the governor of the Dardanelles to prevent any more
men-of-war,
whether British, French or Austria, entering
the sea of Marmora.
A Pera telegram to the Times of Feb. 28,
says: The Porte is fully prepared to sign the
treaty of peace except the clause concerning
the ironclads, [on which Bussia is unlikely to
insist aud hence the signature to the treaty is
expected on Saturday.
The St. Petersburg correspondent of the
Times, reports he bas reason to believe that
Bussia is disposed to come to an amicable arrangement regarding the Straits, but the irritation at England’s supposed-design to form an
offensive alliance with Austria is increasing.
The Times publishes the following despatch
from Vienna: The negotiations concerning the
conference proceed slowly but Austria’s resolution to briug about its meeting is nnshaken and
it will probably meet in spite of the present apathy of the powers. The discussion on the
vote of credit at the preliminary meeting cf
tbej Anstrian Chambers, declared against the
credit, one section was ready to vote the money unconditionally while the other was only
willing to do so on condition that it wonld not
be used in furtherance of any Bcheme of annexation.
A telegram from Bucharest received in Paris
states that Austria is concentrating troops at

Hermandat.
London, March 2,—The Telegraph’s Vienna
despatch says the willingness of Bussia to

grant coDcessioos to Austria arises from the
that the Princes of Boumania have resolved to accept the Austrian protection if
tact

obtainable.

Athens, March 1,—The inhabitants of
Mount Olympus have risen and declared fora
anion with Greece. 550 volunteers from Greece
have joined them with 2 steamer cargoes of
rifles.
London. March 2. The telegraph’s Peru correspondent understands that the Turks have
evacuated the lines of Boulair.

ITALY.
The Government Will Have Nothing to
do with the Coronation*

London, March 2.—The Italian government
have warned the Vatican authorities
through
the inspector of police that they conld take no
measure to prevent a possible disturbance at
the Pope’s coronation, as the Pope did not
recognize the King of Italy. The Vatican is
ouu

in

uaa

uetfu

ueciaea

coronation will be strictly private.
standing between the Papacy and
far off as ever.

mas

me

An underItaly is as

CUBA.

Insurgents Laying Down Their Arms.
Havana, Mar. 1.—Yesterday afternoon, insurgents in central department defiled before
General Martinez Campos, at Puerto Principe,

surrendering

their arms.
Insurgents in the neighborhood of Trocha al«o
surrendered their arms at the same boar.
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The NHver market.
New Yobk, March 1.—Tbe Post
says the
government bought a lot of silver for the 4i‘<i
gram dollar coinage at 53| ponce per ounce
several days ago, and a still
larger amoun’
since then at 55^ pence per ounce.
Since that
purchase the silver market has been weak. It
comm®“ talk here that the price was
bulled to 55} so as to make a price at which
to
•ell to the government.

if if1®,

Portland Wholesale market.
March 1.—The markets are quite active
to-day and there is little or no change to note in
prices. Sugars are now selling very well at 9|c for
granulated and 8^c for £xtra C. Flour is in good demand at former prices. The war news ba9 had an
effect to put up the price of wheat in the West, but
it ha3 not yet affected flour.

Friday,

Clearing

House Tramme lions.

Portland, March 1.
The Clearing House of the Portland Banks report
the transaction of business as follows to-day:
Gross Exchanges......$ 91,392 01
Net Balances.
20,203 97
Daily Domestic Receipts.
By water conveyance—1000 bush corn meal to G
W True & Co.
_

[Sales

Roston Stock Market.
at the Broker’s Board, March

1]

20 Bates Manufacturing Co. 35
63 Eastern Railroad.
5}
Eastern Railroad new bonds).61 @ 61}
Boston & Maine Railroad.101

Second Call.
$30,000 Eastern R..3}s, 1906
$12 000 .no..

62

62}
$13,000.do. 02}
$3000 Union Pacific 8s. 93
30 Bates Manufacturing Co.s 10. 35
50 Eastern Railroad. 7
56.do. 7}
New Verb Stack and

Manar Marker.

New York, March 1—Evening—Money at 4} @ 3
per cent, ou call.
Sterling Exchange is strong at 483} @ 484 for sixty
days and 485} @ 486 for demand.
imports of dry goods at the port of New York for
the week ending to-day were $2,351,173; amount

marketed, $2,492,511.
Gold opened at 102 and closed at 101J, all sales at
these rates. Carrying rates at 4 @ 5 per cent. The
clearances were $13,912,000. Customs receipts $466.000. The Treasury disbursements were $1,903,000
for interest and $48,000 lor Donds. Governments a
fraction lower but firm.
Stock market during the forenoon was buoyant and
quotations rose } @ 1 per cent., but at noon there
The general business was
was a fractional reaction.
much improved and Western Railways all in good

demand.

the Stock Exchange to-day aggregated 81,000 shares, Including 17,760 shares Lake
Lackawana
& Western, 12.100
shares
8100
Shore,
shares North Western, 12,690 shares St Paul, 1425
shares Western Union, 7251) shares New York Central, 2785 shares Del. & Hudson, 8100 shares Morris
& Essex, 1800 shares Chios.
The following were the closing quotations of GovThe transactions at

ernment BecnrltieB:
United States 6s, 1881 reg.—.165}
United States 6s, 1881, coup...105}

United States5-20’s, .....103}
United States 5-20s, 1865, coup..
United States 1807, reg.165}
United States 1867, coupon... 105}
United States 1868, reg..
United States, 1868, coup.108}
United States 10-40’s, reg..,103}
United States 10-40s. coup...
103}
United States new 5’s reg.102}
United States new 5s, coup...102}
united

stares new 4*9

reg......

ju

j

United States new 4}s, coup. 101}
United States 4 per cents, reg.,...101
United States 4 per cents, reg., small.101
,,..119
Ourrencv 0’s, 90s.
The following were the closing quotations ol
Stocks:
Morris Sc Essex..... 68}
Western Union Telegraph Co..
70}
93
Pacific Mail.
104
New York Central & Hudson BB.
Erie. 9
Erie prelerred.-.. 20

Michigan Central.

59}

..130

Panama.
Union Pacific Stock,.
Lake Shore.
Illinois Central.
Pittsburg K.

67}
61}
73}
66}

Chicago Sc Northwestern.
Chicago Sc Northwestern prelerred
New Jersey Central.
Bock island........

35
62

-....

15}
99}
St. Paul.
37}
St. Pam preferred......... 70}
Fort Wayne.
85}
66}
Chicago & Alton.
Chicago & Alton preferred. 97
Ohio & Mississippi...
7}
Delaware & Lackawanna.... 47
Atlantic Sc Pacific Telegraph.20
The following were the closing quotations ot Pacific
Bailroad securities:
Boston, Hartford & Erie 1st... 11
Guaranteed. 12}
Central Pacific bonds.103}
Union Pacific..
Land Grants..
Stoking Funds, ex-lnt ..
92}
Bar silver, currency...120}

silver, gold....118}
Bar silver, coin.1}@1| discount
Bar

Public Debt Statement.
Washington, D. C., March 1.—The following is
the recapitulation of the public debt statement issaed

to-day:

DEBT

BEARING INTEREST IN COIN.

Bonds at 6 per cent .$ 748.665.850 00
Bonds at 5 per cent.
703,260,650 00
Bonds at 4} per cent.
200,000,000 00
Bonds at 4 per cent.
75,850,000 00
Total principal.
$1,727,782,520 00
Total interest.
22,136,850 00
DEBT BEARING INTEREST IN LAWFUL MONEY.

Navy pension fund at 3 per cent.
Interest.

14,000.000
70,000

00
00

Total.....

14,070,000

00

DEBT

ON

WHICH INTEREST HAS CEASED
MATURITY.

Principal.$

SINCE

7,235,760
486,513

Interest.

26
00

DEBT BEARING NO INTEREST.

Old demand and legal tender notes .$
Certificates of deposit.
Fractional currency.
Coin certificates.

348,680.426 50
28,555,000 00

17,190,698
48,456,000

14
00

Total principal.$ 442,882,124 64
Total unclaimed Interest.
7,267 03
TOTAL DEBT.

Principal..$2,191,900,384

22,700,666

90
03

Total.$2,214,601,050

93

Interest.

CASH IN THE TREASURY.

Coin.$131,318,150 33
Currency. 2,690,765 52
Currency held for the redemption of
fractional currency. 10,000,000 00
Special deposit held for the redemption
of certificates of deposit as provided
by law. 28,555,000 00

Total.$172,563^921 85
DEBT LESS CASH IN TREASURY.

Feb. 1, 1878.$ 2,042,037,129 C8

Decrease of debt during the month.
Decrease since dune 30,1877.$

2.250.237 18

18,121,040 18

Foreign Notes.
Herr Camphansen has resigned his
position
in the German
ministry.
Duke d’Andiffret Paequier, President of the
irench Senate and half a dozen other Senators
have withdrawn from theOrleanlst
group known
as the Constitutionalist and the
result will bo
the passage of government bills on amnestv
and a state of siege.
John Raskin is dangerously ill from over-

work.

Principal outstanding.$464,623,512 00
Interest accrued and not yet paid.
646,235 12
Interest paid by the United States.37,896,334 50
Interest repaid by the transportation of
mails, &c. 9,159,131 12
Balance of interest paid by the United
States..28,777,203 38
California mining Stocks.
San Francisco, March 1.—The following are
the closing official prices of mining stocks ?,to*day
compared with those of yesterday:
Mch.l.Feb. 28._Mch. 1 Feb, 28.
Alpha... 10} 10* Kentuck.i 341 3}
Belcher. 4}; 4* Leopard..
Best & Belcher.... 23} 20 Mexican.;13} 13}
Bullion. 54 5 Northern Belle..-. 104 10}
_

Consolidated,Ya... 22}

22

California..29 >.9\
Chollar. 34 32}
5
5
Confidence..
Caledonia. 3 2}
Crown Point. 6
4}
Exchequer.. 3} 3}
Goulu & Curry.... 94 84
Ha!e& Norcross... 10} 104

Imperial.—

Julia

Iu the Spanish Cortes yesterday Castelar
said that Spain ought to possess Gibraltar.
The laborers on the
strnck for an increase of
The Ohio legislature
salute in honor of the

Welland

canal have

pay.
has resolved to fire a
passage of the “pick-

pocket bill."
Piftv-three of the employes of the general
land office, including twenty ladies, have been

discharged.
The principal of $25,000

Maine six per cent,
bond and the semi-annual i nterest on $385 000
Maine 6 s of 1883 were payable in Boston yes-

jury failed to
.Coroner’s
the Barclay street

find oat the origin of
fire, which was supposed to
have been toe explosion of a boiler in a confec-

tionery manufactory.
W“- Tracy, a dying robber, told

doctor in
thebospitaltuat he wanted to die with an
18-inch jimmy in bis hand. He
refused to make
kuowu his accomplices. He
was unconscions
ail Dlglii.
About a quarter of a mile of the
CaDarsie
Railroad has been torn up oetweeu
Ea»t New
iork and Oauarsie by orders ot the
Liuleiohn
heirs, the owoers, to ptevent a removal by the
lessee, J. R Reid, of the rolliug stock, which
has been attached for $10,000 rent.
A resolution offered in the Brooklyn Board
ot Supervisors Thursday evening that hereafter
flags shall not be displayed over the City Hall
m honor of
auy more popes or saints, or the
representative of any other nationality than the
United States, was voted dowD, and a resolution
to decorate the
City Hall in honor 'of Sc. Patrick this year was passed.
a

Havana

1

Ophier.

.54};53

Raymond & Ely.
Silver Hill..

Commonwealth... 3

3

5} 5}
24 2}

Savage.12} 11
Seg. Belcher...... 26 26
Sierra Nevada
44 24}
Union con.... 6 i 4}
Yellow Jacket.|11 |10}
Eureka con...404 42

consol’id’td. 2} 2} Grand

market.

Havana. March 1.—Spanish at gold 221 @ 2’1$.
firmer. Sugar active; Centiitugal Noll
to 13 in boxes at 8J @ 9 reals per karrobe gold.

Exchange

European markets.

London, March 1—12.30 P. M.—Consols at 9115-16
for money and account.
London,

March 1—12.30 P.

M.—American securities—United States bonds, 67s, at 105J; new 5s, 1033;
new4$s-1021; 10-40s, 104$.
London, March 1—2.00 P. M.—Consols 9413-10 lor
money and account.

Liverpool, Msrch 1—12.30 P. M.—Cotton is flat
and irregular; Middling uplands at 6 1-16d; do Orleans at 6 5 16d; sales 6,0C0 bales, including 500 bales
for speculation and export; receipts 21,000
bales, all

American.
Futures—sellers at 1-32 declino; March at 5 31-32:
Match and April 5 31-32.
Flour at 25 @ 27; Winter Wheat at 10s 10
@ 11s 6d;
Spring do 9 10 @ 10 10; California averages lls 10®
32s 2; club 12 @12 8;
Corn 26 6 @ 26 9; Peas 36 6.
Provisions, &c—Pork 51; Beef at 85. Bacon at 28 6
@ 29 6. Lard at 38.
Cheese at 69s. Tallow at 40.
At London, Tallow 39 6.
March
1.—Rentes
Paris,
105120c.

Delays are dangerous, and persons suffering
irom Dropsy, Bright’s Disease, Kidney, Bladder and
Glandular Diseases, Diabetes and Gravel, should at
once take HUNT’S REMEDY.
Retention and Incontinence oi Urine, Mental and Physical
Debility,
and Pain in the Side, back and Loins, are cured
by
HUNT’S REMEDY. All Diseases cf the Kidneys,
Bladder and Urinary Organs, are cured by HUNT’S
REMEDY.
Clark’s Toothache Drops cure instantly.
feb26
cod&wlw
Tenures that Need net be Endured.

People suffer a great deal of pain unnecessarily.
Among tortures tnat need not be endured are those

inflicted by the rheumatism and gout, since the acrid
element in the blood which produces them by contact with the sensitive covering of the muscles and
joints may be eliminated oy the use of that matchless
depurent, Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters, before the inflammatory symptoms are developed to any great extent. When it is considered what excruciating tortures rheumatism inflicts, and wbat a tendency it
has, when fully developed, to attack the heart, the
advisability of the early use of such a reliable antidote becomes at once apparent. The rheumatic virus is expelled from the blood by tbe increased action
on the kidneys—which act as
strainers—produced by
the Bitters, and the sufferer will find, if he uses this
supreme defensive agent, that he will be protected
against a return of the agonizing complaint. Dyspepsia, fever and ague, liver and bowel complaints
and other maladies, are also cured by this admirable

remedy.

feb26eod&wlw

Cosqkess.—The “Congress” yeast powder is
made of the purest and most healthful materials. It
is the best in the world for making delicious white,
sweet and healthful biscuits, cakes, pastry, &c. Use
none but the “Congress.”
Vienna Rolls made with Congress Yeast Powder,

....
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8

|
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84
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M-A-KIUKD.
In South Freeport, Feb. 28, by Rev. H. Ils'.ey, Wm.
F. Fogg and Miss Anna T. Fogg, both of Freeport.
In Woolwich, Feb. 27, by ltev. E. H. Lunnictiff,
Benj. Brookings and Miss Eveline I. Clark, both of
Wiscasset.
In Wayne, Feb. 28, by J. S. Berry, Esq., S. W.
Dexter and Miss Ellen M. Frost, of Wayne,
In New Sharon, Feb, 7, Nathan Witbam and Miss
Martha Lutkin.
In Winterport, Feb. 21, Trueworthy P. Perkins and
Miss Jane E. Kingsbury, both ot Frankfort.
In Tremont, Feb. 16, Frank Hamlin and Miss Jennie A Gilley.
In New Sharon, Feb. 6, J. E. Cunningham of New
Vineyard and Alias Alice E Harris of Farmington.

changed.
Sheep—receipts 13oo bead; shipments 1300 head;
steady at 3 25 @ 5 25.

o’clock,

over

the remains of Airs. S. E. M.

cently deceased at Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Baker,

NAME

FROM

FOE

DATR

Dominion...'Portland.. .Liverpool.Mch
Circassian..Halifax. ...Liverpool.
.AJch
Hermann.New York. .Bremen.Mch
Ancboria.New York. .Glasgow.Mch
City of New York .New York. .HavtfVCruz.Alch
City ot Washington.New York .Havana.Alch
Niagara.New York. .Havana.Mch
Cimbria.New York. .Hamberg_Alch
Baltic.NewYork. .Liverpool... .Alch
Illinois.PhiladelpbiaLiverpool.... Mch
Lake Alegantic.Portland... Liverpool.Mch
City of Richmond-^ New York. .Liverpool.Alch
California.NewYork .Glasgow.Alch
Carondelet.New York. .Nassau, &c. .Mch
Clyde.. ..New York. .Havana,.....Mch
Colon.New York..Asplnwall....Mch
Hibernian.Halifax.Liverpool.... Alch
City of Vera Cruz .New York. .Havana.Alch
Ontario.Pori land... Liverpool.M ch
Nova Scotian.Halifax.Liverpool... .Mch

Nepigon.Portland .Liveioopl.Alch
Sarmaiian.Halifax-Liverpool ....Alch
Canima.New York.. Bermuda.Feb
Lake

..

Glcniogan.New York.. Peru & Babia Feb
Clanbel.New York. .Jamaica, Ac. .Feb
Quebec .Pori land... .Liverpool.... Mch
Polynesian.Halifax —Liverpool.
Mch
..

2
2
2
2
2
6
7
7
7
7
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
13
16
16
23
23
28
28
28
30
30

V

Wood and Metal Type and all kinds ol
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements! nsertoi in any
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers’
nst prices. Send for estimates.

W.

I.

BATES

34

COLCORD,

ADVERTISING AGENCY,

MAINE.

CENTER,

< iTMBERLAND

PUOPKBEIOR.
Pr:ce SI GO. Sold by all wholesale and retail
lealers iu medicine.
mar2siiS& Wtf

121 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

SPRING TERM commences March 4th, 1878.
Tuition $4.00 to $0.00.
»5
Board $3 1)0 per week.
BookI 'o extra charges for Modern Languages.
keeping, Vocal Music, Penmanship or Drawing.
1 'or

TITS

catalogue,
J.

feb20

Bisbee Five Cent Cigar

address

ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

8. M. FETTENOILL & CO.’S

WILL BE

The best in the market for the money.
—

for sale at

ADVERTISING

FREE INSTRUCTION

|

—

SCHLOT TERBECK’S.

_TXT_

aces.

CiLIFOH MINING STOCKS

'

and Making PJain Dresses
and Undergarments

Cutting

Every Thursday Evening, at

Bought and Hold iu

FKAi\CISCO.

Portland

Dividends cashed.

Fraternity.

All applicants over fifteen years
»ld will be received.
*tf
ja2t

Telegraphic Transfers made.

WOODBU&Y& MOULTON,

COPARTNERSHIP.

Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.

DISSOLUTION.
firm of Melaueh & Crtehatn is
T.

Do you think the people are going to pay 35 cents for Ladies’
and 50 cents tor men’s Rubbers
when

they

Men’t F/KST Quality Kubbers
for 45 cents.
ladies’ FIRST Quality Rubbers
for 80 cents,
—

AT

Building,
PROVIDENCE, R. I

E. N. FRESHMAN & HROS.,
ADVERTISING AGENTS,

heretofore

CAUCUSES.

under the
is this day

EASION.
THOS. N. EASTON.

H. P.

Why All Should Use
Reactionary Health Lift.

The Republicans of Deering are requested to meet
at the town house, on WEDNESDAY, March 6th,
at 5 o’clock P. M., to make nominations lor town officers to be voted for at the next annual meeting.
Per order of Republican Town Committee.

BAILEY & NOYES
selling

CELEBRATED

which is unscientific or.impracticable,
Caencral.—It is the best of rest. It is perfectly
safe. No harm ever came from its u*e. It strains
It directs the vital forces
no portion ot the system.
to the affected parts. By Its use the health is easily
maintained. The purchase of a Keactionarv Lifter
The convenience of
is the best kind of economy.
having one in the house is very great.
it
Brain.
Mind and
invigorates and
strengthens the brain, and renders it more active
in
all
its
and efficient
operations.
ttleep.—It is the simplest and safest narcotic. It
is the most natural and probably the best means o
sound and refreshing sleep.
S inducing
(Verve*.—It is a wonderiul tonic to tho whole
It Is a most efficaeiouB remedy in
nervous system.
paralysis, if taken in time.
Ijiiug*,Throat and Voice.—It gives special
expansion and greater mobility to the chest; enlarges the lungs; increases the volume of respiration, and brings the voice more fully under control.
As a preventive and cure of lung diseases it has no
equal.
Bxercise—It is the most perfect exercise for man
or woman, furnishing the best form of physical
culture and developement in the safest, easiest,
—

Blank Books
—

8UCH AS

—

LEDGERS, JOURNALS, CASH BOOKS,
DAT BOOKS, MEMORANDUM
BOOKS, &c., Ac.,
—

AT

Extremely

—

Low

Prices.

thorough

most

and

expeditious

It

mauner.

notice.

EXERCISE AND SALES

mm

33? middle St.,

MAKE THE BEST

Portland.
dtf

PORTLAND

F. T. MEAHER & CO.’S
Congress

octl9

Sis

ing

32 EXCHANGE STREET,
—

BONDS !

purchasing

ot

any

kind

ot

GEORGE A. WHITNEY & CO.,
No. 46 Exchange St.

Bonds,

feb4

dtf

S. 5-20 BONDS,

oc27

DTlUfH!

ED. B. ROBINSON, 5 Myrtle St., has
the celebrated Weber Plan**, and
other makers’ at extremely low prices.
Orders for Tuning attended to as usual.

•
•
Lewiston Municipal
**
...
Auburn
“
•
Cleveland
“
Cincinnati
Maine Central R. R.
Portland & Kennebec R. R.

Poles tof be delivered ou or before 1st orMay.atany
on Boston & Maine Bailroad or at Portland,

station

300 Cedar Poles 25 feet long, 5 Inches at top to bo

straight, sound and peeled.

Poles to be delivered on or before the 1st of May
at Tbomaston Me., eilher by rail or vessel.
Bidders will please name pi ice for each size separ-

Jy2

200 9IIDD1B STREET,

A

FAIR

will prove dial you

Dress

HUNYADI JANOS.

3ILK AND

The Best Natural Aperient.

#

TRIAL
can

1878.

TEWKSBURY

feb23tf

&

BRAY

January 1, 1878.ja3tf

WfflfiO TO EXCRWE.
property
house and
CITY
viih about
pell, and likely
feb23

fcr

a
in.

dtf

FOR

Farm in tho Country.

A

and lot
tenements,
Will rent
3.0110 feet of laud.
in
t,0 advance
value. Apply to

E. UPHAM, Exchange Street.
eodlm

EVERYBODY.

Ladies’ Side Lace Boots a Specialty
Your Old Boots neatlj Repaired.

421

by purchas-

I it FUS F STREET, .ceond door above
tfrorva. Office Hours tilt 11 a. m 2 to 4 p. m.
Dr. Tewksbury’s residence lor the winter at the
I ame place.
Dr. Bray’s residence, No. 94 Pine St.

I

co.,

i HEM’S RUBBERS FOR 45 CTS.
“
»•
“
LADIES’
35
or
Three Pairs for $1.00,

haye removed their offices to

BABY A CO.,

&

RUBBERS

|

lign of

REMOVAL.
DR8.

iin

Congress Street,

the Gold Boot. flrat door
First Pariah Church.

East el

twins J. Brown)
fet2

Formerly with M. G. Palmer.

BEST

eodtf

RUBBERS,

J ten’s 50. Women’s 35. Misses’ 30.
Toclose: SO pair. Jlfo’. double .ole, utoc
[■*. He.i Newark make. 910.
Also small stock, name make, coagren, rery
arrow, 95.
Neat ami difficult repairing done at short notice.

feba?*’

Falm°r-„f

Asbes Hauld.
4

DURESS

A
Sjax

a

change

will for the'next thirty days sell

Silver and Plated Goods,
Purchasers are respectgreatly reduced prices.
fully invited to call and examine lor themselves.
March 1, 1878.
eodlm

at

BANKRUPTCY.—District Courf
the
INFrancis
United States. District of Maine, In the matter
O.
and
of

Company, Bankrupt.
This is to give notice that a petition has been presented to the Court, this twenty-third day of Febm
ary, by John E. Sawyer, of Portland, a Bankrupt,
individually and as a member of the firm of F. O.
Sawyer & Co., praying that be may be decreed to
have a full discharge Irom all his debts, individual
and copartnership, provable under the Bankrupt
Act, and upon reading said Petition.
Disordered by the Court that a heariDgbe bad
upon the same, on the Sixth day ot May, A. D. 1878.
before the Court in Portland, iu said District, at 10
o'clock A. M., and that notice thereof be published in
the Portland Advertiser and the Portland Press,
newspajiers printed in said District, once a week for
three successive weeks, and once iu the weekly Advertiser aud Press, the last publication to be thirty
days at least before the day of hearing, and that all
creditors who have proved their debts and other perol

Iebl6

Trimmings,
CHENILLE FRINGES,

it the very lowest market prices.
Save vour money, these hard times,
ng snch articles at their store.

NOTICE.

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry,

buy first

398 Congress Street,

Every genuine bottle bears the name of The Apolcisabis Co. (limited), London.

eneodeowly

Cumberland, ss.
rilAKEN on execution and will be sold by public
A auction to the highest bidder, on SATURDAY,
the second day ot March. A. D., 1878, at oue o’clock
in the afternoon, at the sheriff's office in Portland, in
said county, all the right in eqnity which Llewellyn
Coss, of Pittston, had on the nineteenth day of
July, A. D., 1877, at ten o’clock and ten minutes in
the torenoon, being the time of the attachment oi
the same ou the original writ in the action in which
said execution was obtained to redeem the following
described real estate to wit:
A certain lot of land and the buildings thereon,
situated on the Northeast side of Canteu street, in
Portland, in said county, and bounded as follows:
Beginning at a stake standing on the westerly corner land owned by David Ross, and running Northwesterly on the line of said street twenty-two (22)
feet, more or less, to a stake; thence Northeasterly
on a straight line, to Benjamin Dodge’s line; thence
ou said Dodge’s line nineteen and a half feet, more
or less, from said David Ross’s,
back or Southerly
corner
fifty aud one-balf feet, more or less;
thence Southwesterly on said Dodge’s line, nineteen
and one halt feet, more or less, to said Ross’s line;
thence Southwesterly on said Ross’s line fifty feet,
more or le^s, to the bounds begun at.
it being the same premises deeded to Sarah M.
Bridges by Eunice G. HiUmau October 8, 1857, and
recorded in Cumberland Registry Book 981, Page 486,
and by said Sarah M. Bridges to Llewellyn Coss, and
recorded in Cumberland Registry Book 314, Page

Contemplating making

215 MIDDLE STREET.

SWEETSER & MERRILL’S,

‘I

AND DRUGGISTS,

by h.

sneodft

and all kinds of staple Fancy Goods, at

success.”

au27

MWdfcF3m

in their business
their stock of

and yonr old Hat will
bny the Spring style
of Silk Hat.

Worsteds, Hosiery, Gloves,

THE LANCET.—“Hunyadl Janos.—Baron
Liebig affirms that its richness in aperient salts surpasses that of all other known waters.”
THE BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL.—“Honvadi Janos.—The most agreeable, safest, and most efficacious aperient water.”
PROFESSOR
VIRCHOW, Berlin.“Invariabiy good and prompt success; most val able‘”
PROFESSOR BAMBERGER,Vienna
'•I have prescribed these Waters wilh remarkable

FOR SALE BY DEALERS, GROCERS

SAMUEL PHI BLIPS CASHIER.
JOSIAH Q. BENNE TT, Asst. Cashier.

Gerrish & Pearson

!

S3.00

class

Novelty.

41 A 43 Warren St., New York.

5’s
g>s
«’s
(i’g
7’s
6’s

Tlie highest price paid for
{‘CALLED”
5-20 BONDS.

mar2d3tsnSUPT. SUPPLIES.

FJtED'K DE

HATS

BANK STOCK.

WM. HUNTER,

Dose.

Asa P. Potter.President.
Owner.
Nehemiah
N. B. Mansfield.Firm Roberts & Mansfield.
& Woods.
Henry F Woods.Firm
G. Washington Warren.Counsellor at Law.
Jonas H. French.Prest. Cape Ann Granite Co.
Thomas Dana, 2d.Firm Thomas Dana & Co.

IN

ALSO

be paid between the 15th and 25th of month
the deliveries.
The right is reserved to reject any or all bids, or
accept any one which may seem tor the best interest
of the Company.
The party whose tender is accepted may at the option of the Company bo required to give bonds with
two sureties lor the proper fulfilment of tho contract
Proposals should be sealed aid addressed to the
undersigned, endorsed
“Proposal for Telegraph Poles.1’

a

CAPITAL.$400,000.
SUB PL (JS.$200,000.

BOSS STYLE

OFFER FOR SUB

Me.

A WincRlauful

In 18M.
in 1805.

GARDNER M. PARKER, Deputy Sheriff,
fcbll
dlaw3wlb

The Western Union Telegraph Company
invites Proposals until 12 o’clock noon Monday, March
18th, 1878, for lumisbing ttOO Cedar Pol...
3110 Cedar Poles 25 teet long, G inches at top to be
straight sound and peeled.

PROFESSOR SCANZONI, Wurzburg.
prescribe noue but this.”
PROFESSOR LAUDER HBUNTON,
M. B., F. R. S*. Loudon.—“More pleasant
;han its rivals, and surpasses them in efficacy.”
PROFESSOR A1TKEN, M. It.. F. R.
s.. Koval Military Uo-pilnl Nctley.—“Preferred to t’ulina and Friedrichsball.”

as a State Bank
a Natioual Bonk

Dated at Portland this twenty-eighth day of Jan-

I
Specifications for Tel- mm
SWAN & BARRETT
egraph Poles.

European

Organized at

uary, A. i>

rinilUO

Great

BOSTON. MASS.
Incorporated

102.

sneod

Dey Street.

New York Feb, 26ih, 18T8.

The

MIL Bill,

Cor. Water and Coagre*. Street*,

Sheriff's Sale.

furniture about the first ot April
or Hlay. can by buying of us now
make their money pay them a
very much larger interest than
they can get in any other way. Our
stock is lull and complete. All
furniture not manufactured by us
has been bought tor cash and we
will sell at prices that defy competition. Please give us a call.

Payson &, Co.,

“CALLED” U.

codt

dec4

For the next sixty days we shall
sell all kinds oitiirniturc at a lower price than it has ever been ottered in this city. Any one think-

d6m3n

City

PREBLE HOUSE.

liVERICK

FURNITURE I

Bastianelli. Bastiannelli.

GOVERNMENT

UNDER
Jail

Promptness and fidelity guaranteed to all business
by mail.
Correspondence invited.
ASA P. POTTER, PRESIDENT.

Bastianelli. Bastianelli, Bastianelli.
Bastianelli, Bastianelli,
Bastianelli,
Bastianelli,

NOTICES.

We are also agents for the celebrated Fisk. Clark & Flagg New
Fork custom shirts from measure in fine White and Fancy.

received

febllsndtw

DEALER IN

6 FOR $9.00.

Account* of Bunko, Institution* and Individual* solicited.
Interest on time deposit* allowed at rates
agreed upon.
Business paper discounted.
Careful attention given to the collection of
note*,draft*,or coupon* for banks or others, and
the pnrcha*c, sale or exchange of United
States Bonds.

STOCK'FOR SALE

—

We beg to call the attention oi
the public once more to our justly
celebrated custom Shirts, which
are made to order from measure
in the most skilled maimer, of
the very best material which the
market affords, are cut in the latest styles, and are guaranteed fo
lit and give satisfaction in every
case, at the low price of

Gibson.Ship
Hathaway

J. H. GAUBERT, Proprietor.

KEEP THE LARGEST

21. JW.

$9.00!

DIRECTORS:

AND

and

MEASURE,

6 for

ROOMS,

BLANK BOOKS

Drug Store, Cor. Preble

FROM

is

better than the gymnasium, and free from its
dangers; cheaper than the saddle; less laborious
than boating, and infinitely better than drugs in a
majority of chronic diseases. It rounds and hardens
the muscles, and educates them into ever ready,
faithful and efficient servants of the will.

Also BLANK BOOKS) made to order at short

Custom Shirts!

the

It makes strong appeals to the common sense of
every man or woman in every walk ot life. It
furnishes an exercise which may and should be introduced iDto every house; whicn may be practiced
at all seasons, in all kinds ot weather, by persons of
both sexes, all ages, and degrees ot strength or
weakness, alone or in company. No one can say too
much in praise of it, and no one can afford to do
All who investigate thoroughly, use it,
without it.
It is
and consider it invaluable and indispensable.
the safest, simplest, cheapest and most efficient
medicine ever discovered. No claim is set up ior it

Deering Republican Caucus.

are low

retiring.

Reasons
a

HINTS TAKE NOW !

ADVERTISING AGENTS

Office No. 41 Park Row. New York,

All business of the late firm will be settled b7 Thos.
NT. Easton, who will continue the business with a full
stock ot goods at low prices at tho Old Stand, Mn.
573 Cfiogma Sired.
THOS. N. EASTON.
feb27d2w
Portland, Me., Feb. 25, 1878.

Per order of Citizens.

Cinclnua'i, O
Send tor a Cir niar.

Street,

UEOBOE P. ROWELL * CO.,

February 25, 1878.

citizens’ ticket for town officers to be voted for at
the next annual meeting, are requested to meet at
the town house, ou SATURDAY, March 2d, at 5
o’clock P. M.

Fourth

Dealers in Printing Materials of every description
Type, Presses, etc.

name

sndtf

Deering Ciitzeua’ Caucus.
The voters of DeeriDg in favor of nominating

W.

Estimates famished free.

Notice of Dissolution.

mutually dissolve!,

Store,

Under Falmouth Hotel.

ISO

MELAUGH.
P. CRIS1IAM.

existing
of H. P. Easton ifc Co.,
THEfirmCopartnership
H. P. Eascon

216 MIDDLE ST.,
febl3

day

WESTERN UNION TEL- BANK STOCK, GOLD &C.
Highest price3 paid for
EGRAPH COMPANY,
Broadway

C. J. WUEELEB,

FOR ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS.

—

Hall’s Rubber

wrii en, appropriately displayed,
tree oi charge.
illy and Weekly Newspapers of the
and Canada, kept on hie lor the
jf Advertisers.
s

The accounts of the firm will be settled and
feb23dlw
business continued by T. P. Crisham.

buy

can

ROW, NEW YORK.

PARK

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING AGENT

Portland, Feb. 22, 1878.

York.

and

2

Advert tee men
and proofs givei
The leading If
United States
accommodation

AGENT 9.

No. 5 Washinqto

this

rHEdissolved by mutual consent.
WM.

WliiT ?

PURCHASING AGENCY,

ADVERTISING

sneodtl

ji22

SPOKEN.
Dec 23, lat. 35 30 S. Ion 21 30 E, barque A Coombs,
Irom Algoa Bay, CGH, lor Boston.

W. W. SifAKFC A CO.t

7 o’clock,

AT THE BOO .US OF TUB

SAIS

AGENCY

No. 10 State St., Boston, and 37 Park Row, New York
Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in aJ
Newspapers in the United States and British Prov

sett

mb2

Cienfuegos Feb 15th, brig Perces Hinckley,
Johnson, New York; 20th, sch Charlie Morton, Pike,
New York.
Sid fm Havana 21st, sch Therese A Keene, Keene,
Cardenas.
Sid 21st, brig Alex Nichols, Robinson, tor North of
Hatteras.

GENERAL

Advertisements receiued for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the lowest
contract prices.
Any information uhcerfhlly given
and estimates promptly fanmished.
HORACE DODD.

MARSHALL IIAWKF.8, Principal.
dtmar4

THERE

PAi.K ROW, NEW YORK.

DODDS

Greely Institute,

THOS, G. I ORIXG# PHARMACIST,

LO€!i£,

D. It. Locke, o Locke A
lT. H. Bates, late ot
S. M. Pettengill & Oo.
Jones, Toledo Blade.
Bend for list of 100 choice newspapers.

143 Pearl Street.
\

&

Advertising Agents,

Newspaper

Jan?*<ltf

Ar at

Sole Agents for United States and Canadas.
Mftnalare Almanac.March 2.
Bun rises.6.35 [ High water ......10.15 AM
Bun sets. ........,,,.5.191 Moon rises ...... 5.58 AM

of

J

San Francicso.
Ar at Kingstown Feb 28, ship Santa Clara, Tobey,
Astoria, O, for Dublin.
Ar at Liverpool 27tb, ship Abner I Benyon, Watts,
San Francisco, leaky.
Ar at Liverpool Feb 28, ship Washington, Marlin,
New York.
Ar at St Pierre Feb 5th, schs Franconia, Leavitt,
Portland; 9th, Eva May. McDuffie, New York, MP
Champlin, Freeman. Wilmington NC.
Ar at Barbadoes Feb 5tb, sch Emma K Smalley,
Glenn. St John, NB. (and sailed for-.)
Sid Feb 2, sch Ulrica R Smith, Edwards, Mexico.
In port Feb 9. scbs Carrie E Woodbury, Woodbury.
iTom New York, ar Jan 31, disg; sch E M Cook,
Cook, disg.
Ar at Ponce Jan 26, Mary E VanCleaf, Thorndike.
Portland; 3ist, Annie D Merritt, Pinkham, NYork,
(and sailed Feb 8 lor Baracoa.
At Point-a-Pitre Feb 8, sch Nellie Treat, Trim, lor
New York.
Ar at St Thomas Feb 15tb, barque Com Dupont,
Nichols, Buenos Ayres.
Sid 13th, sch S W Perry, Davis, Jacksonville; 14th,
brig Adeline Richardson, Eldridge, Arroyo; Bchs Allegto, Kellar, Navassa, to load lor Wilmington; J P
Wyman, Urann, Aquin, to load for Newport.
At Sagua Feb 20, barques Florence Peters, Mountfort, and Horace Beals, Dyer, wtg; Hattie G Dixon,
Yates, for North of Hatteras: Orchilla, Devereux,
for New York; brig Harry Stewart, Larrabee, disg;
Clara Jenkins, Dodge; Emma L Hall, Perry; Goodwin, Craig; echs Carl D Lothrop, Trott, and Mabel F
Staples, Putnam, disg.
Ar at Cardenas 22d, barque Tillie Baker, Boynton,
Middlesboro.
Ar at Mayaguex Feb 3. sch Silas M Morse, Grant,
Boston.
Sid 6th, sch Adeliza, Libby, New York.
Ar at Trinidad Feb 17tn, sch Daisy E Parkhurst,

re-

DEPARTURE OP STEAMSHIPS,

given

Representatives l
Washington, D. 0., Feb 1G 1877. j
Dr. Tnos. G Coring.—Dear Sir1 take pleasure
a answering your inquiry
I have used your 1.0 tt.
NG*S SPECIFIC tor Dyspepsia, Ac., with decided
• enefit, and still use it occa>iona,lv
with the same
1 esult, as necessity requires.
Very truly yours,
ALEXANDER H. STEPHENS.

Feb 23th, barque Martha P Tucker,
Ayres.
Feb 28th, ship Carondelet, Stetson,

SPECIAL

lb« WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
Dealer In

pxivate pupils bj the subscriber.

to

PRINT

AGENCY A

ERM> WAKEHOCMK,

J nstruction in English and Classical Studies

Hon. Alexander IT. Stephens. M. C., whose
Acute Dyspepsia
have excited
apprehensions throughout the country tor the
] fe of this emiueut statesman, hue whose health is
ow so much improve! as to enable him to be daily
s t his post iu Congress, writes:—

^THLir

T. C.EW.KS,
(OVERTIMING

Reterrnces—Rev. F. II. Hedge, D. D., Mr. Henry
V Longfellow, Prot. Oliver Wendell Holmes,
novl
d&weowly*

rave

House

Contracts for Advertisement? In all Newspape '* 0
11 cities ana towns o 1 the United States, Canao
nd British Provinces
Office No, 5 Tremont Street. Boston.

MRS. CLARA BARNES MARTIN

Bradacbc, WuferbruNh, NmouNmna, »<o*«
t' Appcilre, llc»poo«leucy« Ac.
It contains
o mineral; is not cathartic.
It cures the very worst
aees, no matter how severe or long standing.

iifteriugs from

*

FOREIGN PORTS•
Sid fm Hong Kong Feb 28, ship Comet, Norris, for
Yokohama.
Ar at Havre Feb 27, ship Scioto, Mitchell, New Or-

Woodbury,

C3r*Prayers will be said at the home of N. W. Edson, Woodford’s Corner, Saturday afternoon, at 34

word;

a

AGENT.

ADVERTISING

H

I OMtireis^M
the fountain bead of almost every
ii 1 that flesh is heir to; fl?Iatuleucy
Uilioun* «**«»
Liver Complaint, IVriotliral Hick
*

S. R. NILE*,

School,

Place

1 SCHOOL of the highest character for young
, m ladies. The course of study prepares for the
u vard Examinations tor Women.
A pleasant home under careful supervision is
Pi ovided tor boarding pupils.
Terms including all school instruction and board,
JOO per year. Address the Principal,

7

®F*pep»ii», that legion of horrors in

Bills to

In Brunswick, Feb. 19, Airs. Patience Walker, aged
79 years.
In Biddeford. Feb. 27, of pneumonia, Delia P., wife
of Capt. John R. Tike, aged 28 years.
In Scarboro, Feb. 27, Mis. Alary Newcomb, aged 77
years 7 months.
In Porter, Jan. 7, Airs, Lucy, wife of Jesse Bickford, aged 64 years.
In Bath, Feb. 28, Airs. Louisa H., wife of Capt.
Chas J. Perkins, aged 53 years.
In Rockland, Feb. 27, Airs. Sarah Alorchant, aged
29 years.
In Appleton, Feb. 17, Oscar LeForest, son of
McLain, aged 6 years.
In Appleton. Feb. 17. Airs. Elizabeth
aged 91 years—formerly of Bremen.

IFIC,

THE GREAT CURE FOR

SALEM—Sid 27tb, schs Silver Spray, Russell, and
W Freeman, Gilchrist, lor Thomaston.

Hooper, New

i P EC

following

..

Doneitle market*.
NEW York. March 1— Evening.—Cotton market
steady at revised quotations; sales 1947 bales; Middling uplands atluf; New Orleans at 11c; lutures
opened about 3 points lower, but the loss was recovered before tbe close, ffluur—reeipt9 1010 bbls;
5 @ 10 better on grades of extra below $6 and more
more demand; other kinds unchanged; sales of 25,700 bbls; No 2 at 2 75@ 4 00; Supertiue Western and
State 4 10 (g| 4 90; extra Western and State at 5 00 @
5 15; choice Western and State at 5 20 @ 6 00; White
Wheat Western extra at 6 05 Ca, 6 75; Fancy White
Wheat Western extra at 6 80 @ 8 00; good extra Ohio
at 5 00 % 7 25; extra St Louis at 5 10 @ 8 00; Patent
Minnesota extra good to prime at 6 75 @ 8 00; choice
to double extra at 8 00 @ 8 50; closing firm; Southern
flour is unchanged; sales 1800 bbls; extra at 5 55 @
8 00. Rye tiour steady. Corn weal steady. Whraa
—receipts 130,500 bush; 4 @ 1 better and strong with
active export demand; sales 391,000 bush on spot;48,010 bush future delivery; l 24 a) 1 25} for unchanged
Spring; 1 24 tor No 3 Spring; 1 25 @ 1 26 for No 2
Chicago; 1 27 1 28 ior No 2 Milwaukee; 1 31 (3} 1 33
for No 1 Milwaukee and No 1 Minnesota; 1 35 @ 1 36
for No 2 Winter Red; 1 37 @ 1 38 for No 1 do; 1 394
ior No 1 long Amber; 1 45 for Jextra White; 143 @
1 45 for White State; 1 38 for Amber Michigan; 1 26
lor No 2 Spring for March, closing at 1 26 bid, 1 264
asMfed; 1 27 do April, closing at 1 264 bid, 1 274 asked; do May at 126} bid, 128 asked; No 2 North

K

York.

Ar at Havre
Tucker, Buenos
Ar at Hull, E,

< Itis

BOSTON.

ately.

DIED.

Heniy

Chicago Cattle market*
Chicago, March 1—Hogs—receipts 20,000 head;
shipments 5500 head: mixed packing at slow and
unchanged 3 65 @ 3 95; light at 3 75 @ 3 85; heavy
shipping 5 @ 10 higher at 4 00.
Cattle—receipts 2200 head; shipments 2700 head;
market slow and weak; lew good Steers offering;
choice to extra 4 40 @ 5 00; tair to good shipping at
3 65 @ 4 25; feeder and stockers and butchers are un-

J

AGENCIES.

EDUCATIONAL.

LORIM’S

AND

151.15}

Overman..

Justice.104 104Alta.....

MINOR TELEGRAMS.

St. Louis, March l —Cotton easy; Middling uplands 103.

BONDS ISSUED TO PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANIES
INTEREST PAYABLE IN LAWFUL MONEY.

_

terday.
INDICATIONS

4

London, March 2 —The Standard’s Pesth
despatch says the Hungarian delegation has
determined not ty vote the credit if it is intended to be applied for the occupation of Bosnia and Herzegovina. The delegation desires a
full explanation of the government's inten-

juuipuam

Comments of the New Vork Press.
New Yobk, Mar. 1.—Of the s'lver bill’s passage. tbe Herald says:
Nobody has put so depreciatory an estimate
on President Hayes’ influence as to
predict or
conjectnre so overwhelming a defeat of his veto as that which it encountered.
Both the contemptuous haste and surprising majority with
which the bill repassed muBt be
mortifying to
the President. Au abler
President, in friendly
relations with Congress, could have checked
the silvir lunacy in its earlier
stages. Had
Blaine been President, and held the
sound
views of Hayes, it would have been an
utter
impossibility for the silver bill to have been
passed over his veto. We hold that the greatest injury to the country is in the stain
upon
our good njme as a nation and our loss of
creditThe Times says:
The Present has vindicated his
consistency
and his integrity if not his
courage, in his veto
of the silver bill.
The impression it is most
likely to make now is that it was prepared reluctantly, with a faint heart and an unpleasant
ot the iate tbat awaited it in

Wo

nonnn CIPU

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

ms a

Russesuys:

WASHINGTON

Waddell from Post Office Committee reported
provide for an octan ma l service between the
Unite States and Brazil. Ordered printed, and recommitted.
Mr. Cannon presented the views of the minority.
Same order.
Ou motion of Mr. Waddell the bill to prevent speculation in postage stamps by postmasters, which entailed, he said, a loss of $lu0,900 a month to tho
government, wa* made a special order for Wednesoay next and house adjourned till Monday.
It was announced that the Democratic caucus has
been postponed to Monday evening.
Mr.
bill to

village were burned. Officers have been working up the case ar.d have arrested Calvin Day
and wife, Cuick’s neighbors.
They have beeu
committed to jail in default of $1000 bonds. A
young man named Chick testified that be s»w
Day fire the buildipgs, but many be’ieve Chick
is the real incendiary. In default of bonds as

were

pa-sed

Arrested for Incendiarism.

Biddeford, March 1.—In December last the
farm buildings of Stephen Chick of Shapleigh

ument. Referred to Committee of Whole.
Mr. Crapo from the same committee, reported back
the bill allowing Lieut. B. F. Tozier of the U. S.
Navy, to accept the gold medal tendered him by
the President ut the Fiench Republic. Passed.
House at 150 weut into Committee for Whole upon

the p.ivate calendar.
C .mmittee reported 35 private hills, which

SPECIAL NOTICES.

MARINE NEWSo

HOUSE.

The

Western seller for March closing at 1 27$ bid, 1 29
isked; do April at 1 28 bid, 1 30 asked; do for May at
I 26} bid, 1 33 asked; 1 35 for No 2 Winter Red seller
:
March closing at 1 35$ bid, 1 37 asked; do April 1 35
PORT OF PORTAND.
bid. Ky^ is more active and firmer. Harley is
unchanged. Harley ITIalt unchanged.. Cornreceipts 46,832 bush; the market is shade easier with
Friday, March 1.
a moderate export and home trade demand; sales
ARRIVED.
23,900 busbjincluding 129,000 on spot; 42 (5,54c for
Brig Addle Halo. Sheppard, New York—coal to
ungraded Western Mixed; 5t‘$ (o> 51$c for New York
S argent. Dennison & Co.
No 3, closing at inside price; 52$ @ 53c for steamer
John Stroup, Hurst, Port Johnson—coal to
Sch
in
store;
60c
do
59c
tor
old
No
2
Mixed;
59$ @
afloat;
J Taine Central RR.
53c tor round Yellow; 56c ilor Yellow Southern; 61c
Sch May Wyman, Sawyer, Boston, to load for Ellslor Western Yellow; 52} (a) 53}c lor steamer Mixed
1 s-orth.
seller March, closing at 52j[c hid, 53c asked; 54$c for
Sell Cosmopolitan, Simmons, Bristol.
do April, closing at 54}c hid. 54}c asked; do May 54$c
CLEARED.
bid, 55c asked; 56}c for No 2 March, closing at 5C$c
57c
do
asked; do April 56$c bid, 58c asked; 57}
bid,
Sch Julia E Carnage, Gamage. Bristol—1> L Choate
for May, closingjat 57$c bid, 58c asked. Oulu—reSch Emma, Sparrow, Bristol—D L Choate.
ceipts 25,COO bush; the market is (quiet and firm;
SAILED—Brig Geo Burnham. The barque Dougsales 26,000 bush; 31$ (eg 35c for New York No 2; 35}
Campbell, and brig Marena. salted 27lh. Barque
1
ass
1
for
No
White; 34Jc
@35$c. for No 2 White; 40c for
iate Holding remains in the roads.
No 2 Chicago in store; 35 @ 36c for Mixed Western:
for
37c
Mixed
35 @ 38c for White Western; 35$ @
[FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.!
State; 36 @ 38}c for White State. Cofl'ee quiet and
KENNEBUNKPORT, Feb 27—Ar. sclis Martha,
unchanged at 14$ @ 17$c gold lor cargoes; 14$ @ 19
lor job lots rtniinr quiet and firm; 7} Ctf 7$c lor law
^rediford, and Mausur B Oakes, Crediford, Port*
to good cflulng; 7|c for prime; 800 hhds Centrifugal
and.
at 8$ rtf 8}c; refined at 9 for standard A; 9$ @ 88 for
March 1—Ar, sch Wra Thomas, Littlejohn, South
Irnboy.
granulated;. 9} @ 9} for powdered; f9$ for crushed.
iVIolaaMe* steady—New Oileaus at 25 @5Cc.
BOOTH BAY, Feb 25—a7. sclis Ruth H Baker. Colunchanged. PcIfoUjuiii is dull and easier; crude
at 78c; refined at 12}: 20,000 bbla united at l b3} @
ids, and A H Hickman, Shaw. Portland, to load for
naval Store*
a allow steady at 7 9-16
1 r.cj.
(latter sailed 26th.)
Philadelphia,
—Rosin steady at 1 55 a Ctf 1 62$ for strained. « urThe steam-tug Isabel, ot Philadelphia, lying at
Pork
pruiiui- l*‘ss firm at 3.’$ a? 33c for Spirits.
Lindlanbay. took fire 24th, in her cabin, and burned
dull and easier at lu 90 & 11 20 for me's: 11 25 asked;
lown to the water’s edge, when she filled and sunk.
seller April at 11 05 asked; May 10 75bid, 11 20 askthe engineer was on board at the time, but could not
ed. Href quiet ana steady. Dressed Hogs dull at
sake the hose available.
middles
ut
Urals
at
nominal;
5$
41 for Western, t
for Western long clear; city do 5}. s-ard is heavy
EASTPORT. Feb 25—Ar, sch Clara Dinsmore,
and lower; 1400 tes prime steam at 7 52$ @7 55; 510
Chase, Portland.
tes do to ariivc at 7 55; 500 tes seller March 7 52’ (tf
ro> 7 55, closing 7 52$; 1500 tes for April at 7 62$ (eg
Tfrom merchant’s exchange.1
7 67$. closing at 7 62$; 3250 for May at 7 55 @ 7 77$,
Ar at Boston let, brig Caroline Gray, fm Matauzas;
(taclosing 7 75. Butter is dull. Cheese firm.
W Wheeler, Bowman, Cardenas.
L
icb
ker dull at 1 07 bid, held 1 07$.
Ar at New York 1st, sch J W Sawyer, Orchard,
Freights to Liverpool—the market is unchanged;
Mayaguez.
Cotton 9-32; Wheat per steam at 8d.
Ar at Havre 26th, barque John C Smith, Jones,
Chicago, March 1.—Flour firm. Wheat is active
Galveston.
and firm and higher, hut unsettled; No 1 Chicago
Sid tm Algoa Bay, CGH, prev to Jan 17, brig GaSpring at 1 10;No 2 Chicago Spring at 1 11 (Q 111} for
zelle, lor Boston.
c sh; 111$ fig 111} seller March; 110$ seller April;
No 3 Chicago Spring at 1 04$ (eg 1 0$ rejected nominal.
nEiTIOftANDA.
Corn in tair demand and higher at 43§
43$c lor cash
Ship Abner I Benyon, Watts, from San Francisco,
and April; 43$ (tf 44c seller May; rejected 36$c. Oats
at Liverpool Feb 27th, leaky and caigo somequiet and steady at 24gc cash; 24gc seller April; 27|c arrived
what damaged.
seller May. Rye is firm at 55 @ 56c. Barley irreguBarque T J Southard, from Calcutta for Boston,
lar at 45$ @ 47c. Dressed Hogs firm at 4 25 @ 4 30.
betore reported at St Thomas in distress, has reloadPork inactive and lower at 10 15 for cash; 10 15 (tf
ed and was ready to proceed Feb 17th.
10 17$ seller April; 10 32$ @ 10 35 lor April; 10 50 for
The Coast Wrecking Co are engaged woikiDg the
May. Lard is easier at 7 22$ cash; 7 32$ @ 7 35 for
sunken brig Carrie Winslow into shoal water.
April; 7 42$ @ 7 45 for May. Bulk Meats easier;
Sch A D Henderson, ashore at Tybee, has bilged
shoulders 3|; short rib 5 30; short dear 5 50. Whisand the tide ebbs and flows through her.
key offered at 1 03.
Receipts—11,000 bblr>flour, 40,000 bush wheat. 82,DOMESTIC PORTS.
-upi! win, *u,vtuuou
uuu
uuau
rye, iX,(A.O
bush barley.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 28th, schWS Jordan, BerShipments—13,080 bbls flour ,64,000 bush wheat,134,- ry, Providence.
000 busb com, 24,000 busb oats, 393 busb rye,
Sid im the Pass 21th, sch J P Macbeca; 28th, ship
Marcia C Day.
11,000 bush barley.
MOBILE—Cld 28th, barque Alfred, Burt, for Am8t. Louis, March l.—Flour is quiet and unchangsterdam.
ed. Wheat firmer and closed higher; No 3 Red Fall
PENSACOLA—Cld 25th, brig Annie D Torrey,
at 1 20 cash; 1 204 ior March; l 21$ for April; SpriDg
Bray, Pascagoula.
firm and quiet at 1 08 hid for No 2. Com firmer at 42
BRUNSWICK, GA—Cld 23d, barque David Babfor cash; 42$c seller April. Oats steady at 264c cash;
cock, Colcord, New York; schs Emeline G Sawyer,
264c bid for March. Rye lower at 55c cash. WhisLamson, and Lexington, Leighton, New York.
key is lower at 1 Og. Pork quiet and unchanged for
CHARLESTON—Cld 27th, sch Oliver Jameson,
cash, and lower lor futures; 10 75 cash; 10 774 seller
Campbell, Orient.
April. Bacon quiet and firm; shoulders 4g; short rib
Cld 26th, sch Elizabeth Magee, Magee, Boothbay.
nominal
at
7 20.
64* Lard
Cld 28th, barque Helen Sands, Bosford, Liverpool.
Receipts—5,000 bbla flour, 17,000 bush wheat, 60,PHILADELPHIA—Ar 27th, brig Belle ot the Bay,
000 bush com, 10,(00 bush oats, 1,000 bush rye, 0,010
Walton, Messina.
dash barley, CO,000 hogs.
Cld 28th, sch Clifford, Bragdon. Cardenas.
Toledo, Mareh 1—Wheat quiet; Amber Michigan
Ar 28ib, brigs J F Merry, Bradley, Cartbagena;
on spot 129; seller April 1 30; No 1 lied Winter 1 28;
Martha A Berry, Dolan, New York; sch Canton,
No 2 at 1 274;seller April at I 284; No 2 Amber MichMatanzas.
Henley,
igan at 116. Corn firm; High Mixed at 45$c; No 2
Also ar 28th, schs Carrie M Richardson, Richardon spot at 45c; seller March at 454c; April at 4ffc;
son, Cienfuegos; Emma Me Adam, YouDg, FernanMay 47|c; No 2 White at 45$c; rejected April at 43c;
dina.
rejected May at 45c jdamaged at 404c. Oats inactive.
NEW YORK—Ar 28tb, schs Wellington, Davis.
Hogs 4 40.
Kennebec; Kate E Rich, Doughty, Philadelphia for
Receipts—300 bbls, flour, 5009 bush wheat, 10,000 Boston; Bramhall, Hamilton, Portland.
bush com, 0000 bush oats, 00 hogs.
Cld 28th, barque Evancll, Colcord, for Genoa; sebs
Shipments—000 bbls flour, 0,000 buab wheat, 1,200
Hattie E Giles, Bennett. St Kitts; John Wentworth,
bush com, 0.000 bush oats.
Clark, Baltimore; O M Marrett, Reed, Baracoa.
Passed through Hell Gate 28th, sch Marion DraMilwaukee, March 1.—Flour is firm but quiet.
Wheat opened weak and advanced gc, closed steady;
per, Bailey, from New York for Boston; J H Depu1 Milwaukee at 1154 for hard; No 1 Milwaukee
ty, MaManon, do for Providence; A Peters, Torrey,
solt at 114: No 2 Milwaukee at 1104; seller March
Weebawken tor Boston.
at 110|; seller April 110$; May at 112$; No 3 at 1 04.
NEW LONDON—Off Point Judith 27th, sch Lucy
Corn weaker; No 2 at 43xc. Oats quiet and steady;
Ames, and Helen M Condon.
No 2 at 25c. Rye is quiet and steady; No 1 at 56c.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 28th, schs Oregon, Church,
Barley dull and depressed ;No 2 Spring at 524c. Pro- New York; Ringleader, Smith, Bucksport.
visions dull and eai ier—Mess Pork at 10 124. LardSid 28th, schs Luella A Snow, Gregory, Baltimore;
prime steam at 7 25. Dressed Hogs firmer at 4 25 @ Sarah J Fort, Steelman, Harmon’s Harbor, to load
4 30.
for Philadelphia.
NEWPORT—Ar 28tb, sch Telegraph, Stevens, from
Receipts—8,000 bbls flour, 47.000 bush wheat.
Rockland lor Norfolk.
Shipments-7,500 bbls flour, 46,000 oueh wheat,
In port 28th, sebs Odell, Winslow, Portland for
March
1.—Pork
and
dull
Cincinnati,
unchanged.
New York; D G Floyd. Clifford, for Harmon’s HarLard quiet and steady; steam at 7 25 bid; kettle at
bor; Teaser, Orr, trom New York, disg.
750 @ 8 00. Bulk Meats dull and unchanged. Bacon
Sid 28tb, sch Ringleader, Smith, (from Bucksport)
nominal. Whiskey steady at 1 03.
for Providence.
Hogs are firm; common at 3 35 @ 3 75i fair to
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Ar 27th, schs Oregood light at 3 80 @3 95; packing at 3 85 @4 00;
gon, Melvin, Rockland tor New York; Fleetwiug,
butchers at 4 00 @ 4 10;receipts 1184 head; shipments
Maddox, Providence fordo; Commerce, Woo imau.
296 head.
do for do; John Stockham. Hart, do for do; Ellen M
Detroit, March l.—Wheat is firm; extra White
Ccndon, McCarthv, Jacksonville for do.
Michigan at 1 314; No 1 White Michigan at 1 26$.
WOOD’S HOLE—Ar 28th, sch L & D Fisk, Baker,
Receipts—19,000 ^osh wheat.
Boston, to load for Port Royal.
Shipments—16,000 bush wheat.
In Fisher’s Island Sound 27th, sch Ida Hudson,
Kenniston. from Wareham for New York.
Baltimore, March 1.—Cotton—Middling uplands
NEW BEDFORD—Sid 28th, sch Only Son, Header,
lOgc.
New York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 27th. sebs Mahaska.
10
at
(dj 10$c.
filing uplands
Harrington; Eliza B Coflin. Cole, and Lizzie. Frye,
Charleston, March 1.—Cotton is dull; Middling
Portland for New York; Nile, Spear, and S J Linduplands lu|o.
sey, Kennedy, Rockland for do; Laconia, Crockett,
do for do, (lost anchor on Nantucket Shoals); Joe
MOBiLB.Marchl.—Cotton weak and irregular [Middling uplands at 10$ @ 10$c.
Carlton, Thurston, Camden for do; Nancy J Dav,
Munroe, Bristol for do; C J Willard, Wallace, PortSavannah, March 1.—Cotton is dull;Middling upa Liu iui jruii4«ieipuid.
lands at 10 3-16c.
Sid, brig Addie Hale; sobs Eagle, Lookout, Elibu
Wilmington, Match 1,—Cotton quiet; Middling Burritt, Wm Thomas, L W Wheeler, Cathie C Berry,
uplands at 10c.
Abigail Haynes.
BOSTON—Ar 28tb, sch Cathie C Berry, Seavey,
Norfolk, March 1.—Cotton is quiet [Middling urlands at 103c.
Providence.
Cld 28th, brig Melrose, Griggs, Hayti; schs Jane L
New Orleans, March 1.—Cotton dull and irreguNewton, Stover, and Ida del Tore, Chase, Kennebec,
lar; Middling uplands lc£c.
to load for New York.
Galveston,March 1.—Cotton quiet; Middling acAr 1st, brig T Remick, Rose, Pensacola; schs L W
lande at 10|c.
Wbeeler, Bowman, Cardenas; Eagle, Noyes, St Marc
New York. March 1.—Cotton steady; Middling
Louisa Wilson, Holt, Cape Haytien; Caroline Knight,
Dyer, Amboy; L B French, French. New York.
uplands at lejc.
Cld 1st, barque J D Peters, Lane, San Francisco;
Memphis, March 1.—Cotton quiet; Middling upsch J L Newton, Stover, Kennebec, to load for New
lands at10$o.

9. F. KICKER
I dbby.i Corner, Herrin

Sawyer

sons iu interest, may appear at said time and place,
and show cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
said Petition should not be granted.

fe25

WM. P. PREBLE,
Clerk ol District Court, for said District.
dlaw3wM&wlw9

BANKRUPTCY.—District Court ot tho
United States, District of Maine.
In tho
matter of Francis W. Smith, Bankrupt.
Thil is to give notice that a peiitlon has been
presented to the Court, this twenty-ninth day of January, by Francis W. Smith, of Portland, a Bankrupt,
praying that he raav be decreed to have a full discharge from all his debts, and upon reading said Pe-

IN

tition,

It is ordered by the Court that a hearing bo bad
upon the same, on the Sixth day cf May, A. D.
1878, before the Court in Portland, in said District,
at 10 o’clock A. M., and that notiee thereof be published in the Portland Advertiser and the Portland Press, newspapers printed in said District,
once a week for three successive weeks, and once in
tho weekly Advertiser and Press, the last publication to be thirty days at least before the day of
bearing, and that all creditors who have proved
their debts and other persons in interest may ap;*tar
at said time and place, and show cause, if anv they
have, why the prayer oi said Petition should not be
WM. P. PREBLE,
granted.
Clerk of District Court, for said District.
fe25
d 1 aw3 w M & wlw9

Blue fekye Terrier.
SALE, an imported, full blood, young male
dog. A perfect beauty. Address
marldtf
“TERRIER," p. C,

FOR

SATURDAY MORNING.

FOB MAVOK,

MARCH 2.

From the annual report of

MOSES M. BUTLEK.

■

PRESS
“»? be obtained at tbe Periodical Depots ot Fes
leaden Bros., Marquis, Brunei Sc Co., Andrew!
Wentworth. Moses, >. B. Kendrick, and ChiBholu 1
Bros., oh all trains that run nut of the city,
At Biddeford, of Phiilsbury,
At Saco, of L. Hodgdon and H. B. Kendrick,
At Waterville, of J. S. Carter.
At Bath, ofJ.O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of French Bros., and Stevens & Co

Esq., City Solicitor,
satisfactory showing:

TBE

Alderman—Eeuel S. Maxey.
Councilman—Edward H." Sargent,
Isaac
Hamilton, Samuel Thurston.
School Committee—George C. Burgess.
WardeD—Joseph D. Decelle.
Clerk—Thomas A. Bowen.
Constables—B. C. Miles,R. X. Field.
ward 2.
Alderman—John D. Snowman.
Councilmen—Augustus F. CcX, Simutl II.
Colesworthy. Thomas S. Jack,
Warden—Alphens Grifiia.
Clerk—Henry Chandler.
Constables—Luther A. Sterling, Benj. Gribben.
ward 3.

CITY AND VICINITY.
NEW

TO-DA1

ADVERTI1E.HE.YTB

SPECIAL NOTICES.
T oi ing’s Specific.
Tty the Bbbee—Scfclotteibcck.
W estein Union Telegraph Company.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
The Equitable Life Assurance—Jotbam F.
In our Advertising Columns—Loring.

New

Derby—Merry.

New Gooas—Carlton Kimball.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Choice New York. Apples—D. F. Littlefield.
Our New Shirts—Owen, Moore & Bailey.
Cheap Silk Hats—Merry.
Black Silks-Millett, Chamberlin & Little.
£ Remnants—Tukefcbury & Co.
Clear tbe Track-A. H. Coe.

ward

ward

Connctlmen—Leonard

HFThe Disciples of Christ will meet at 62 Gray
Lord's
3
every
Day at
m.
p.
attend to the Apostles’ teaching, to the Fellowship, to Breaking of Bread and to Prayers. All are
Invited to attend,
St. Lukk’sCathedral, State St.—Rt. Rev. H
A. Neely, Bishop ot the Diocese ol Maine.—Sunday
services 10.30 a. m., 3and7}p. m. Daily services at
Seats free to all.
a. m. and 5 p. m.
Woodford’s Corner M. E. Church.—Rev. J
A. St rout, Pastor. Preaching at 2.30 p. m. Prayer
meeting at 7} p. m.
St. Lawrence St. Church.—Rev. A.H. Wright
pastor. Services at 10} a, m. and 3 p. m. Sunday
school at 1} p. m.
St. Stephen’s Church.—Rev. Asa Dalton, Rector. Services at 10} a. m and 3 p. m. Sunday school

Needham remarked that the subject given for
consideration will admit of hut brief discussion
in the half hour devoted to it. “Why are
there four Gospels?’’ We need to remember

Each of these books has its own purpose and
takes its place in the general plan. Thus jn
Geuesis we have Christ presented as the
Creator, as the originator of all life upon ihs
earth. In Exodus Christ is presented in His
redeeming character. Iu Leviticus the idea of
worship and Christ as a lawgiver is presented;
iu Numbers the wilderness experience and
Christ as a provider; in Deuterouomy, Moses,
the type of Christ, is presented; and in
Joshua,
also a type, Christ is presented as leading his
people victoriously into the heaveDiy Canaan.
So in the New Testament, each writer speaks
Irom bia owu standpoint—one taking one view
of Christ and bis work, and another giving
another view, not conflicting and yet quite
unlike each other, as in human nmilnct.iono
we hnd different authors presenting the same
subject in different aspects. We have Matthew
giving ns the geuealogy of Christ as the Messiah. Mark gives no genealogy, but his earthly
service, writiug from the Gentile standpoint.
Lake gives bis descent from Adam, in his
human aspect, tis spotless life as a man. John
gives his life as the Divine One, the God-Man.
Matthew was a Jew and he gives the Messianic
character. Mark was a Geutile and a servant,
and so he naturally gave his view of Christ’s
workiug life. Luke gives his life as a man
linked to onr race by common descent trom
Adam. John saw the glory of God veiled in

India St. Universalist Church—Rev. Geo. W.
Bickucll, pastor.
Sunday School at 1.15 p. m.
Afternoon service at 3 o’clock. In the evening
at 7 o’clock will be given the first of a new course of
lectuics. Subject, “Right Beginnings.

Stevens* Plains Universalist Church.—
Service to-morrow lorenoon at 11 o’clock. Rev. Mr.
Bicknell will preach.
XST There will be Gospel Temperance meetings at
Aicana Hall at 10$ a. m. and 7 p. m. Sunday.
Chestnut St. M. E. Church.—Rev. J. R. Day,
pastor. Sacrament of the Lord’s Supper at 10$ a. m.
Preaching at 3 p. m. Sunday School at 1$ p. m.
Young people’s meeting at 6, aud general prayer
meeting at 7 p. m.
First Universalist Church, Congress SquareRev. Wm. Gibbs, pastor.
Preaching at 10$ a. m.
Sunday School at 3 p. m. The pastor will deliver
the sixth sermon of the Lessons from the Proverbs,

evening.
First Baptist Church—Congress St., opposite
the Park. Rev. Thos. !>• Anderson, Jr., pastor
Sabbath School at 1.45 p. m.
Preaching at 3 p
m.
Missionary Concert at 7 p. m.
Second Advent Church,—Union Hall, 87 Free
St.—Preaching Sunday at 10$ a. m. and 3 p. m. by
J. Albert Libby.
Prayer meeting at 9 a. m, and 7

to-morrow

humanity.

Mr. Cato sung a him

Work;” Rev. Mr. Wheeiright offered
prayer, and hymn No. 24 was sung—‘‘Oh where
are the Reapers?” Mr. Needham led in
prayer,
and Mr. Cato snng a hymn, the choir joining in
the chorus—“ I will sing of my Redeemer.
Mr. Needham read from Rom. 10th chapter,
telling of Paul’s earnest desire for the salvation
of his brethren through the righteousness of
Christ.
This righteousness is a wonderful
thing: how shall we possess it? It comes

through hearing the word, believing it, and acknowledging our trust in Christ as onr Saviour.
Paul had seen bis own danger, and had fonod

SYMONDS, J.

Friday. —The court was occupied during the day
naturalizing citizens, calling the (lockets and dis*
posing of interlocutory matters.

the way of safety through Christ; and now he
wishes the salvation of others. Good sews
is brought to-night, for there is salvation
through the Lord Jesus Christ. We wish our
friends to prosper in this World’s good; but we
wish much more that they may prosper in eterual things. The religion that rests quietly over
the eternal danger of the unsaved, is not the religion of the Bible. Paul not only wished the
salvation of his brethren, but he earnestly
prayed for it; and every true Christian will do
likewise. The man who prays earnestly for the
salvation of sinners, is in a quickened state;
and when professors cease to pray for sinners,
then they begin to back-slide. The world’s
polluting breath will tarnish the brightness of
the Christian’s hope; but the breath of prayer
will make it bright again.
But Paul not only prayed for the salvation of

in

Adjourned finally.
municipal Court.
BEFORE JUDGE KNIGHT,

Friday.—John Sullivan, Jr., and Bartley O’DonSullivan fined $100 with
nell. Search and seizure.
O’Donnell
costs and three months imprisonment.
fined $50 with costs. Appealed.
Swasey.
Patrick Uormley. Search and seizure. Discharged.
Samuel O’Hcarn. Search and seizure. Plea, misPlea overruled. Judgment for State. Fined
nomer.
Frank,
$50 with costs. Appealed.

The Voting Lists 1

Ilia

name

an

uue

tuav

in session in the Aldermen’s room

be

from 9 to 12a.

m

and from 2 to

pnrpose of revising

the list.

5Jp.

tc-day

m., for the

Mistakes will oc-

and names will be

that your name is on and on correctly i3
and see for

yonrself.

to go

The Democrats are hard

at work and the Republicans should see to

it

that they are not caught napping.
Uriel •lolling*.
We have swapped seasons this year.
don’t let as swap Mayors.
There were 28 intentions of marriage

34 deaths recorded daring February.
If you know a good thing when yon

But
and
see

it

yoa will vote for Bailer.
Members of tbe chess and checker club will
meet at the St. Julian reading room today at 4

o’clock.
Brass-lined pockets will be the fashion now
the silver hill has passed. Be sure to vole for

Butler.
Peter Rafters assaulted William Gray while
intoxicated last evening on Congress slieet.aud
beat him shamefully. Rafters was arrested.
Colder this SpriDg than it was last Winter.
A vote for Bailer is a vote for economical government.

The Rev. J. K.

Smyth,

the pastor of the Ne*

Jerusalem Church, New High street, is tc
preach tomorrow morning on the “Fiood.”
Mr. Bowen, the piesent truant officer,will no
be a candidate for r> lectioo. There are no les
than a dezeu in quest of the position.
Officers Jackson and Heath arrested James
Bwan last night fir the larceny of beef fron
Isaac Swoetsir.
One who knows says that the Samaritans ari
to have the largest house of the season on thi
occasion of their semi-Csntennial anniversar;
Hall Mntiflar

Johnny Malone one of the WeEtera Uaioi
Telegraph boys fell on the corner of Middle am
Exchange streets yesterday [afternoon, and pa
his arm ont ot joint.
The ice is low out of tbe St. Croix river an
the tteamer “Belle Brown” goes on her rcgnla
trips to-day b tween Eastperi and Calais, ii
connection with tbe steamer of the Intern!
at

rrrnn

-v-111.

-T-

— —

ill iuc

the Ten

perance meeting at Preble Chapel, tomorrow
evening, and will speak of the objects am
aims of the State Temperance Alliance recen
ly formed.
Portland Mutual Fishing Issubanc e
Company. The annual meeting was held .vei
terday afternoon at the office of E. G. Willarc
trea-urer. The reports of the officers wei e
read, and from that of the secretary, G. W
it appears that the amount of vess 51
proptriy insured the past year was $172,022.9
The outfits were valued at $34,900. The e c
penses and losses all told, were bat $800. i n
tbe las: three years $800,000 worth of vees eproperty has beeu insured at au average Cl St
not exceeding 11-4 per cent, yearly. Nicety t\ 70

Rich,

vessels were insured.

following

officers were elected

cipcuoo

to keep it clear; all
were removed without

uao

uoou

Repairs on furniture and stoves.
Fuel for house and hospital and outside distribution.
Insane paupers, including expenses to Augusta and Boston.

ing prayer meeting today at 8J and a girls
meeting at 3 o’clock, but no Bible reading or
evening meeting. Mr. Needham will preach in
City Hall Sunday afternoon and evening.
There will be the usual meeting at the rooms of
the Y. M. C, A., Sunday evening.

1,217
222

Juvenile Temperance Concert.—The pah
lie will be pleased to learn that the next regula:
mommy

concert,

oy

me

re mam

duvenili

,

at Congress Hall on Sunda;
evening next at 7 o’clock. These temneranci »
concerts by the children have become one o
the most interesting and attractive occasion
that occur in our city, and are now looked for
ward to with great expectancy by all who hav !

Temple will

occur

■

attended one of these pleasing exercise
An unusually attractive prc
gramme has been arranged for to-morroi r
evening. The usual admission will be charged

ever

by the children.
viz

■

Alderman—Frederick Fox.

ten cents for adults

and

five cents

fo

children.

:

President—C. P. Ingraham.
Vice President—W. H. Chase.
I,Treasurer—E. G. Willard.
Secretary—G. W. Riob.
Direotors—C. P. Ingraham, E. G. Willa: dj
H, Trefethreo, A. Hodgdon, W. H. Chase.

Carriers’ Delivery.—The following show 3
he mail matter collected and distributed
the month of February:

durin; ;

DELIVERED,

Letters. 51,292
Cards. 19,772
Papers. 63,299
COLLECTED.

127^33

Letters... 61,233
17,594
feaids.
_

Winter

Alderman—Laander W. Fobes.
Councilmen—Henry W. Swasey,
M. Riggs, Chas. T. Skillings.
Warden—Wm. Simpson.
Clerk—Arthur L. Farnsworth.
Constables—Joseph Walker, 2d,

Wm. S.

The Dorics.
The “Dories” of Bowdoin College presented
brilliant comedy “Oar Boys” at the
Museum last evening to a select audience. The
representation was an agreeable surprise, and
the performance one highly creditable to amateurs.
Thongh not entirely free from awk"
wardnes-es and niaserics it was certainly very

Byron’s

xne young gentlemen wno aeentertaining,
sumed the parts in the play mast be credited
with very intelligent conceptions of the different characterizations, and if they anywhere

its characters in the unfolding of
the plot.
Some of the parts were excellently takes,
and all were well done.
Mr. W. G. Davis’s
“Violet Melrose” was really an artistic impersonation, a fine and delicate parody of
womanly ways. Mr. H. B. Wilson’s “Perkyn

Middlewick” was very lunny, and a constant
It was given with
delight to the audience.
genuine humor. Mr. H. W. Bing was a sufficiently gentlemanly “Charles” and Mr. S. E.
Smith a properly foppish bat rather coarsely
Mr. C. M. Jacobs looked
drawn "Talbot.”
the stately baronet, though evidently ill at
Messrs. H. E. Henderson and C. W.
ease.
Abbott masqueraded acceptably as “Mary”
and “Clarissa,” and Mr. W. P. Martin succeeded as “Belinda.” The boys in the gowns suggested the masculine intruders of the “Prin-

88,364

False Alarm.—The alarm of fire
from bo x
1G last night, was caused
by a fire discovert u
on board the bark St.
Patrick, lying at Galt s
Wharf, A cask of lime caught fire and
sprea d
to a barrel of pork, but the blaze was
t
put oi 11
with very slight damage, and the alarm wi s
unnecessary.

he

expected._
Nominations.

At a meeting of the Independent Greenback
Club last evening the following ward nomina
tions were made:
WARD ONE.

Alderman—Albert Waite.
Councilman—Thomas Burgess, Edward L.
Dyer, Albert Wallace.
Wardeu—H. M. Sargent.
Clerk—Elisha T. Homan.

Constables—X. D. Eustis, Charles F. Bartlett.
WARD TWO.

Alderman—John S. Pitz,
Council men —Edward Hickey, Robert
Geo. H. Davis.
Warden—Charles Richards.
Clerk—Joshua Waite.

Gould,

WARD THREE.

Joseph Wins-

WARD FOUR.

Alderman—Asa L. Ames.
Counsilmen—John E. Murphy,
liams, William White.

Lewis

Wil-

WARD FIVE.

Alderman—Manley W. Turner.
Councilman—Charles E. Haskell, Oliver X.
Aldeu, Lincoln Hall.
Warden—Daniel W. Hull.
Clerk—Charles H. Coffin.

Robin Hood at Music Hall.—Mr. John
Stetson’s Folly Troupe will appear at Music
Hall this afternoon and eveniog in the spark-

ling musical burlesque extravanza of Robin
Hood. This piece has been very successful at
the Globe Theatre, BostoD, and the matinees
have drawn immense crowds of ladies and
children. The Boston papers prononnce it perfectly pure and worthy of the patronage of all.
In the company which comprises thirty people
will be found Miss. Nellie Larkelle, Miss May
Ten Broeck, Gus. Williams, Harry Bloodgood,
the St. Felix ballet and others equally as good.
The ballet has been here on [previous occasions
and never failed to please large audiences. Twc
of the best performances ever given in the city
may reasonably be expected in this spacious
Serious Accident to An Officer.
Last evening when the fire was discovered on
the bark St. Patrick officer Lawton ran to th«
vessel and on going aboard stepped into the

7

eiMj-

today.

hold, the hatches being off, and fell a distance
of twenty-three feet to the grain below.
He
was alone at the time and the accident was no|
known. After the fireman had left the vessel
the crew were iu the act of putting on the
I1
hatches when they saw a light in the hold.
proved to bs a match which Mr. Lawton hac
He
lit on becoming conscious, after his fall.

Real Estate Transfers.—The following
are the real estate transfers recorded in tbii

county yesterday:
Portland—John Dodge to Rufus Lamson

a's., land and Buildings on Potter’s Lane, fo
S1000.
Deermg—I. IS. lieed to Jtl, t. Blackstone
land for 5900.
Falmouth—Hale Leighton to Christian Law
sou, land for $2200.
Scarboro—Jeremiah Meserve et at. to Addi
H. Meserve, land and buildings for $200.
O’iver Meserve to Addie H. Meserve, lam 1
for $90.
■

_

Brunswick.

following are the Dominations
Republicans of this place to be

The

made b
voted fo :

the
next Monday:
S. J. Young, Moderator.
Leonard Townsend, Town Clerk,
Lyman E. Smith, L. Townsend and Sumne c
Holbrook, Selectmen, Assessors and Overseer 3
of the Poor.
L. E, Smith, Town Agent.
John P. Michel!, Treasurer.
Daniel P. Purinton, Collector.
Prof. Chapman, Prof. Robinson and W. E

Marrett, Superintending School Committee.

1

Harvard Club —At a meeting of Harvar d
30 pounds, suzar 159 pound', rice, 04 pound!
meal 04 pound?, crackers 04 doze,a, beans 7 ;
graduates, held at the residence of Dr. Geo. I
quarts, bread 54 pouuds, kerosene oil, 36 quart! ■ French, last evening, a Harvard Club was o I
soap 0 bars.
a constitution and tb e
Quite a number of men dave been employe j ganized by the adoption
election of the following officers:
on St. Johu street, and the work paid for i 3
provisions from the house. The work done o a
President—Rev. Dr. Hill,
Grant and St. John streets by them, and tb e
Vice Presidents—Rev. A. Dalton, Geo. (
inmates of the house, included 1296 days of th f Burgess.
men, 216 days of oxen, 111-2 one pair of horse i,
Treasurer—W. M. Sargent.
valued at $1,990.
Secretary—Thomas F. Talbot,
The secretary, Mr. Baker, has sent out < f
town, under the statute, without expense to tl 6
Art Lecture.—On Tuesday evoDing Pro f.
citt, 582 persons.
Xue value of the stock on hand in the Gre
Bet j. W, Putnam will deliver an art lectui a
ly hospital, alms house, and on the farm, s upon “The Potter’s Wheel and Its Products, »
about $16,500. The value of crops produced'c “
The lecture whioh la
at Grand Army hall.
the farm, and income from other sources
given under the auspices of the Maine Genen ij
$4,500.
REPORT OF THE TRUANT OFFICER.
Hospital, will be illustrated by a Potter’s whei j
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council
>/ and a blackboard ou the stage. Tickets are ft
Portland:
sale at Dresser, McLelian & Co.’s and J. 1
Gentlemen—In compliance
with tha ci
Sturges & Co.’s.
ordinance 1 herewith preseut to you my secoi
annual report ending March 1, 1878. I bar e
visited the schools nine hundred and lifi y
Ward Seven.—The Republicans of Wai j
times; have received one thousand and sevent r~ 7 are alive and mean business. All tl e
five cases from the teachers for investigatioi
nominations were made by acclamation, ai a
have made seventy-five arrests and commitu
three to the reform school. Five boys hai e : the ticket is so satisfactory that it is going o
__

|

_

'j

been sentenced by the Municipal Court to tl ie

be carried by

a

rushing majority.

to-day,

Auburn in the Methodist chnrcb.

If your food distresses

you,

take

a

Cents

Silver Watches for Ladies and
Gents’
Glasses,
Opera
Gents’ Fnrnishing Goods,

Pantaloons,

or

$1.00

and

Lowest Mark.
1 Let Children’s Bose,
French
Coods, Silk Clocked, lormer
price IS cents to 91.00, now

N. B.—THESE ARE

and

Bleached Hack Towels
Extra Size, 50 cts., former price G2 1*2.

50 CENTS.

These goods were bought to close from a New York
firm, and are the greatest bargains ever oil'eie 1 in
this city.

These goods cost from SO cents to

537

Norl b
Twenty fii e

455

Baldwins

&c.,

Annual Gash Sale
—

mar2

MAINE.

No. 4 DEERING BLOCK,
Offer at greatly reduced prices, for IKK DAIg
OIUilT, their entire stock consisting o 1

Linen

Ladies’ Underclothing, Hamburg
and
Inserting,,
Edgings
Infants’
Wardrobes,
Worsted Work, and

wnicn we oner

mi

•

with

compare

Omil

other

FiHCT ns OF ILL DESCRIPTIONS.

Shirts that are offered at

SPECIAL BARGAINS:

75 and 87 cents.

81.85 to 93.00.
Sham*, from
83.00 1*99 99
Children’s Cloaks, frsm
Children’s CollarChildren’s Hilt Suits,
ettes, Cadies’ Pichns, latest styles.
Dressing Sacks. Hackings,
dtt
Collars and Culls.
leb2l

OWE N~
MOORE &

Pillow

BAILEY.
To Let.

DESIRABLE tenement for

low. Inquire ol
A
nar2dlw*

a email

R. O.

Marble Works!

family: rent
YORK.

57J Brackett Street.

The undersigned having had long experience In
Marbie business, respectfully calls the attention or
the public generally to his place of business at

FURNITURE.

Eastern Side of Bearing Bridge.
FOOT OF GREEN STREET, on the direct line of
the Horsecars to Evergreen Cemetery, where samples of work may ho found, together with a large
number ot new and very appropriate designs for
Marble and Granite Monuments. Tablets,
and dmvestoses. suitable for all ages, executed
worked for many
by first-class skillful hands who have
other places,
years in the best shops in Boston and
work
erected In onr
the
best
and who can duplicate
Cemeteries. Also old work remodelled, lettered and
reset, all at prices to suit customers. Thin marble
work. Shelves, Bowl Tops, Table and Stand Tops,
made to order.

We will sell common. Medium
and Flue FURNITURE, now
aud throughout the season

THROAT
the
LVN«N.
as can

be purchased in

NEW

Cures Coughs, Colds, Catarrh, Croup, Asthma, Dip
theria, Pneumonia, Bronchitis, Bleeding Lnngs.am
Consumption. Also

c

Blood

Purifier,

KIDNEYS

AND

Down

either sex, “I challenge the 19th century” t
its equal. It builds you right aqunr
Every bottle is worth its weight in gold, Als

up.

DR. S. D.

Decorative Work
Made in the mostsatisfactory manner.

Drapery and

Don’t buy till onr goods hare been
prices obtained.

aeen

and

:

Arabian cSSSSS* Liver Pills (
Fevers, Oostiveness, gives Quick action to the Livt
and regulates the Lowels. without pain and weak
aud a preventive of all malarial digesases.

in Browns, Slates
Lot and Operas. Also
Misses’ in Browns,
Hiu Drabs and Operas.
This is the cheapr(.
IxlOYes est lot we have
ever offered, and
■dIS. win
2ija0
sell
very
,

HOWE’S

Free irom calomel, cures Billiousness, Dvspepsli
Heartburn, Sour Stomach, Sick Headache, Chill

!

28 FREE STREET.
feblG

Tbo

j

Several thousand yards (not remnants.) bu
be purchase)

should use all three of the above medicines.

Price of Milk Care and Tonic each $
per bottle.
Pills 25 cents per Box,
Sold by all Druggists.
\V. F. PHILLIPS A CO., Portlnu.

General Agenti.
DB

9. D« HOBE, Proprietor,
Liberty St., New York*

au29

eowW&S6m

We have job9 in the above goods which we nroposi
to sell at prices to please everybody. Call and sec.

B.

announce

taken the Store

that they hate

Corner of Middle and Pearl

Sts,,

Hardware Business as heretofore*

Linen Towels, Linen Bosoms, and Linen Hdkfs.
A.

i

undersigned would

In Emery Block, where they will continue the

A. B. BUTLER.

f«b23

a

teb23

5e PRINTS.
perfect handsome prints as can
i;alt at Once.

I

Owen, Moore & Bailey
d,.f

dtf

for 7c. anywhere

cts.Rapidly’

42

Walter Corey & Co.,

ness,

CONSUMPTIVES

Including Ladies’

Job

MADE TO ORDER AND REPAIPED.

Constitutions,'

produce

dtf

marl

FURNITURE

HLUIID

Purely vegetable, purifies the Blood, cures Pim
pies, Pin Worms, Old Sores, Scrofulous Diseases
Female Complaints, Diabetes, Boils, Tumors, Can
and FILLS THE VEINS WITH PUKE
ce.-s,
KICH BLOOD. For Nervous Debility, Lost VitaUt I
(caused by indiscretion or otherwise), and

“Broken

Turner,

Wm. EC.

•

Which DIFFER3 from ad other preparations in it
IMMEDIATE AOTION upon the
LIVER,

ENGLAND,

and keep a slock two or three
times larger than can be found
in Portland to select from.

DB. S. D, HOWE’S

FEB. 20th.

At their New Store,

dlw

All Finished

feb23tf

—

H. W. SIMONTON & CO.,

Substitute for Cod hirer Oil.

Ton

BEGINNING

WEDNESDAY,

D. F. LITTLEFIELD

The only Medicine ol the kind in the World,

Arabian

dlw*

For Sale at Boston Prices.

SACO,

Portland.

St.,

febZI

FREIGHT TO PORTLAND, 9 VENTS.
SINGLE BBLS. BY EXPRESS, 93 VENTS.

FOB CONSUMPTION
of

Congress

FOHJHE KLI

CONSISTING OP

Seeks, Russets,

small

Apples, DAVIS & CO.

New York

Arabian Milk Cure.
dtiea.es

piece.

John E. Davis,

Congress St.
dtf

Caswell & Co.
and Winter streets, Bos-

CHEST and

a

CHOICE

DR. S. D. HOWE’S

at

91.23

Oar assortments on the abore bargains aro
and we would recommend an early inspection.

CO.,

mh2

little

the 19th Centnry.

in

37 CENTS.
Our entire stock ot Boys’ and
Misses’ Underwear, Colored and
White at the low price of

TUKESBURK &

The Most Wonderful Discovery ol

A

stock of
Also the remaining
Ladies’
Cbeap
Underwear,
which has sold tor 30, 60 and
73 cents; we shall offer at

One case more in Plaids and Stripes,
from 1 yard to 3 1-2 yards, new and
perfect, at about Half Price.
One Job in

mar2tl

all

40 Cents Per Pair.
Ladies’ Underwear, tall finished
Underwear
marked
Merino
down just 33 per cent, from
Come
and
lormer prices.
see
the bargains on these goods.

NAINSOOKS I

large

now at

selling

BEMIMTS

ton.

And

1 Lot Ladies’ All Wool and French
Merino Goods,
always have
retailed 60, 73 cts. and 91.00,

ALL SPRING
mer2eod2wls

GOODS.

at

selling

hi Minnr i' stbpi’t

“The living flame” of the elm unfolds itself
ELM LOZENGES for
SLIPPEBY
from
Coughs. For sale by Druggists.

Washington

%

Square*

A Mark Down.

One window 1.' filled with samples, and each one
All will know where to bay their next hat.

today, are some rare bargains at popular
H. I. Nelson & Co., 443 Congress
prices.
mchl-2t
street, (Farrington Block.)

Corner

Market

OPP. THE UNITED STATES HOTEL.
dim
febll

The boys 40c hats have always sold for
75c. and $1.00. The men’s $1.00 hats
have been sold for $2.00 and $2.25.

Middle street, Port-

namonrgs

&c.

/COMMENCING MONDAY ETENING, at 7.30,
\y and every evening until sold, a large stock ot
Rogers* Plated Knives, Forks, Spoons, Casters. Ica
Also Gold
and Silver Waltham
Pitchers, &c.
Swiss
tor
Watches
Elgin, Springfield and
Also a large stock of Gents'
Ladies and Gents.
Furnishing Goods, Undershirts and Drawers, White
and Fancy Overshirts, Hosiery, &c.
Also about
250 pairs of Fine and Medinm Pantaloons. Every
article will be sold without reserve.
All goods
warranted as represented.
Also at private sale during the day.

DEPARTMENTS.

_

yarns

CO., Aactlsneer*.

—AT THTIK—

40

Lift Machine is her
companion. My family as well as myself have
strong faith in it as a restorative power.

me juu

uiunum

Salesrooms,

Rogers’ Plated Ware, Gold and

the

Health Lift rooms 237
land.

ut

OP

hTcoe

A.

From Rev. E. N. Snwtelle, D. D<, Brooklyn.
More than two years ago I purchased one of
your Reactionary Lifters for our youngest
daughter, who had been in feeble health for
years. That daughter is restored to health and
goes

our

has taken a NEW DEPARTURE in tho Hat
line. To meet the hard times 1 have decided to ran

Farrington Block.

she

place at

Contributions for it, accompanied with the
Specifications. Entrance fee ot $5, and models or
drawings, will be in time it received three days prev-

Clear theTraek.

H. I. Nelson & Co.,
443 Congress street,

wherever

iiuujwi

laigc

^

How is that H. I. Nel3on & Co. can offer
such nice Hamburgs^at 5,10, 15, 20 and 30
cents. Call and they will tell you.

feb27 4t

a

will take

11th.

9

a. m.

furniture

urn Bii o in

Comhill, Boston on TUESDAY, the
12th day of March, at 11 o'clock.
The Catalogue, containing a full descriotion of
each Patent, with terms of sale, etc., will be
ready ior delivery on the second day of March. Send
your address to us through the Post Office and receive a Catalogue by return mail.
A Supplemental Catalogue will be issued on the

dlw

Sanford’s Jamaica^inoer.

have been converted so far.
Rev. Charles D. Herbert, who was pastor -,f
the Congregational church in Burlington,: n
1842-3, resigns at Lebanon, Conn., and accep
a call to Monroe, Conn.
A series of gospel meetings will be held n
the Congregational church in Freepcrt, begi j.
ning March 5th. Mr. C. C. Frost, who t )r
some time has been laboring successfully in tl 16
temperance work in New York, will condu ct

them.

iiujiui

An Inventions

307 Middle St.

mh2

New Derby stiff hats and new soft hats, at
Merry, the Hatter’s.

Oxford.
on

eodlf

Millett,Chamberlin & Little

New Goods in kid gloves, hosiery, corsets,
lace ties, Hamburg edgings, and ladies’ cotton
underwear, at
Carlton Kimball’s,
495 Congress street.

call to the Rev. Geo. A. Lockwood

going

Exchange street,

Rights.

ATTENTION BUTEB8.

AUCTION SALE

At 12 o’clock M., by order of A. G. Sterling,
administrator, 1-16 schooner Kmily Holden,
1-32 schooner Willie Smith, 1-16 schooner
Beauty. See auction column.

Religions Notes and News
Rev. P. B. Fiske, a graduate of BaDgor Ser ,.
inary in 1863, was installed pastor in Lai 0
City, Minn., Feb. 7.
The Congregational church in New Share q

is

Patent

Specific.

lot of new and second hand
crockery, boots and shoes, &c.

;

interesting revival

AUCTION SALE OF

will commence a SPECIAL Sale
Silks
on
ol Black
MONDAY,
March 4th, and we invite the atthe
Ladies
to ihese
ot
tention
goods. We have taken great pains
in the selection ot these silks, and
leel confident that they will prove
to wear just as we shall recommend them.
It is our intention in this sale to
ofler the best silk tor the price
that has ever been shown in Portland.

Drop in to-day and buy a nobby spring hat
of A. H. Coe. See his advertisement.

The question, “What means are available, i
any, to restore fertility to our orchards?” wa s
takeu up and discussed by tbe presentation c *
original papeis by Messrs. Atherton an
Smith, and with forcible and instructive re
marks by Messrs. Tiukham of Monmoutt
Woodward, Carr and Floyd of Winthrop an 1
others.
Au original paper on tbe Russian apple bw
iness was read by Granville Fernald of Harr
sod, in which much valuable information vn
communicated.
In the evening a discussion of various topic s
was held, principally on the subject of uui
series iu Maine, dnriDg which tbe presidei t
reported various extensive Maine nurseries af ..
grevatiug at least 250,000 trees, half of them t 1
saleable size.
After adjournment the society, by invitatio Q
of the lady members ot Winthrop GraDge, 1 >,
of H., enjoyed a most elegant reception an 1
banquet at the Grange hall, which was varie ,
by snort and fitting speeches, musio and soci ",1
conversation and pleasant amusements.
Friday morning the society met for businesi '■
and to take further action on the furtehr o] iperations of the year.
The time and place for holding the next ai >nual exhibition was left with the execute e
G. F.
committee.

An

Lounges,
Suits,
Sets, Dining Chairs, Carpets, Mirrors, largo lot of
new Crockery and Glass Waro, Silver Plated Ware,
Table Cutlery; also a largo lot of Boots,Shoes and
Slippers.
p. it. Bailey & Co., Auctioneer*.
feb28d3t

fcb28_eod3t

Georgia to the merits of that valuable and
popular remedy, Loring’s Specific for dyspepsia
and kindred diseases. This medicine has long
been held in high looal repute, and now seems
to be making for itself a national reputation.
The testimonial from Mr. Stephens must be
very gratifying to the accomplished pharmacist

a

we

room

In oar advertising columns will be found a
testimonial from Alexander H. Stenhens of

tion.

a

March 2d, at 10 A. M., at Sales-

shall sell Parlor
35 Exchange Street,
ON SATURDAY,
Sofas,
Easy Chairs, Tables, Chamber

ious to the sale.
J. K. PUBTEB ft

mcb2deod2w

at rooms on

_

Carpets, Crockery Ware,
Boots and Shoes, &c, at Auction.

BLACK SILKS I

COUNTY.

F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell at 10

dtd

Furniture,

marked.

a committee consistin;
i
of Messrs. Atherton of Hallowell. Btiggs o
Turner, and Rice of Winthrop was appoints
by tbe chair to examine and leport upon thi •
fruit exhibited.
A beautiful leroery from the bouse of Mr. S
T. Floyd of Winthrop attracted rnach admira

extend

feh26

No. 12 and 16

The Equitable Life Assurance Society of tbe
United States is prepared to discount all Endowment Policies maturing in the year 1878 at
7 per cent. For further particulars apply to
the undersigned.
Jotham F. Clark,
Manager lor Maine and New Hampshire.
Office: No. 65 Exchange Street, Portland,

culture.”
Thursday afternoon

e ;

F. 0. Bailey ft Co., Auctioneers.

237 MIDDLE ST.

The depositors of the Pembroke Savings
Bank have voted to instruct the officers of the
bauk to apply to the courts to have the deposits
scaled down to the amount of 2| per cent., the
amonut of the insolvency of tne bank, and to
permit tbe bank to resume business.

Mr. Geo. E. Brackett of Belfast submitted
the following resolve, which was adopted:
Eesoived, That we unequivocall ycondemn
the practice of planting crao apples in Maine
as we regard them utterly worthless for genera
cultivation or as a stock for grafting.
Mr. C. S. Bobbins read au interesting papei
entitled, “Lessons from my experience in frui

taken out and Dr. Getchell called whc
found several bad bruises but no bones broken
and it is hoped he will get around all right.

ON

tlie Hatter,
Sign of the Gold Hat.

AUCTION.

BY

Merry,
mh2

—

SATURDAY. March 2d. 1878, at 12 o’clock
M., at store 35 Exchange 8t„ I shall sell the
following Pars >nal Property, belonging to the estate
of Robeit T. Sterling.
1-16 sch. Emily Holden.
Willie Smith.
1-32
1-16 “ Beauty.
A. G. STERLING, Administrator.

$3.50

Bath has a resident who claims to know
where there are 3o tons of gold and silver bars,
buried by Captain Kidd or some of his content pories. Tbe location of the precious metal
is somewhere between Bath and Dead river,
and was revealed to him one dark night
through the medium of a dream. It is his intention to go for it in tbe spring and then start
which is to be run on an ena national bank
What that principle is
tirely new principle.
cannot at present be ascertained; bat he says
farther developments will be forthcoming one
of these days.

who prepares the

OF

PROPERTY

VESSEL

and exchnnge (or your old Silk
Our $3.30 Hat is the latest
Hat.
style from KNOX, the Hatter, New
York.

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

Me.

Administrator’s Sale

cheap made

and your old Silk Hat, tor that is
what is selling at that price, can
buy them ot ns. But the best Silk
Hat tor the money is onr NEW
STOCK
KNOX
BROADWAY
tor

COUNTY.

w. tun.

Regular Bale of furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a. ns.
oc3dti
Consignments solicited.

$3.00

rAnMTvr

WASHINGTON

o.

—

On Thursday Marshal Low of Bangor received a letter from Major Hoskins of Oldtown.
stating that a team containing two menstopned
at a bouse at West Great Works tbe night
previous, aud one of them roused up tbe inmates of tbe bouse and made some inquiries in
relation to the road to Oldtown, Marshal Low
forwarded the letter to Dexter, in order that
they might investigate the matter it they
thought best,

apples severely deprecated.

was

Those in want of a
over Silk Hat tor

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Distant parts of the state were also
represented in the convention.
At tbe opening sessioa on Wednesday evening, after the announcement of tbe general
programme, Mr. B. C. Toraey, of Winthrop,
welcomed tbe Society in behalf of the' citizens
of the town.
He briefly sketched in a very interesting
manner, the historv of
the countv and town.
and especially of fruit growing in Wintbrop.
iu
was
settled
Winthrop
1765; was incorporaiu 1771. The town is closely connected with
the history of the moral enterprise of our centory. Here tbejlst agricultural eociety in thestate
was organized in 1818.
The town has been conspicuous iu the Temperance and Anti-slavery
movements, through which our present generation has been so signally benefited.
Pres. G'lbert responded thanking the people
of Winthrop for their kind welcome, and the
Secretary made brief remarks on the organization and history of the Society.
The State
Pomological Society was organized in 1873, under the auspices of the Board of Agriculture in
accordance with a conviction tin the minds of
the members and other careful observers that
the important interests of fruit culture in the
state needed more thorough and systematic attention than it coaid in the nature of things receive from the Board or from the Stale or local
agricultural societies. The Society has held
five annual exhibitions and four previous winter meetings each of which has given evidence
of a gradual increase iu usefulness and interest
The Society receives to a limited extent, the
patronage of theState, enabling it to publish
annual reports of its transactions in the Beports of the Board of Agriculture, and a small
edition for the use of the members as a separate
pamphlet. Similar societies exist iu neatly all
of the States of the Union and {the Provinces
of Canada, all working by similar means and
meeting with the same obstacles as this. With
the most of the societies, the Maine Society is
in correspondence, exchanging publications and
deriving great benefit from their labors.
The President then delivered his annual address, stating concisely the objects of tbe Society, and the stens taken year by year to promole the interests of fruit culture. The first
year settled the point that Maine can and ought
to grow her own fruit trees.
At another the
subject of pear culture was presented and fully
discussed.
Last year the principal subject was thorough
and persistent cultivation of trees. Duty compels us to take issue at this time with the tree
peddlers of Bussiau and crab apples and crab
rooted apple trees with which the State is being
Those who need the information
flooded.
most to be derived from the advantages afforded
the
by
Sooietw, do not come here, but stay
away.
He spoke of the lack of proper information of tree-agents respecting the actual wants
of our people, of the proper methods to restore
productiveness to our orchard lands, and the
advantages of publio discussions and exhibitions iu promoting any special branch of farmWe need the aid of nurserymen) and
ing.
fruit growers. The Society embrace horticulture and floriculture.
ova original essay on
"fianting an orcuaro
by Dr. N. T. True of Bethel was read, prefaced by remarks by the president.
Dr. True
gave many valuable hints connected with the
of
of
soil
and
management
preparation
general
setting; spoke of the importance of clean cultivation and mulching, treated of insects and
He pruned and
late growth in snmmer.
watched his trees every week in the season of
rapid growth, watched against mice and borers;
gave them a good square meal of dressing for
two or three years.
Steady aud healthy
growth to be taken into account rather than
large Bize. Blacksmith’s cinders are valuable
for dressing.
Early fruiting is not desirable.
A faint hearted
There is no end to obstacles.
man should never plant an orchard.
W. P. Atherton of Hallowell congratulated
the society on the live years success.
On the assembling of the meeting Thursday
forenoon a fine display of fruit was beheld or
the tables, contributed by members of the so
ciety in the vicinity, embracing samples of best
Also an elegant display o1
winter varieties.
of cut flowers from the greenhouse of Miss L
The paper of Dr
M. Pope of Manchester.
True on “Planting an orchard” was taken ut
and discussed by Messrs. Berry of Winthrop,
Smith of Monmouth, Pope of Manchester,
Sawyer of Wiscasset, Howard, Wheeler and
Poster of Winthrop and others.
The society resolved that the setting of seed
ling trees to be grafted in the limbs or stocl
should be recommended rather than treei
grafted iu the nursery.
An interesting paper on crab apples was real
by the secretary, prepared by Dr. Henry Bey
This topic was thorough!;
nolds of Lewiston.
discussed, and the extensive planting of cral

velopment of

to

annual

casion.

failed in execution it was a failure resulting
only from want of professional expel ienee, not
from want of stndy or lrom inability to comprehend the motive of the comedy or the de-

was

Winthrop.

at

Match 1, 1878.
Winter meeting of t he
Maine State Pomological Scociety was held in
the Town Hall commencing on Wednesday,
and closed this forenoon. President Z. A. Gilbert, of East Tamer, was present and presided
over the deliberations of the meeting with his
usual grace and ability. Geo. B. Sawyer, E:q„
Secretary, of Wiscasset, and Chas. S. Pope,
Treasurer, of Manchester, and a goodly number of the members of the Society were also
present and participated in the discussions of
the various topics before the meeting.
Many
of the farmers and ladies of this fine agricul tnral and fruit region improved this opportunity
to visit and take part in the exercises of the ocThe fifth

_

cess” sometimes, but that of course

Meeting

Winthrop,

Manfred

Kimball.
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SOCIETY.
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STATE

Constables—Thomas P. Place,
Stone.

trvnv

SalMMai 38 art ST Bxcbawge St.

HATS !

The Rockland Free Press says: “Facts and
circumstances have been discovered concentrating suspicions as to the murder of Mrs.
Meservey iu St. George. Investigation has Dot
beeD abandoned, though if the town authorities should offer a reward for tbe apprebeDsiou
of tbe culprit, the case would probably be
worked more vigorously aud systematically
tbau it now is.”
Willie Newbert of Appletoo, fourteen years
old' killed a wild cat a few days ago.

_

Warden—Wm. H. Green.
Clerk—James H. O’Donnell.

The amount of the appropriation was $24,000
leaving a balance in the hands of the treasure :
of 498.24.
There have been 285 persons admitted to thi s
alms house the past year, 6 born, 240 disebarg
ed, 26 runaways, 15 died. The present numbe r
is 167.
There have been 884 orders for outside help
Number of persons supplied was 3,128, witl
wood, 664 feet, coal 185,950 pounds, flour 19,
238 pouuds, pork 4 325 pounds, fish 4,19 5
pounds, molasses 1,740 quarts.
Additional

the audience.
The audience was very large,
nearly filling the Congregational chnrcb, and
this eloquent speaker was frequently ap*
plauded.

Councilmen—Payson Tucker, Cyrus Green,
John A. Emery.

27

Total.$23,501
1

Gorhnui.
Hall addressed the Gorham
Thursday evening. He advanced radical ideay, which appeared to satisfy

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants,
f. 0. BlILIT,

The aggregate shipments of shoes from Auburn the past week have been 1288 cases, two
hundred cases less tbau last week and six hundred cases less than tbe corresponding week of
last year.
HANCOCK COUNTY.
The spring term of the Castine Normal
School opens March 12th.
Capt. Mark W. Hodgdon, first assistant
keeper of ML Desert Rock Light Station, visited tbe main land last week, aDd reported
that the gale of the 10th and Uth of January
last was the severest which had been known
at that station for several years.
Capt. H.
says that on tbe morning of the lltb, the sea
went 30 feet above the top of the boat-bouse,
and swept over the very top of the rock in sufficient volume to have carried a vessel of 200
tons burden over without touching.
The door
and windows of the L of tbe dwelling house
were broken in, tbe shingles which covered the
walls were torn off, tbe foundation walls of tbe
dwel iog bouse badly damaged, and quite a
quantity of fuel was swept off and lost.

Gen. James A.
Reform Club on

ward six.

69

2,330

B.

P. O. BAILEY * COn

SBE*P SILK

NEWS.

ANDROSCOGGIN

If it were Dot intoxicating it conld not be sold
it is consumed only for the alcohol that is in
it. The U. S. law m relation to this matter
says that “Liquors, any part of which is malt,
shall be considered malt liquors,” and the
maker of this particular beer admitted npon
the stand as a witness for the defense that it
contained malt, and the same man admitted to
me last summer in my office that the beer was
a malt liquor.
It is proper to say that Prof.
Carmichael’s analysis was the only official one
in the case.
B.

Alderman—Wm. H. Anderson.
Councilmen—Seth C. Gordon, Harlan P. Ingalls, Wm. H. Monlton.
Warden—Luther H. Pingree.
Clerk—Chas. G. Haines.
Constables—Barney P. CummiDgs, Orlando
L. Edwards.

theatre

STATE

city.

WARD FIVE.

The following is the account of the expendi"
tures of the Overseers of the Poor from April
1, 1877, to March 1, 1878:
Subsistence including out door supplies and
for family of keeper and Greely Hospital.$8,292 67
Repairs on buildings and fences, including
labor, lumber and $*70.03 lor paints and
oils. 1,662 75
Repairs on clothing and bedding, including
bills for boots, shoes, leather and dry-

of

as

Warden—Wm. Parvis.
Clerk—Chas. H. Chase, 23.
Constables—Stephen D. Hall, John
Smith.
School Committee—Geo. H. Chadwick.

iuijuuou

Carmichael,

ness, that some beer is made with smallpr per
centage of alcohol than this. The question is
of great interest to the saloon keepers of this

Alderman—Isaac D. Cnshman.

Alderman—Eben Marston.
Councilman—Charles A, Dyer,
low, Edwin Parker.
Warden—M J. Prince.
Clerk—Charles H. Ball.

Prof.

particular beer was malt honor.
There was testimony, all*from interestedjwit-

Conncilmeu—BeDj. F. Andrews, Chas. F.
Swett, Dennis Tobin.

temporary obstructions
expense to the city.

goods...

THREE.

WARD FORR.

Greenback

Assayer,

was used in its
the prohibition

Bowdoin College, gave certificate that this particular beer contaiued four and three one-hundredths (4 3-100) per cent of alcohol and was
therefore highly intoxicating but the language
and iuteut of the law leaves no alternative to
the court because it was not denied that this

Cierk—Ohas. F. Rounds.
Constables—Harrison Richardson. Timothv
Cronan.
Sohool Committee—Rev. Geo. \V. Bicknall.

OVERSEERS OF THE POOR REPORT.

_

The

uaruui

auu uu

of the law.
The State

Alderman—Wm. G. Davis.
Councilman—Chas. A. Dyer, Roland T. Barber, Jolni "Yeaton, Jr.
Warden—John Swett.

1,938 98
Blacksmith’s work, repairs of carts, car51194
riages &c.
200 09
New harnesses and repairs on harnesses....
165 Ofl
Exchange of horses, oxen, &c...
114 82
Wooden ware, seeds, &c....
Paupers in other towns and cities of the
222 71
State......
Signal Service Report.—Sergeant Boyd,
Coru and meal.
847 49
Medicines, including prescriptions to famiin charge of the Portland station of the U. S
lies outside of the hospital...
603 66
Signal Service, furnishes the following report Baker at the house. 465 (J£
Work on farm and help in the house.
518 85
for the month of February:
Repairs on steam-works, including fittings
Monthly Mean Barometer, 29.91.
tf heating apparatus for room for idiotic
|
;
Monthly Mean Thermometer, 32 deg.
227 7C
persons.
Monthly Mean Humidity, 70.
Burial ot paupers.
28 7c
Highest barometer, 30.40 on the 22d.
of paupers outside of State..
267 7!
Transportation
Lowest barometer, 29.42 oil 9th.
Hardware.
89 7c
Monthly range of barometer, .98 deg.
56 3t
Travelling expenses.
Highest temperature 54 deg. on 28tb.
Kerosene oil for lighting house and hospital.
88 91
Lowest temperature, 10 deg. on 2d.
Care of sick outside of hospital...
23 0(
Mean daily rauge of temperatures, 44.
Master and matron.
675 0(
Greatest daily range of temperature 27 deg. on [3d.
Nurses and cooks in hospital.
4S6 5(
Mean maximum temperatures, 39 deg.
112 5(
Chaplain.
Mean of minimum temperatures 23.
Horse and ox teamsters.
630 0(
Mean daily range of temperature, 16.
30 01
Shoemaker.
Total rain fall or melted snow 3.28 inches.
390 tt
Engineer for steam-works.
Prevailing wind, Northwest.
415 21 |
Stipends.
Total number of miles travelled, 5,838.
400 0'
Secretary and treasurer.
velocity of wind, 40 miles per houi
| Maximum
Miscellaneous, including stationery, printon the 1st.
&C.
225 41
ing,
\
Number of Lunar Halos, 4.

nirrhf

tional Steamship Campany.
Mr. M. G. Palmer will preside

Tin

also.
Let us be like Panl—let us go forth as
toilers in the great harvest field, working for
the salvatiou of those who are perishing.
But
so far the discourse
has been to Christians:
“What did Paul say of his brethren?” Be
told them that being intent upon establishing
their own righteousness,
they refused the
So are many in this
righteousness of Christ.
assembly doing.
May every one throw aside
this worthless trust, and rely solely upon the
Lord Jesus for salvation.
Jesus was to Paul a
glorious reality—a blessed Saviour; he can he
the same to us.
Let me ask you, are you
saved? saved from your sin? saved from all
God
your evil ways? saved trom all eternity?
grant that you may secure this great salvation.
Mr. Cato sung a hymn, “Mighty to redeem
and save,” the doxology was sung, and Rev.
Mr. Wheelright pronounced the benediction.
The church in the afternoon, and the hall in
the evening were filled with a most attractive
audience, and in the evening quite a large after meeting was held. There will he a morn-

left off spite of every
precantioc, and tbe only way to make it certain

cur

KrnfViron

WARD

The Harbor Master’s report speaks of the
large camber of vessels which seek this harbor in case of a storm owing [to its ease of
access. The great numbers of foreign vessels in
the port the present season have been unwiling to
move unless directly ordered to do so thus increas
ing the harbor master’s duties.If this business increases he thinks it will require his whole time
to keep the channel clear. Great care has to hs
exercised, to prevent ail these vessels coming
here in ballatt, from throwing the ballast into
the docks and channels. Ho ice has appeared

uio

The aldermen will

is on the voting list.

pro-

the

Superior Court.

see

going

nounced the benediction.
The evening service in the City Hall, opened
with singing hymn No. 12—“To the Work, to

State Street Church.—The hour of Communion service is changed from three to lour p. m,

ouuuiu

Oh what are you

do, Brethren?” and Rav. Mr. Perkins

p. m. Sabbath School at 12 m. Seats free.
Williston Church, Cor. May & Danforth Sts
—Rev. Frank Clark, pastor. Preaching at 10.30 a
xn.
Sabbath School at 3 p. m. Prayer meeting
at 7 p. m.
Pine St. M. E. Church.—Rev. C. J. Clark,
pastor. Communion service at 10$ a. m.. Preaching
at 3p. m.
Sunday School 1$ p. m. Prayer meeting at 9 a. m., 6 and7 p. m.

xtc|)uuuvau

the Bible—
moral and
and events

preliminary
teaching of the Old Testament, and then the
clearer light of the New Testament instruction.
The sixty-six books of the Bible were written
by thirty inspired men, who were directed by
the Spirit of Gad, and yet exhibited their own
peculiar mental habits and training in their
writing. One great theme undeilies all these
books—that is, they give so much of the history of our race and God’s dealing with man as
may have connection with the Divine plan of
leadiug our race hack to its allegiance to God.

New Jerusalem Church, New High street.
Rev. J. K. Sm\th pastor. Subject of morning discourse : *‘Ihe Flook.” Evening service as usual.
Free Street Baptist Church —Rev. James
McWhiume pastor. Preaching at 10J a. m. Sabbath
Cuu.mufcion Service 3. m. School at 12 m. Youug
People’s meeting at 6 p, m. Social prayer at 7 p. m.
Preble Chapel, corner Preble and Cumberland
St. Sunday School at 2 p, m. Preaching at 3 p. m.
Temtierance meeting at 1 d. m. The nude are cordially invited.

1.1

Benjamin

liquor, inasmuch as malt
manufacture, and came under
malt

WARD TWO.

Alderman—James Cunningham.
Councilman—Geo. H. Coyle, Wm. Meiaugb,
Emery S. Kedloo.
Warden—John Reardon.
Clerk—Edward Duddy.
Constables—Jolru Burke, Henry Knight.

AUCTION SALES

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

chosen moderator and Rev. E. B. Haskell
clerk. The examination was highly satisfactory. Tbe decision to ordain was unanimous.
The ordination services were at 2 p. m. Rev.
N. T. Dutton of Warren preached from Mark
ix, 23—“All things are possible to him that
believeth.” Rev. 6. P. Matthews of ThomasRev. E. B.
ton made tbe ordaiDing nraver.
Haskell of Rockland gave tbe Hand of Fellowship; Rev. F. W. Ryder, the charge to the
candidate, and Rev. J. Kallock of Rockland,
the cbarge to tbe church.

shall be considered intoxicating liquors within
the mean ing of this chapter,
This particular
beer was proved to be malt liquor, by the witnesses for the defendeut. The law is explicit
and conclusive, that this particular liquor was

Couucilmen—Sumner Barbour, Patrick McGowan, Frederick W. Talbot.
Warden—Ohas. L. Thompson.
Clerk—Ohas. F. Guptill.
School Committee—Wm. H. Looney.
Constables—Daniel J. Tarr. Richard Griffin.

motion to set aside tha verdict
against the
evidence. The opioion of the court has been
received, overrating the motion, sustaining the
ruling of Judge Symonds, and ordering final
judgment for the city.
William W. Carr, et ux., vs. the City is an
action to recover for damages received on the
highway. The case h«s not as yet been ready
for trial. An adjustment will probably be
effected.
Franklin Wharf Co. vs. City is an action to
recover the sum of §12,000 damages on account
of alleged a'cts of the city in constructing a
sewer openiDginto the dock at Franklin Wharf
and thereby filling it up, as is claimed, to such
obstructed. The
an extent that navigation is
action was brought iu 187! and a trial had at
the last October term of the Superior Court.
A verdict was rendered for the city. Exceptions have been filed and tbe case will go to the
Law Court. Considering the magnitude of the
oase audits great importance to the city, I
thought it proper to associate the former City
Solicitor with me in the trial, he having had
charge of the c»Be for the past three years, and
being entirely familiar with the facts. I trust
my course will meet yoar approbation.
Stewart Worcester vs. the City was an action
to recover the sum of five thousand dollars,
damages on account of injuries received by
reason of an alleged defect on Congress street
The
in front of the Kavaoagh School House.
case was tried at tbe last April Term of the Superior Court. A verdict was rendered for the
City. The case was taken to Full Court by
plaintiff on motion to set aside the verdict as
against the evidence. It was fully argued in
July and a decision has since been received
giving final judgment in favor of the city.
One other claim for damages on account of injuries received at the same plaoa had been presented but since the result in this suit it has
•
been abandoned.
City of Portland iu equity vs. P. & E. E.
Hon. Geo. P. Wescott is still acting as receiver
of the Eoad.
Elizabeth Hammett vs. the City, is an action
for damages for injuiries on the highway.
Since the commencement of the suit the plaintiff has died and the action has not been in
order for trial. It will soon be disposed of.
Fred Qaimbv vs. the City is an action of the
same nature.
Damages claimed, five thouAfter the defeuse had been fulsand dollars.
and
witnesses summoned tha case
ly prepared
was disposed of in favor of the City by the entry ‘‘neither party,” no further action for same
canse agaiost the City of Portland.
Eobert Davidson vs. the City is an action for
nn
aeonnnf, of
injuries received on
Cosgress street. Amount claimed, three thoua verdict of
returned
sand dollars. The jury
foot hundred dollars. The case will go to the
It inLaw Court on motion and exceptions.
volves the construction of the Statute relating
“Lord’s
on
the
to travelling
day.”
Hattie E. GrtisBenger vs. the City, was adjusted upon the recommendation of the committee on claims with which I tally concurred.
Charles H. Pierson et ux. vs. the City. This
is an action to recover the sum cf ten thousand
dollars for injuries received by Mrs. Piersou by
reason of an alleged detect on Portland street
After a protracted trial the jory returned a
verdict of cue thousand dollars for the plaiotiffs. The statute of 1872 provides that no person shall recover of any c.ty or town damages
for aoy injury done to person or property by
reason of a defective highway, unless the law
of the country where the person resides gives
damages for injuries received under similar cirIt is claimed in this case that
cumstances.
the plaintiffs are residents of the Island of Cuba, and that no remedy tier-exists for damages received on account of a defect in the highway. Tneee and other questions of law have
been reserved for final decision by the Law
Coart. If the plaintiffs are entitled to any
compensation the verdict may be regarded as
r6M0D&bl6i
John W. Monger vs. the City, is a suit for
damages for it.juries received ou Middle street,
and claims the sum of five thousand dollars.
lube, of Falmouth and Iohs. of Cape Elizabeth vs. City of Portland, are suits for supplies
furnished paupers and involve their settlement.
The three last named actions have bat recently been brought and are not yet in order
for trial.
Reference is also made to the suit in equity
brought by the Ogdenshurg Railroad Company
and also to the Adams-McGliocy liquor case
both of which terminated favorably to the City.
In all of the jury trials that have taken place
daring the year, involving claims of more than
thirty thousand dollars, two verdicts have
been rendered against the city, one of one thousand dollars, oue of four hundred dollars. The
amount recovered in favor of the city from the
McGlincby fnnd, will be more than sufficient
to satisfy these verdicts, should they eventually
be sustained.
HARBOR MASTER’S REPORT.

The Reriral ffltetinji.
The afternoon service commenced with singiog hymn No. 112—“Work, for the night is
coming.” Mr. Wbeelright offered prayer and a
hymn was sung, “Oil, to be nothing!’’ Mr.

that there is a progress of truth in
that types and shadows are used,
reiig ous truths are taught by fact3
in onr material life. First, the

ONE.
Alderman—Alvin Neal.
WARD
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Burnham.

Second Pabish Church, Congress Street, Comer

i.>

M. Glen-

ooivi,

Ashbel ChapliD.
Warden—William H. Plummer.
Clerk—Henry C. Houston.
Constables—John F. Laugmaid,

Pearl.—Kev. E. P. Gardner, acting pastor. Preaching at 10} a. m. anil 3 p. m. Sunday School at 1}
p. m. Social Religious meetings at 9} a. m., 6 aud 7
p. m. Ail are welcome.
arcana Hall —Leclure at 2 p. m.bya prominent
physician of our city. All are intited.
CF-Rev.F. Pember will preach: Stroud water,
10 j a. m.; Saccarappa, 3.30 p. m.
Congress Street M. E. Church.—Rev. W. M.
Sterling, pastor. Commuoion Service at 10.30 a. m.
Preaching at 3 p. m, Sunday School at 1.30 p. m.
Prayer meetings at 6 and 7 p. m.
Plymouth Church—Rev. Herbert W. Lathe
pastor. Preaching tomorrow by the pasror at 10.
30 a. m. Communion Service at 3 p. m. Missionary
Service in the evening at 7 o'clock.

TERM,
1878,
PRESIDING.

±.

The Democrats held their ward caucuses last

evening and made the following nominations:

City was
The case of Jeremiah McCarty
by an
an action for injury to a horse caused
alleged defect in the highway. Damages were
A
verdict had
claimed to the extent of $800
been rendered for the city, end the case was
argued at the last July law term ou exceptions

Councilmeu—Charles J. Chapman, Sumner

Harmon’s Hall, West End.—Preachingat 10}
Sabbath School after forenoon
a. m. and 2} p. m.
services. Prayer Mcetiug at 7 p. m. Seats tree.
Bayside Parish.—Rev. B. F. Pritchard, pastor.
Preaching at 10.3'J a. m., 2 and 6 p. m. Sabbath
School at 11.43 a, m. aud 1 p. m. Social Meeting at
7} p. m.
Deering Bridge Mission Sabbath School.—
A Union Sabbath School will be held iu the chapel
at the bridge at 3 p. m. All are cordially invited.

CIVIL

H.

Libby,

Seats tree to all.

FEBRUARY

Cov-

6.

ward
aiucuiiBu—v* imam

Same.

Francis O. J. Smith, et als., vs. the City,
and the four following cases of the Cumberland aud Oxford Canal Corporation are suits
arising trom tbe filling up of the canal at
Vanghau’s Bridge. Three of the suits were
commenced in 1870, one in 1871, and the last in
1875, and were fully reported in the annual
report of last year. They still remain upon the
court docket. It is expected that a liaal and
satisfactory disposition of the cases Will soon
be reached.
The case of City of Portland ve. the Portland
Water Co. has been disposed of by the entry of
“neither party.”
Eliza A. Reed, applt., ve. the City has been

Alderman—James E. Hasel’ine.
Councilmen—Thomas H. Haskell, James E.
Sturgis, Jacob W. Robinson.
Warden—William M. Marks.
Clerk—Chas. Eaton.
Constables—Thos. M. Place, E. Rowe.

to

Democratic Ward Cancnscs.

ve.

denning.

ward

v».
vs.
vs.

ficers was or was not malt liquor.
I may premise that great pressure has been
brought to bear upon the Jndge to give a decision, I will not say baldly, against the facts and
the law, but in favor of the beer.
The language of the law is this, ale, porter, strong
beer, lager beer, and all other malt liquors

T. A. Bowen’

dismissed.

Warden—Chas. L. Drummond.
Clerk—R. T. McLellaD.
Constablec—D, O. Mclntire, Thus.

Steer,

m.

W.

James

JordaD,

Rail, Simon A. Dyer.

Respectfully submitted,

Robert Davidson vs. Same.
Hattie E. Greisseuger vs. Same.
Charles H. Pierson et ux. vs. same,
John W. Monger vs. Same.
Inhabitants ot Falmouth vs. Same.
.Inhabitants of Cape Elizabeth vs. Same.

5.

Alderman—Hanson S. Clay.

and courtesy.

& R R.
The following suits have been commenced
last
report:
since the date of the
Elizabeth Hammell vs. City of Portland.
Fred Qnimby vs. Same.

Alderman—Ira P. FarringtoD.
ConBcilmec—Orin B. Whitleo, Richard K.
Gat'ey, Moses G. Palmer.

Religioui* Notices.

Cleaves,

take the following

Wm. W. Carr et nx. vs. Same.
Franklin Whatf Co. vs. Same.
Stewart Worcester vs. Same.
City of Portland in equity vs. P.

4.

Warden—Nahum Libby.
Clerk—A. M Sawyer.
Constables—A. M. Sawyer, Charles P.
ill.
School Committee—Chas. O. Files.

Henry

B.

Geo. F. Hitchiugs.
City of Portland.
City of Portland vs. Portland Water Co.
Eliza A Reed app’lt vs. City of Portland,
Jeremiah McCarty vs Same.

Warden—William Huse.
Clerk—Samuel B. Graves.

Bethel Church—Services 10} a. m., 3 and 7} p
in. also Monday and Thursday evenings at 7} p,
m.
All from sea and land are invited. Seats free
Reading rooms open to Seamen every day Regular.
First Lutheran Congregation, Scandinavian
Hall, corner of Middle and Plum Streets.
St. Paul’s Church, corner ot Congress and Locust street.—Kev.Frederick S. Sill, Rector. Services
on Sunday 10} a. m. and 3 p. m.
Young Men’s Christ a in Association—Opposite Preble House. Congress Street, open day
uu
eveuing. luiuu uusrui meeung every Saturday
evening.
First Free Baptist Society, Cor. Casco and
Cumberland Slreets.—Kev. C. S. Perkins pastor.
Preaching at 10} a. m., and 3 p. m. Sunday School
at 11}a. m. Prayer meeing at 7 o’clock evening.

at 2 p.

Same
Same
Same

Alderman—Alphonse Brunei.

Councilmen—Albert Smith,
William
Latham, Robert L. Morse.
School Committee—William H. Shailer.

Clark

we

REPORT.

At the date of the last aunnal report, March
33, 1877, the following cases were pending:
Francis O. J. Smith ct ah ve. City of Portland.
Cumberland & Oxford Canal Company vs. Same.

1.

WARD

SOLICITOR’S

CITY

Rev. B. P, Reed has accepted a call to the
Christian church in Lubeo. Tbe dedication of
the ohurch dCflwed iMt week, Seven ministers
we*A present; viz: Rev. Messrs. Riokletter,
Lockhart, Reed, Biglpy, Clark and Cote, The
address was delivered by Rev, T. Cl. Moses of
Eastport, which gave general satisfaction. An
Eastport choir was present.
Mr. L. H. Copeland, late of Crozier Theological Seminary, was ordained as pastor of the
Baptist church at West Camden, Tuesday,
Feb. 19. The council, composed of delegates
from most of the churches of Lincoln Association, met at 10 a. m. Bev. S. L. B. Chase was

Malt Liquor.
Mb. Editob.—In the Pbf.ss of the first Inst,
is an article headed “is Hop Lager Intoxicating,” in which an account is given of a trial
before Judge Knight not npon the qnestion is
Hop Lager intoxicating, bat upon the question
whether a certain lot of beer seized by the of-

reform school, aBd the execution of sentence
suspended, conditional on their geod behavior
in the future.
I would express my grateful acknowledgement to the police department for assistance
rendered at all times. The teachers also have
my hearty thanks for their uniform kindness

Cilj Brparla.
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POETRY.

though, wasn’t it?
home to night.

March,
Sturdy March, with brows lull sternly bent,
And armed strongly, rode upon a
ram,
The same which over Helleapontui
gwai,

Yet in his hand a spade he also bent
And in a bag all sorts of
weeds, y same
Which on earth he strewed as ho
went,
And filled her womb with fruitful hope of nourishment.
—Spenser.

The Two Joneses.
ASIcr/cfSt. David’s Day.

CHAPTER I.

It was the 1st of March, in the year of
grace 18—. In a merchant’s office, not far
from Cheapside, a little man sat at a
high
desk trying hard,
apparently, to keep one eye
on the row of
before
him
and
the
figures
other on the office clock. Failing in this, his
glances traversed from the one to the other

peudnlum-like regularity.

with

At last the
clock struck the wished-for hour of six. And
the little man shut the big ledger with a bang
and alter locking it up carefully ia the office
safe, dashed into a dark cupboard, and began
a hasty but careful toilet,
involving great
splashing of water and much violent exercise

with

a

stumpy nail brush,

Evan Jones

was

nominally managing clerk, and really general factotum to the firm of Borwick & Brown,
hard wood merchants. He was fifty years of
age, short, fat aud good-natured, though a

little peppery at times. He had a numerous
family, whom he lound it anything but easy
to fee t and bring up on his modest salary of
fifty shillings a week. With strict economy,
however, he managed just to make both ends
meet. Not for him were the
breezy sands of
Hamsgate or the chestnut avenues of Hampton Court. Not for him were the mild Havana or the fragrant cigaretfe.
One indulgence alone in the course of the year did he
permit himself. He was a Welshman to the
backbone, and herein lay his one extravagance. Come what might, aud however depressed the condition of the domestic money
market, he was always present at the dinner
of the “United Welshmen’’ on St. David’s

The necessary guinea was to Jones as
much as a hundred to many of the other
guests who assembled at the banquet in question—a sum to be saved and scraped together
by infinite sacrifice and self-denial. But

Day,

lnnh

or.

1 ol/loc.

Though hands aud feet go cold.”
as the old song says, scraped together it must
be, by hook or by crook. For nearly a week
prior to the preseut occasion, Evan’s dinner
had consisted of a saveloy and a penny
roll;
and on the day ot our story he had taken no
food whatever since his frugal breakfast, intending to compensate himself handsomely
for his abstinence at the expense of the
‘‘United Welshmen.” lie had, in truth, gone
so long without food
as to feel a little exhausted; but he consoled himself with the
thought of the splendid appetite he should
carry lo the festive board; aud having at last
completed his toilet, he shut up the office
and started for th? hostelry where the dinner
was to be held, feeling at least six feet high,

and humming Ar hyd y nos with patriotic
energy.
At almost the same moment when Evan
Jones started on his journey, a tall, handsome
man, in faultless evening attire, stepped out
of a West End mansion, outside of which a
A graceful little
brougham was waiting.
lady, with a bright girlish face, accompanied
him to the hall door.
“You won’t be very late, Owen, will you?”
she said coaxingly.
“Not very early, I am afraid, pet. We
‘Welshmen’ are rare fellows for keeping it up;
and if I came away belore all the national
toasts had been duly honored, I should never
hear the last of it.”
“Very well, dear; then I suppose I mustn’t
expect you till I see you. I hope you will
have a pleasant evening. Don’t take too
much wine,” she continued laughingly.
“Can’t answer for myself on such an occasion,” her husband responded. “TheTavern,” he said to the coachman; and kissing his hand to his wife, in a few moments
was whirled out of sight.
CHAPTER II.

The “United Welshmen” had finished their
dinner, and had made considerable progress
with their dessert. Each man wore attached
to his buttonhole a wonderful composition of
green and white satin and silver filigree,
which was supposed (by dint of making believe very much indeed) to represent the
“leek,” sacred to the occasion. A perfect
hurricane of n’s and m’s and p’s and i’s and
w’s flew about the room, only ceasing for a
lew moments when the chairman rose to proa toast, or the bards at the far end of the
hall tuned their harps for some Cambrian
melody. Evan Jones was seated at the festive board, but, alas, no longer the spick-andspan Evan Jones, who had but a
couple of
hours earlier left the office of Messrs. Borwick

pose

& Brown.

His carefully brushed hair was
now rough and disheveled, his face
red, his
shirt front limp and crumpled, his utterance
thick and his general appearance that of a
gentleman who has dined “not wisely, but
too well.” Poor Evan had been by no means
immoderate in his potations, but he had so
weakened himself by long fasting that the
little he had taken had an exaggerated effect
upon him, and he was rapidly becoming argumentative, not to say pugnacious. It was an
article of faith with him, even in his sober
moments, that he was in some mysterious
way connected with the last of the Welsh
kings, and in his present elevated condition
this idea took possession of his mind with redoubled emphasis. He had more than once
commenced a sentence beginning, “As a
’scendant of Llewellyn,” but without
getting
any farther. At the second failure his lefthand neighbor, to whom the observation was
addressed, replied profanely, “O blow Llewellyn !” Evan Jones looked at him for a moment with an expression of immeasurable
scorn and disgust, and then turned to his
right hand neighbor, “ ’S a deshendent ol
Llewellyn, ’pears to me—as a ’scendant—of
Llewellyn—” and then stopped again.
“Cwm nog Iwyn bora dwmnath cwlyd
llimach bab,” replied his right-hand neigh-

bor.
‘•Dwyllog lwmmo gwllog

marked another of the party.

y dina

nos,”

re-

“Cwilagwyn dwylleth dym da y cwi bala
llewelly caerloc,” responded Jones, whose
tongue was loose enough in his native Welsh
and who would probably have continued in
the same strain for some time, had not the
chairman requested attention for the March
of the Men of Harlech,” which was about
to be given by the choir. Jones sat still during the chorus, with head and hand keeping
tipsy time to the measure; but his soul waxed

hot within him under the influence of the
Inspiring strains, and no sooner had they
ceased than he wildly got upon his legs, and

said,

in a

loud, thick voice—
“Mis’r Chairman, I shay 1 ’S a humble
repsen’sive—I mean ancestor—I mean ’seen,
ant—of Llewellyn, I don’t think this ’spicions occasion—I say, I don’t think this ’spicious ’casion—”
Here there were loud cries of “Order!”

“Chair!” “Sit down!’’ and Jones was pulled
violently down by the coat tails by one of his
neighbors. The gentlemanly looking man to
whom we have alluded in our first chapter
was

Jones’s vis-a-vis at the table.
ro

lmlinrrma that-

ho

r>nnlr1

The

n/\f

scene

vam-non

«

smile, which was observed by Evan,'whose
choleric temper fired up instantly at the supposed affront.
“What th’ devil you ‘grinning’ at, look

you?”

“Did I smile ? I really beg your pardon ;
but I am quite sure I was not grinning, as
you call it.”
“You did, sir; you grinned, like—like
Cheshire cat, sir; 1 appeal to the gen’lemen
present. You've ’salted me, sir—’suited me
grossly. Name’s Jones; very good name;
’scendant of Llewellyn; and I’mand’sfaction of a gen’lman.”
“My name is Jones, loo, though I haven’t
the honor of being a descendant of Llewellyn. There is my card, sir; and if when you
come to your sober senses you desire to
apologize lor your unseemly behavior, I shall be

happy

to see

you.”

or

he wouldn’t have got

Still vainly trying to solve the enigma,
Evan made a hasty toilet, and finally, with
his head still aching as if it would split, and
looking a wreck ot yesterday’s greatness, he
left the room and crept lightly down stairs.
The evidences of wealth and luxury on every
side, so unlike his own humble belongings,
quite awed him, and having found his way
down, he would not venture into any of the
sitting rooms, but modestly took his seat on a
chair in the hall, and waited for the development of events. Here he was found after a
few moments by Mr. Owen Jones, who
wished him a friendly good morning.
“I’ve seen you somewhere, I know, sir,”
said Evan; “but I can’t for the life of me tell
where.”
“Can’t you ?” said his host smiling. “Wfi
were both at the Welsh dinner last
night,
and one of us took a little too much.”
A light suddenly flashed across Evan's
mind.
“I remember now, sir; I’m afraid 1 was
very rude to you.”
“Well, you were a little plain-spoken, and
I gave you my card, and told
you if you
wished to apologize you would know where
to find me. I must say I didn’t
expect you
would have come quite so soon, though. The
fact is, you were brought here by the mistake
of a cabmao, who supposed
my card was your
own.”
“I’m sure I humbly beg your pardon, sir,”
said poor Evan, completely crestfallen.
“I
can’t think how I came so to disgrace myscll;
but to tell the tiuth, sir, I’d had to pinch a
bit to buy my ticket, and all day yesterday I
hadn’t tasted bit or sup since breakfast, and
wh^n it came to dinner time I was that faint
and weak that the very first glass seemed to
set my head all swimming like. I’d let it go
too long, sir, that’s what it was. I humbly ask
your pardon, I'm sure, for the trouble I’ve
caused, and I thank you kindly for giving me
a night’s shelter.
I feel I don’t deserve your
kiBdness, sir; but I’m grateful, I assure you.”
And with tears in his eyes Evan moved
humbly to the hall door to depart.
“No, no,” said Mr. Oweu Jone3; “you
mustn’t think of going without your breakfast. We are all Welsh here; and if a brother
Welshman does take a glass too much on St.
David’s Day, we know how to make allowances for him.
Come, step in here. We
have had breakfast an hour ago; but Mrs.
Jones is waiting to give you yours.”
Looking very shamefaced and repentant,
Evan Jones followed his namesake into the
breakfast narlor. where Mrs. Jones, who had
heard his humble confession and apology,

******

Evan’s right-hand neighbor thrust the
card, which bore the inscription
Me. Owen Jones,
99 Winslow Sqaare,
Belgravia 8. W.
into Evan’s waistcoat pocket, and the owner,
by no means being desirous of being involved
in an after-dinner brawl, moved
away to another part of the table.
By dint of a little
humoring, those around managed to soothe
the fiery Evan into
comparative tranquility,
and after a few more
desultory observations,
wherein his descent from
Llewelyn still played
a prominent part, he leant back
in his cbair
and was speedily fast
asleep.
The toasts came to an end at
last, the
bards packed up their harps, and the last of
the guests departed, leaving Evan Jones still
sound asleep in his chair. A council of waiters was held over the
slumbering hero, and
endeavors were made to rouse him.
They
shook him, they puuched him—but all in
vain. He couldn’t or he wouldn’t wake
up.
They succeeded in getting out of him that
his name was Jones, but to further inquiry
as to where he lived he only
murmured,
’scendant of Llewellyn,” and relapsed again
into still deeper slumbers.
“You’ll have to give him a shake-down
among the empty bottles, William,” said one.
“Not if I know it,” replied the head wait“‘Sht wake up in the night and
er'n
walk off with the
spoons. No, we must find
out where he lives, somehow. Some
of you
look
in
his
just
pockets, will you? Perhaps
the gent has a card case about him.”
No sooner said than done.
Here’s a card,” said one, diving into Evan’s coat pocket. “Mr. Owen
Jones, 99 Winslow square.”
“That’s him right enough; he said his
name was Jones.
He don’t look much like
a Winslow-square sort, does he ? But there’s
no accounting for these Welsh
gents. Just
as well he had his
pasteboard about him,

It was a little after eleven o’clock when a
four-wheel cab drove up to the door of No.
99 Winslow square.
“This is Mr. Jones’s, ain’t it? said the cabman to the smart parlor maid who answered
his knock at the door.
“Yes, this is Mr. Jones’s,” answered the
maid.

“Thai’s the name right enough. Here’s the
card they give me; ‘Mr. Owen Jones, No.
99.’ Well, look here, Miss, I’ve brought your
master from the Welsh dinner. He’ve been
enjoying of his wine a goodish bit, I should
say, and I can’t wake him up nohow.”
“You don’t mean to say he has taken
too much?”
“Well, Miss, ibat depends. I don’t think
myself, in a general way, a gen’lemau can
fake too much; the more the merrier, I says.
But he’s pretty far gone, anyhow.”
The maid rushed in to her mistress, who
in the dining room.
“O ma’am, here’s master come back in a
cab from the Welsh dinner, aud the cabman
says he’s fast asleep and quite tosticated.”
“Nonsense, Mary,” said her mistress, angrily, and advancing into the hall; “there
must be some mistake.”

sitting

was

“No mistake, ma’am,” said the cabmaD,
touching his hat respectfully; “I’ve brought
the gent from the Welsh dinner, and here’s
his card.”
“Good heavens’.” said Mrs. Jones, recognizing her husband’s card, “it is too true. O
dear, however shall I survive this shocking

disgrace? Mary, go down stairs; I know I
can rely upon you not to say a word of this
dreadful misfortune to the other servants.”
Mary retired accordingly, and Mrs. Jones
continued
“Cabman, I must ask yon to assist Mr.
Jones up to his bedroom ; it is the front room
—

the first floor; you will find the gas ready
lighted. I can give you no help, for I think
it would kill me to see him in such a condition.”
on

■uor,

uou r

taae

on

so,

ina

am," saia tne

cabman, good-naturedly; it ain’t nothing
when you’re used to [it. Why, some o’ them
nobs does it every night.
My old horse’ll
stand steady as a church, and I'll have the
gen’leman up stairs in a jiff/.”
Poor Mrs. Jones returned into the dining
room, holding her handkerchief to her eyes;
after

moment’s pause she was made aware,
by a sort ot scuffling in the passage, accompanied by exclamations of “Wo-ho,” “Hold
up,” and other ejaculatious of a horsey nature, that the cabman was assisting Mr.
Jones up stairs. After an interval of about
ten minutes which seemed an age, he reappeared at the dining-room door, and said in a
a

He who had

always

been a model of ali that
was dignified and
gentlemanly, a very pattern husband, to come home helplessly drunk
from a tavern dinner! It was incredible; and

for a

....

Mould, lb.
Sperm.
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Charcoal.
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Hard Wood,
Oak.
Birch, Ma-

mapie.

Cheese.

Spruce,

Hoops,

Cod

Fustic...
Logwood,
Campeacby..
St. Domingo.

Shore,

come

down stairs.”

can

“My respects to your master, and PH be
down directly, miss,” answered Jones
“Well, that’s a comfort, anyhow,” he soliloquized, “for ’pon my word. I don’t know
whether I mightn’t be given in custody lor
sleeping in other people’s beds uuder false
or embezzling any other
gent’s
ouse, or something of that sort. How the
deuce did I get here, that’s what beats me I”

Eretences;

Examination free.
residence when desired.

BelwceaNew York and Havre.
N. H.j foot Morton 9t.

For Twelve Dollars,
Including

ton both ways.

Steerage, $26, including wine, bedding and
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Terms hereafter will be but $2.00 per day

WOLCOTT & CO., Proprietors
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EFFECTUALLY and PERMANENTLY

cur

Headache, Nervousness, Canker, Dyspepsia, Flatulency and Pains in the Stomach, Water Brash,
Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Costiveness, Constipation,
Biliousness, Jaundice, Worms, Piles, Rheumatism,

104
111

loiffi

8 00
KO

Skin Diseases,Diseases
Liver,Kidney and Bladder Complaints,Female Diseases,prevents Indigestion
gives Iron to the Blood, is peculiarly adapted to the
prevention and cure ot Fever ana Ague, Bilious,
Remittent and Intermittent Fever, and Restores
Health to the Debilitated. Prepared by
of the

THOMAS G. GEHBISH- Lowell, Mass
B^p-Sold by Druggists and Dealers in Medicine
myl4

d&wl

Call

@26 00

@17 00
@25 00
@55 00

Embracing the leading Hotels in the State, at which
the Daily Press mav always befonnd.
ATBCBN
Elm House,Court. St. W. a. A- A. Young

FOR

Proprietors.

ADOBSTA.
Augusta House, State St., M- Whitehead,

_

Starch.
6

iEJctrly.

Dr.

@ 9 00

tor.

Surgeon Chiropodist, (Graduate of Aberdeen, Scotland) informs tbe peoule of Portland, that he will be
at
the
City Hotel, from Feb. 22 until Mar.
10th, for Ihe treatment of all diseases of the Human
Feet, no matter bow long standing nor how severe
tbe case may lie. Examination free to all. Office
Horns: 7 to 10 A. M., 3 to 6 P.M. Parties leaving
their address at tbe Hotel will be visited outside of
Office hours, at their residence; no extra charge. Try
my chilblain soother, price 25 and 50 cents. If your
feet smart or burn don’t fail to get them lubricated.
dti
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RAILROAD.

Change

^RICHMOND. Capt. Kilby, will
>-4 leav Railroad Whart, foot of State

THEJSLAflTRS.

--ff—^ STEAMER

BOSTON.
Parker House. School St. IS. JO. Parker A

TOURIST.

8TONIKGTON

Co., Proprietors.

St. James Hotel—J. R. Crocker, Propri

AHEAD

PlOP.

House, Tremont
Gurney St Co. Proprietor*.

St.-Chapin,

Passenger Traine will leave Portland

Fully appreciating the very liberal patronage which
baa been bestowed by the public upon this department of our office, we would solicit a continuance of
the same, and will spare no pains to make such patronagd deserved. We guarantee satisfaction in every

10.3!)

OF ALL

OTHERS.

the Only Inside Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

BRUNSWICK, ME.
Room*, W. R. Field,
CORNISH.

Cornisb House,M. B. Darts, Proprietor
DAMARISCOTTA MILLS.
House, Trash Bros. Proprietors

Snmoset

DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Dining Hall, Grand Trunk Rail-

Clark, Proprietor

Passamaquoddy House,—A, Pihe
Proprietors.

&

Eastern

Accountant and

Notary

PA3MENOER TKAINM leave Portland
for Mcttrboro', 8uco, Biddeford, Benaebnnk, (Vella, North Berwick, Month
Berwick, Conway Junction, Elio t,
Kittery, Portsmouth, Newbnryporl,
Malem, I.yun, Chelaca and Boaton at
8.43 a. nt.
Saco, Hiddeford, Kcnnebnnk, Blurry,
Portsmouth, Hamptons, Newbnryporl,
Malrni, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston nt
3.13 p. m.
5.15 p, m. Biddeford accomodating train.
Returning, leave Biddeford at 8.00 a. m.
Night Express with Sleeping Car, lor
Bostoa al 3.15 a, ns., every day (except
Mondays.)

Excel lence of Work.

The Job Department is thoroughly stocked with
type and other material lor the

BETURNING,

PUBLICATION OF BOOKS

Leave Boston al 7.30a.at., I3.30and 7.00
p. m., connecting with Maine Central
and E. A N, A. Railway far Ml. John
and Halifhx. Pullman Sleeping Car attached

Through Tickets to all Points Bonth and West at
owest rates. Pullman Car Tickets for 'teats and
Berths al Ticket Other.
JulldtrA. P. ROCKWELL. President.

and for printing

Grand Trnnk It. R. Co. of Canada.

Mo
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NORRIDGE WOCK.
Daniorth House, D.Danforth, Proprietor

ALLA

Wi

OCEAN

Speed, Comfort

and

SKOWHEGAN.
Turner House, W. G. Heselton, Prosrt-

City Hotel, Cor. Congress and Green St,
J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
Falmouth Hotel, O. M. Shaw & Son, pro-

prietors.

Preble House, Congress 81. Gibson ACo..

Proprietors.

U. S. Hotel, Junction of Congress and Fed
eral Sts. Timothy Wolcott, Proprietor.
WEST NEWFIELD.
West Newtleld House, B,G. Holmes,Proprietor.

TICKETS,

VOYAGE.

MVI)

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
oondition, is well equipped with first—lass rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quicksat time of any route from Portland to the West.
Sar-PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 1.50 p. m.
Bagpage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and thaIpersonal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent.
1ul8dtf
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Every Variety andl Style ol Work
in

NnunmiHuun
COLORS

or

BRONZE

Portland & Rochester R. B,
NOVEMBER 13. 1877.

STEAMSHIP I.INE
lime. ■ week.

Fir.t Close Steam.falB
JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. CRANE.
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
Frem Be.Ion direel every TUESDAY
■ad BATVBDAV.

Public.
cov26 6m»
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fine, we are prepared to print ercrjthing which
be printed in this State, trom tho
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Join S. Daly, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points In the West by Baltimore & Oblo
R.( M. W. Davison, Agent, 219 Wasningten street.
Boston.
Through bills of lading gives by the above named

os-

LARGEST POSTER

J.

Horse Shoeing,

I

by S. YOUNG A CO., Practical Horae
5*liners, 70 Pearl St. Price SI.50 per set

Agents.

TO

THE

SMALLEST

LABEL.

Passage $15,
freight orpassage to Norfolk,Baltimore, Wasbagton, or other information apply to
For

Plumbers.
JAMES MILLER.No.91 Federal Stree

Beal Estate Agents.
JOHN C.
Street.

PROCTER,

Old

No. 03 Exchange

E.

Newspapers

Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware,

J.

A. MERRILL.
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nventions that have been
by the Patent Office may

still,

in most cases,
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FOB WRAPPERS?
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.hose who

Line.
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fuick Time,

searches, and secure Patand with broader claims than
remot. from Washington.

MONDAY,
Passenger

Rates, Frequent De-

Freight received at New and Spacious Iron Freight
] louse, and forwarded daily to FALL RIVER, there
( onnecting with the Cl)de * learner*, nailing
very MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY,
t o Philadelphia Direct, and connecting atPbildelphia with Clyde Steam Lines to Charleston, S. C.,
] for folk, Va., Portsmoush, Va., Richmond, Va.,
Washington, D. C., Alexandria, Va., Georgetown,
J ). C., and all rail and water lines.
Dangers of Navigation around Cape Cod avoid d
] nsuranc e one-eighth of one percent.
For Rates of Freight, or other information, apply
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BOSTON 8TEAMEKS.

CLAIRVOYANT.

VINTER

N. S, MADDOX,the celebrated
MADAME
Clairvoyant, Fortune Teller and Doctress.
located at
1 Mechanic

-"sninsuib,

burn, Wintbrop and
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Syrups.
Eagle Sugar Refinery'
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apital

three to five thousand dollars.

Business:

)oors, Blinds. Windows. Sashes &c. Anyone
ribbing to purchase will address
!
janl8tf
BOX 973$ Par land, Me,

is

the

Vvatervu7e"*,The U™5

Night Express Train
attached,

with Pull,
which makes close con*

ali stations
K,““«0,rX*
■.&N.A.

on theBangor
Railway,ami tor
Andrew., Mt.

Mscataqul^and

Mtephen, Mt. John

Halifax.
Portland as
Augusta, UarHotk, Brunswig and Lewiston at 8.35 mid
a alfl*
^•“•oJheday trains irom Bangor, Lexter.
Belfast, Skowbegan, Farmington, K. & L. R. R.
*n(* a|l intermediate stations at 2.55 and
3.00 n. m’
The afternoon train from Augusta, Bath, K. & L*
R. R. at 6.22 p. m. The night Pullman ExDresi
tram at 1.50 a. m.
PATSON TUCKER, SuD't.
Portland Dsc. 3, 1877.
julldtf

for $1.00 at the
■*%

109

I

Exchange Street,

and

_

On and after Dec. 24th the steamers John Brooks
Forest City will, until further notice, run as fol1< >ws: Leave
0 r

’RAKKLIK

PRESS JOB OFFICE

•

WHARF, Portland,

rery Monday, Wednesday, nnd
p. in., and INDIA WHARF,
rery Tuesday, Thursday, and
a p, m.

Friday, al

notice.

PORTLAND,

hereby given that ray wife H.i™ a
Hamilton, having left m W J L,t | Iik’
ut just cause, and having taken
anar X

NOTICE

MAINE.

BOSTON,
Nulurday,

I arise and
a t night.

or

Hamilton, 1

sbalf pay

n^debts

Wi,e fr"m a,>'‘
"lis
anv^lls fo^fhe .1!UPPOn
«•»««,
anJ n,Ilint™a”ca »' »«lJ

innie T ltoi,,on

SIMEON HAMILTON. JR.
tebl9U3w*

inconvenience of arriving in Boston late

WTicketa and State Booms for sale at D. H,
OUNG’S, 26G Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New Tork via the rations
S aund Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
de30-7Gdtf
J. R. COYLE, nr., Gen’l Agt,

is

migLter Annie T.

Passengers by this line are reminded that they se
c ire a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the ex.

and Trade ef
good business, well
rllEestablished,
good location. Would require
ot

inihrop,

arrive ia
PMow*«**TT,Tnii"
,i11,„rBD—.2 ,,mornin* trains from

e
s

FOE SALE!

...

train

Sleeping Car

can

No.
St., where she can be
lousulted by all who wish to make her a call.
Madame M. has had large experience in tellI ng fortunes, searching out lost, hidden or stolen
reasures, &c., and was never known to be at fault.
Jo not miss this opportunity of consulting the greatst fortuneteller of the age. Per ns entering intoany
: tew business or profession, the con acting of whicn
i hey do not understand, will find it to their advanI age to
pay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny
it friends In any part of the world and describe them
lerleetly. She also describes all manner ot disease
I hat flesh is heir to, and gives medicine for the same,
I ihe has given universal satisfaction to all who have
onsulteu her in her constant travels since she wai
even years old.
Good testimonials given it desired.
Terms, Gents $1.00; Ladies 50 cents. Office home

8

V.

For Lewiston and Auburn.

low

@

Rockland and all stations on Knox & Lln,
via Brunswick at
a. m. and 12.40
p. m.
Rath at 7.00 a. nu, 12.40 and 6220
m.

Readfleld, Weal Waierville cud Water,
rille via Lewiston at 12.35 p. m.

D. D. €. MINK,
GENERAL FREIGHT AGENT,
196 Washington Street. Boston.
Boston, May 1st, 1877.
janlldtl

hundred

m.

Skowhegnn at 12.35,12.40 and 11.45 p. m
Angn.ta, Hallowell. Gardiner and
Brunswick at 7.00 a. m„ 12.40, 5.20 and 11.45 n.

Por
Por

t

CHARGE UNLESS PATENT IS
SECURED,
We refer to officials in the Patent Office, and to
nventois in every State in the Union.
HO

DEC. 3, 1877.

Trains leave Portland (or RanBeKaai and Watervllle at

Dexter,
E»r,
.40 and 11.45 p.

1

tentability. All correspondence strictly confidential. Prices low, AND

C. A. SNOW & CO.,
Opposite'Patent Office, Washington,, D. C.
io24dtt

Low

Only Tri-Weekly

uentral

RAILROAD.

will be found as low (or lower) as can be obtained fo
tirst-class work in any Regux-i.lt Job
Printing Office.

parture*.

be

dus a model or
sketch ot your device; we make examinations free of charge
and advise as to pa-

Maine

—

.vith OLD COLONY RAILROAD.

Joston to the South.

promptly
are

connection

*

secured by us.
Being
opposite the Patent Office, we can make closer

Ants

FBOM

BOSTON,

obtained tor mechanical de>vices, medical, or other

promptly attended to.

HXdtf_

Philadelphia & New England Steamship Lina

A. KEITH.

ornamental
ompounds,
designs, trade-marks, and
labels, Caveats, Assignments, Interferences, ec-C

Close connections made at Westbrook Junction
with through trains of Me. Central
R.lt, aud at
Portland (Grand Trunk Junction) with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
J. M. LTTNT, Supt.

OCR PRICES FOR WORK

J. A. MERRILL A CO., 139 Middle St.

i.llswt

a. m.

SAMPSON, Agent,

53 Central Wharf, Boston,
B. H, ROCKWELL, Agent,
Provdncee, R.I-

■o2dtt

a.

Lear. Portland kt 7.30 a. m„
-““J.30 and tt.40 p. m.
9.30 A. M. Accommodation for Worcester. Arrives at Rochester at 9AS a. m., (connecting with
Eastern and Boston A Maine Railroads.) At
Nashua 11.47 a. m., Lowell 12.13 p. m.,
Ho.ton 1.15 p. m., Ayer J unction 12.40 p.
m., Fitchburg 1.25 p, m., and Worcester
at 2.10 p. m., connecting with trains South and
West.
4.30 P. M. Hteamboat Express through to
New London without change. Connects at Rochester for Dover and Orem
Falls, at Epping for Manchester snd
Concord at Nashua lor Lowell and
Hoston, at Aver A unction for Fitchburg and the West via Uoosac Tunnel
Line, at Wercester with Boston A Albany
Railroad lor New York, at Putnam with
“Boston A Philadelphia Express Line” for
Philadelphia, Haltimore and Washington, at New London witb Norwich
Line Steamers, due at Pier No, 40, North
Hirer New York, at 6.00 a. m.
6.90 P. M. Local lor (iorham.
Trains leave Rochester at 7.00, 11.00 a. m. (Express)
arrlvlDg in Portland at 9.35 a. m., and 1.10 p. m.
Leave Gorham 6.00 a.m., arriving at Portland 6.40

In
can

Boston.
To all points of North and Sonth Carolina, by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad Hod Atlantic Coast Line

Carpenters and Builders.

Train, will rnn

"~w3

WM. KENNEDY.
BLA0KST0NK.
and McClellan.
Fnn Previdence every WEDNESDAY
•nd SATURDAY.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jans
llosely.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Ya. and Tenn. R. R. to all place.- in
he South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 240 Washington 8t„

HOYT A POGG, No. 91 Middle Street.

Koom 11, Printers’
Exchange St.
SfftACJKFOKB, No. 33 Pins

AND

—

Northwest, West and Southwest

Norfolk, Baltimore & Washington
Four

ABC

am

Tickets sold at Seduced Bates |

ers

etor.

Offices
vriTi

To Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee, Cincinnati, Ht. Louie, Omaha.
Baginaw, Ht. Panl,Nalt Lake Citv,
Dearer, Haa Francisco,
and all points in tha

Safety Combined.

The first-class iron mail steamof this line sail from Halifax
every Saturday A. H. for
Liverpool via Londonderry
'The JBaltimore Mail Line
sail from Halifax every alternate Tuesday lor
Liverpool via QuecnMtowo.
The advanced easterly position of Halifax ordinarily reduces the actual sea voyage by this line to
about seven days.
The Pullman Train leaving Portland on Maine
Centrail K. K. on Thursdays at 11.45 o'clock p. m.
is due at Halifax on Saturdays at 9.15 o’clock a. m.
Cabin Passengers $80, $70 and $50 gold or its
Return and
equivalent. Steerage $28 currency.
Prepaid Tickets at reduced rates to and from all
parts of Europe.
Apply to J. L. FARMER, General Agent for New
England, No. 3 India Street, Portland, Me,
{Hjr’Miglit Sterling Checks issued iu sums
to suit for £1 and upwards.
febl2
dly

Paris

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST

C.

PHILLIPS.
Barden House, Samuel Farmer, Propri-

TTvmr

—

CARDS,

M_L I M E.

SHORTEST

Passenger

FLYERS,

PASSAGE TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
S. B, SAMPSON, Agent
10 Lobs Wharf, Bouts
js23-ly

No. 184 Mid-

WHITNEY & MEANS, Pearl Street,
powiic the Parh.

PROGRAMMES,

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m
From Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate o!

—

Street.

ARRIVALS.

sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. B. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded lroe of Commission.

MILL BRIDGE.
Atlantte House, Geo. A. Hopkins, Pro-

1877

follows:

8.30 a. m. from Lewirton and Aubnrn.
9.30 a. m. liom Gorham (killed).
2.20 p. m. trom Montreal, Quebec and We3t.
2.50 p, m. Horn Lewiston and Auburn.
6.00 p. m, from Lewiston, Aubnrn and South

Wharfage,
>

rnn as

7.00 a. m. lot Auburn and Lewiston,
8am for Gorham, (Mixed.)
12.35 p. m for Auburn and Lewiston.
1.50 p. m. for Island Pond, Quebec and Montreal.
5.30 p, m. tor Auburn, Lewiston and South Paris.

POSTERS,

A5TD

MONDAY, Oct. 8,

On and after

.KB™*® trains will

Leave each port every WedVy & Sat’d’}

_

Booksellers and Stationers.

SMALL &

■•asiiaBE

Steamship Line.

LIMERICK.
Limerick House,—D. S. Fogg, Proprietor

Will* A. ({(JllVCl',
E vchunge, No. Il l

8, 1877

Are employed, and their highest aim is to give perfect satisfaction by

PHILADELPHIA

Co.,

LEWISTON
DeWiti House, Qulnby St March, Proprietor.

prietor.

Railroad,

OCTOBER

BOSTON

HIRAM.
Mt. Cutler House,—Hiram Batten, Pro

prietor

for all stations, running through u.
8 wanton.

COMPETENT WORKMEN

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular steamer Stonington every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
always In advance af all athex lines. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston 3t Mains and
Eastern Railroads and at Rolline & Adame’, ‘22 Exchange St..and W. D. Little & Co.’s,491 Exchange St.
L. W. FILKINS.
D. S. BABCOCK,
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York,
President,
ocl 73
dtl

Proprietor.

M. W.

a. m.

3.43 p. m. for Upper Bartlett and Intermediate
Stations.
ARRIVE.
11.10 n. tn. from Upper Baitlett, <Sc.
4.43 p. m. trout all slationB on through line.
J. HAMILTON, Snpt.
Portland.Oct, 8, 1877.octlldtf

respect.

LINI

This is

P. & K. Dining

Depot,

of Time

Coiuntcnciut; October 8, 1877.

FOR NEW YORK.

DIRECTORY."

GEO. C. HODMAN,—Office
dle Street, Portland.

fat’t

|

Printing.

OF

__

PORTLAND.
Perry’s Hotel, 117 Federal St. J.G. Perrj.
Proprietor.

C.

\SAJ O UU

Spring... 25@ 6 75 Souchong..- 25 @ 45
Spring
30
25 @
Oolong
wheats....8 75 @ 875
do choice 35 @ 45
ffich’n Win25 @ 30
Japan
ter best.... 7 00 @ 7 50
do choice
45
30 @
; jo w grade
Tin.
Michigan.. 5 75 @ 6 25 Straits
21 @ 38
, It.LouiswmEnglish. 22 @ 23
ter fair..— 6 50@ 7 00 Char. I.C... 7 50 @ 8 00
7
25
7
50
Char. I. X... 9 75 @10 00
Win’rgood
@
best. 8 00 @ 8 50 Terne
7 75 (g 8 75
Fruit.
Coke........ 7 50 @ 7 75
Llmonds,
Antimony...
@ 20
19 @
20 Zinc...
Soft Shell.
8j@ 9
Tobacco.
Shelled.—. 35 @ 42
'eanuts..—• 150 @ 2 00 Fives and Tens,
20
10 @
heron— —
Bestbr’ndf 65 @ 75
lurrants. —.
8J Medium,.. 55 @ 60
7J@
6

tx

CITY

\Villleavetbe East Side of Custom House Wharf
every day ior Jones* and Trefethen’s Landings,
and Hog 'island, at 8 45, 10.45 a. m. 1.45, 4,45 p. m.,
returning after each trip.
A Nailing Trip every pleasant afternoon,
at 3.00 p. m.
FARE, 25 CENTS.
oc2
dlwtM,W,8

etor.

A.

Sugar.
Granulated..
Extra C.
O.

CC-.
ExC.....
Teas

Steamer

P0RTU1 & OGDRUW

1

Proprietor.

PARIS HILL.
Hubbard Hotel, H. Hubbard, Proprietor

Hard and soft Com?, In growing Nails, Bnuion?,
Warts, Mole?, and all Excretions ot tbe shin, removed without pain or blood.

Ginger. 12 @ «
IMace. 115 @ 1 20
INutmegs— 95 @ 1 00
Pepper. 20 @ 22

I Pearl.-

Job

WEEK.

For further particulars inquire of
GEO. L. DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent,
Railroad Wharf,
E. CUSHING, Assistant Manger.
fcovlfidtf
Portland, Nov. 18, 1877.

PEAK’S ISLAND.
Union House—W. T. Jones. Proprietor.

CORNS.

In bond.
1 37m 1 75
Gr’nd butter 20 p box
Llv.fine sack 1 75 @ 2 00
Heeds.
Clover, ft....
gi
S3@
Red Top bag 2 25 @ 2 50
H. Grass,bu. 1 60 @ 163
Soap.
ExSt’mRTd

9

Advertisers will fled it cheaper to et their JOB
PRINTING done where the, get their Advertising

K.

EASTPORT.

i H Mny

BB

Family Medicine.

;

8i®

uaibmgu.uiDi tU

I

JAS. T. FTJRBEB, Gen. Snpk
8. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.

in», ai IO o’clock, for Rockland, Camden, Belfast,
Searsport, Bucksport, Castlne, Deer Isle, 8edgwick,
South-West and Bar Harbors, (Mt. Desert,) Millbridge, Joncsport and Machiasport.
.Returning, will leave Machiasport every Mtonday morning ut 4.30 o'clock,
touching
as above, (except Bucksport and Searsport,) arriving
in Portland same night, usually connecting with
Pullman train and early morning trains for Boston
and the West.
Passengers aud Freight forwarded to Bangor without additional expense via Bucksport & Bangor R.

Merchants’ Exchange Hotel, Dexter, Me.—
W. G, Morrill, Proprietor.

Lena.

,Grou’d,in bis

TRIP PER

—

00
do No.1.14 00
Clear.... 22 CO
Pine.30 00

Jg~5?r.v*g

the Company will sail every
Saturday from Bremen Pier, loot of Third Street,
Hoboken.
Katea of Pannage— From New
York
to
Southampton, London, Havre and Bremen, first
cabin, $100; second cabin, $G0, go.d; steerage, $30
currency. Apply to
OELRICHS &CO.,
2 Bowling Green, New York.
D. W, I.ITTI E, Agent for Portland
no2R
dly
ot

DEXTER,

nr ham

Clapboards,
Sprnce ex.24

New Y ork, Southampton, London,
Havre and Bremen.

WINTER- ARRANGEMENT.

FALL AJfi)

STEAM,

Tremont

Arrangement.

»nd After Monday, October
IM77. trniuM will I.ffAVK
POIITLAND FOR B»»TON
at 6.15,8.45 a. no., 3.15 p.m., arising at Boston at 10.45 a. m., 1.30, 8.00 p. id. Returning, leave Boston at 7.30 a. in., 12.30 3. 30 p.mn
F#r
arriving at Portland at 12.10 5.10 8.10 p. m.
Welt*, Norib Berwick, Miiimou Fall*,
tircai Fall*. Dover,
Bochcaer, FarmioBlni, N. II.. Alton May, Newmarket,
Exeter, Haverhill, North AdiUrer, LawLowell at 6.15,8.45 a.
renre. Andover and
For Maurhruter and Caam., 3.15 p. id.
eord, N. U.9 (via Newmarket Junction,) at
6.IS a. m. 3.15 p. m. (via Lawrence,) at 8.45 a. m.
For Mcuborrough, Fine Foini, Old OrISiduelord and
chard
Beach,
Saco,
Kenuebunk at 6.15, 8.45 a. id., 3 15, 5.30, p.uu
TSoruiu« Train* will leave HrnnebanJh
for Portland at 7.20 a. m
The 3.15 p. m. train
from Portland connect* at Boston with the 8hore
Line and the Boston & Albany Hoad, for New York,
arriving at New York early next morning. This is
also the quickest route to the West. Through
Ticket* tp all Point* Mouth and West at
leweM rate* Trains on Boston A Maine read
connect with all steamers juuning between fortland and Bangor, Rockland, Mt. Desert, Maci iae,
Eastport, Calais, Sr. John and Halifax, Also, connect with Grand Trunk train* at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central and Portland A Ogdensburg
trains at Transfer Station. All trains stop at
Exeter ten minutes lor refreshments at first class
dinning rooms.

For the Penobscot and Machias.

PORTLAND. ME.

4:

15

Kegs ©ft...
Tierces® lb.
Pail.
Caddies.

Fail

_On
Up—oortqtooSgg M

STEAMBOAT CO.

The best Located House for Business Hen

for Chil-

oc21dGm

BOSTON A MAINE RAILROAD

USE.

uten-

LOUIS HE BEBIAN, Agent,
mar1d3m
55 Broadway.

UNITED STATES HOTEL,

BY

Checked Through,
J. W. PETEKS.
J M LUNT,
Gen. Ticket Agent.
Supt.
dec29dtf

$65; Third Cabin. S33.

_dtf

HEATED

Trains lea'es P Sc It. K. R. Depot, Portland at
2 3n p. m. Uerths In Wagner Sleeping Cars secured
Tickets anil Information can be obIn advance.
tained at all principal ticket offices. Baggage

Bils.

night changes.

iy

Only One t han*, ol Curs between Portland and Chicago.

BETWEEN

Pier 4‘4,

—

IIOOSAC TUNNEL ROUTE,

docietf

STEAMSHIP

AND

Five Hours Quicker and Twenty-five Miles Shorter
than any other Route.

Mar. 0, 7 00 a. m.
Labrador, Sanglier, Wed.,
*•
30, 6.30 a. m.
France,
Trudelle,
Canada,
Frangent,
Apr. 3, 6.00 a. m.
PRICE OF PASSAGE IJf GOLD (including wine);
TO HAVRE—First Cabin, $100; Second Cabin,

Transfers across Bos-

Trains leaving Portland at 8.45 a. m. connect with
the Mound Lines far »rw York.
Passengers by this route are landed on board
Mound Steamers in season for Mapper, and
enfoy

way

Duty paid.

bbl.’. 4 25 @ 5 00
Scal’d^bx. 17 @ 20
No. 1. 12 @ 15
Mackerel,^ bbl.
Bay No. 1.16 00 @17 50
BayNj. 2.10 00 @1100
Large 3... 8 00 @ 9 50
ShoreNo.l 16 00 @17 50
No. 2—10 00 @11 00
No. 3—
@
Medium... 7 00 @ 8 50
Jam Bait...
none
Floor.
Superfine.- 4 25 @ 525
Ex-Spring.,. 5 50 @ 6 00

1Di?riruP*'e?

break-

Straw.. 8 00 @10 00
Iron.
Common.
2
2
Refined.

Peach Wood
Red Wood..
Fish.
Cod. perqtl..
L’ge Shore 4 50 @ 4 75
L’ge Bank 4 25 @ 4 75
Small. 3 00 @ 3 25 Family.
Pollock. 1 50 @ 2 00 No. 1.
Haddock... 1 50 @ 1 75
Spices.
Hake.— 100 @ 125 Cassia, pure
30
Cloves. 43
Herring,

At this moment our hero’s
reflections were
ky a knock at the chamber door.
Come in!” he shouted
“at

and he

a sure cure

blains; for sale by him
and all Druggists.
People can be treated at their

Suimne.

day.”|

compliments,

liver... 125 @ 1 50

—--- -u ov

“O my poor head I” he groaned.
“Betsey,
my gal, imagining his wife was beside him,
for mercy’s sake get out and
get me a drink
o’ water, there’s a good soul.”
There was no answer. “I s’pose she’s gone
down stairs.
O, lor, my head I” and he
tried to settle himself to
sleep again, but his
parched throat was unbearable. “I must
have a drink of water, if I die for
it; and he
unwillingly opened his eyes and dragged himself up to a sitting position. “Halloo!” he
exclaimed, as his eyes fell upon the unaccustomed surroundings. “Where the deuce have I
got to, and how on earth did I come here ?
Why, it’s like a fairy tale. I must be a nobleman in disguise, or one of them
foundling hospital chaps come into a fortune. Jones, you
old fool, you’re dreaming I I aint
though.
Lor, what a bed! and lace curtains and marble tables; and what a lot of lookin'*
glasses I
’Pon my word, I should like never to get up
any more. I must have a glass of water,
though. Ah 1 that’s just heavenly. Now let
me think a bit. How did I come here? Let’s
see, what was yesterday ? Yes, it must have
been yesterday that I went to the Welsh dinner.
I remember going, but I don’t remember coming
away; and judging from my head
this morning, Pm afraid 1 must have been
uncommon screwed.
And I haven’t been
home all night. My eyes, what’ll Betsey
say ?
I shall never hear the last of it to
my dying
b

says
ready for you, sir, wlieuevet Jyou

RAILROAD

—

MTU Hll LLOYD

General Transatlantic Company.

—

BOLSTER’S MILLS.
Hancock House, M. Hancock, Proprie-

stor is

Oilve. 1 25 @ 1 75
Produce.
Peppt.2 50 @ 3 25 Beef Side....
7 ffi
9
Winterg’n.
@ 3 00 Veal .„
@
Potass broMutton.
9
mide. 55
Chickens..—
10
Chlorate... 28
12
Turkeys.
Iodide.... 3 35
Eggs, 9 do*. 13 @
Quicksilver
Potatoes
Onions, bbl..
;
t rhubarb..
75
Bermuda..
Rt snake....
35
Round hogs..
Saltpetre—— 10
Provisions.
Senna.— 15
Mess Beef-.ll (JO @11 50
Ex Mess. .12 00 @13 00
Seeucanary. 2 50
Cardamons 1 95
Plate.13 50 @14 00
Soda bi-carb.
i
Ez Plate-14 50 @15 50
Sal.
Perk.
4 @
Sulphur.——
4} Backs ....14 50 @15 50
22 @
25
Sugar lead
Clear.13 50 @14 00
White wax.
60 @
65
Mess.12 50 @13 00
Vanilla bean 1100 @15 00 Hams.
9
@
Vitrol blue.. 10 @ 12
Rice.
Ruck.
Rice 9 lb-.
7 @
8
No.l.
Snleratns.
@ 29
No. 3.
@ 27 Salerat’s^ft
7
6@
No. 10.
@ 19
Halt,
3 oz.
@ 15 Turks Is. 9
10 ozs..
@19
d.(- bu.) 2 25 @ 2 50
Bonaire....
Ryewood*.
Barwood——
Cadiz,du.pd. 200 @ 2 25
Brazilwood.
Cadizinb’nd 137J@ 1 75
Camwood...
Liverpool.

feeling of thirst.

is

0U

OR

PRiCE, 25 CENTS.

Pres’d,^ton.l4 00 @17 00
Loose.15 00 @18 00

Excbuige street.

The Steamers

n

chapter m.
Evan Jones woke on the
morning following
the eventful dinner, hot and
feverish, with a
tremendous headache, and an agonizin'*

fast

@28

EASTERN

OOH3XTS !

...

spare

re-

14 ft.25 00

—

BATH.
Bath Hotel, C. 19. Plummer, Proprietei

DB, D. €L CARIiTOlV, has returned to No. 10 market Square,
and will treat all diseases ot the feet; Gorns,
.Bunions, in growing or bad nails, &c,so that
the boot can be worn imRemember Dr.
mediately.
Carleton’s Corn Annibila-

days.

—

medical or protective appliance that will
prove so grateful and effective in Tickling Coughs,
Irritation and Soreness of the Chest and Lungs. We
believe them capable of preventing serious diseases ol
these organs.

worthless.
Be careful to obtain Collins’ Voltaic Plaster, a
combination of Electric or Voltaic Plates with a highly
Medicated Plaster, as seen in the abova cut. Sold by
all Wholesale and Retail Druggists wroughout the
United States and Canadas, and Dy WEEKS & POTTER, Proprietors, Boston, Mass.

Mar.

BOSTON & MAINE

no

Do not confound these Plasters with the ordinary
Plasters of the day, that by comparison are absolutely

..

pictuie.

Mar-V>the Parlor maid,

There is

...

“Lor, ma’am! Lor, Sir! she said, lookin®
from one to the other.
“It is all right, Mary,” said her master.
‘You will be relieved to hear that the
gentleman up stairs is another Mr. J jues.
There
has been a little mistake that’s all; and
your

pliTd—V0lce
“Master’s

Messrs."Weeks & Potter: Gentlemen,—Having for
many months past suffered with a very lame side, called
by my physician Chronic Pleurisy, caused by a former
Injury and strain, and for which I used many prescriptions and liniments, as well as tho so-called rheumatic
cures, without the least benefit, my physician recommended one of your Collins' voltaic Plasters,
which, to my groat surprise, relieved the pain and soreness almost immediately, and I have been able to attend to my household affairs ever since with perfect
ease and comfort, whereas, before the application of
your invaluable Plaster, I was scarcely able to do anything. I consider them inestimable, and shall with
pleasure recommend them to the afflicted. Yours reMrs. FRANCES HARRIMAN.
spectfully,
Orland, Me., Apfil 21,1876.
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Mrs. Jones rang the bell.
“O Owen”, she said, fondly
kissing him
and
wavering
between
smiles
and
tears, “it is such a relief, I can’t tell you. I
am so thankful it wasn’t
you.”
Mary’s face, when she opened the door,
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35
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) clock p. m.
For Circulars, with maps of
routes, Tickets, State
Rooms and any further information
apply at the
Company’s Office, No. 4 Milk St., (opposite Ocean Insurance Co.,) or of
mh21dtf A. K. STUBBS. Agent, R. R. Wharf.
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will be as well to restore my blackened character by showing her that I am not
quite so
far gone as she imagines.”

least no; don’t come in-l incautiously;
mean, what is it ?”
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and

P0RTLA1& WORCffiTLR LINE

P. M. and leave Pier 3» Fast River, New York
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted up with fine accomo
dations tor passengers, making this a
very convenient aDd comfortable route ior travellers between
New York and Maine. Passage, including State
Room, $3. Meals extra. Good destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
once. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 38 E. K., New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22

Connections made at Eastport for RobbinBton, St.
Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapois, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Sbediac, Ainoerst., Pictou, Summerside, Charlottetown, P. E,
1., Fredericktown, N. B., ana all stations on the Intercolonial Railway.
.^“Freight received on day of sailing until 4

(

Affords Yhe most grateful relief in all Affections of tho Chest and Lungs.
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night, that’s all. You had better give Mary
accordingly; and at the same time it
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Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
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4tb, the Steamers Me * Brunswick, Capt N. 8. Hall, and City
of Portland, Capt. 8, H. Pike,
will leave Kail road Wharf, foot
State St., every Monday and Thursday, at 6.00
P. M., tor Eastport and St. Jonn.
Returning will ieave St. John and Eastport on
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RAILROADS.

Semi-Weekly Line to New York.
Steamers Eleanora & Franconia

ARRANGEMENT.

TRIPs”PER

TWO

Only Line tunning through cars between Portland
and Long Island Sound Steamers, and avoiding the
annoying Carriage transfer through Boston. Leave
Portland & Rochester Depot, Portland, at 2 30 P. M.
State Rooms on Steamers secured in advance at
21 Exchange St., and at the Depot,
d. W. PETERS,
d. M. LUNT,
Gen. Ticket Agent.
8upt.
sept28
dtf

Before me,

Each package contains Dr. Sanford’s Improved Inhaling Tube, with fall directions for use in all cases. Price,
11.00. For sale by all Wholesale and Retail Druggists
throughout the United States. WEEKS & POTTER,
General Agents and Wholesale Druggists, Boston, Mass.

liara.

(3

Portland & Worcester & Norwich Lines,

Staterooms on steamers and chairs in Parlor cars
secured in advance at Boston & Maine or Eastern K.
R. Ofllces Commercial Street.
A. P. ROCKWELL. Pres’t E. R. R.
m
J. T.
FCRBER, General Sup’t. B. & M. R. R,
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THOMAS, Justice of the Peace.

him subscribed is true.
SETII J.
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A whole Night’s rest going and
coming, and avoid contusing
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GEO. F. D INSHORE.
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Pit Burned.

I daresay a
hard-workiu®,
sober man enough in a general way, but the
of
a
temptation
good dinner and unlimited
liquor was to much for him.’ Besides, dear,
we must consider the occasion
It is the immemorial privilege of every Welshman to get
druna, if he likes, on St. David’s Day. Some
of us waive it, but that’s not to the
purpose.
We must move into the spare room for to-

tv

@

Yellow....
bag lots
Meal........

Maine Steamship Company

Eastport, Calais, St.John, ». B., Annapolis, Windsor and Halifax. H, S.,
Charlottetown, P. JK. I.

Feb. 23,1875.
Suffolk, ss.
Then personally appeared the said George F. Dinsmore, and made oath that the foregoing statement by
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Boston, Feb, 23,1873.
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Ashes.

eyes.
“Owen 1—and sober!” she exclaimed; then
flung herself into his arms and went into a
fit of decided hysterics.
“My darling wife, what on earth is the
matter?'’
“Oh, OweD, lam so thankfulV said the
little wife as soon as her sobs would let her
speak. “I am so thankful! But, then who
is the man in our bed ?”
“The man in our bed?” said Mr. Jones.
“Whatever do you mean ?”
“Ob, Owen dear,you can’t tell what I have
A cab came half an hour
gone through.
ago
and brought you home from the
dinner; at
least the cabman said it was
you, very tipsy
and fast asleep, and he had
your card; and so
I told him to put you—I mean to
say him—in
our room, and there he is now.”
“The devil he .is!” said Mr. Jones. “ I
must have a look at this doable of mine •”
and seizing a candle, he strode
up stairs.
Presently he again entered the room.
“I think I see how the mistake
happened.”
said he. “This fellow
up stairs was at the
dinner to-night, and had had more than
was
good for him at an early period of the evening.
He was rather rude to me; but it was no use
to be angry with a man in such a
condition; so
I merely handed him
my card, and told him
when he returned to his senses he
might come
and apologize, though I can’t
say I had much
expectation that he would. What became of
him afterward X can’t
say. I smoked a cigar
with our friend Griffiths, and then walked
leisurely home. Meanwhile, I suppose, this
fellow was to drunk too answer for himselfand finding my card about him,
they assumed
it was his own, and sent him here
accordingly.
The only thing that puzzles me is that
you
didn’t find out the mistake.”
“Well dear, to tell the truth, I was so
shocked and horrified that you should be, as
I supposed, in such a
condition, that I would
not even see you, or let Mary do so
either; so
I sent her down stairs, and told the cabman
to take the wretched man
to
'our
up
room.
But whatever shall we do now ? The idea of
a filthy, drunken wretch in our bed!
It’s
too horrible.”
“We mustn’t be too hard upon him,
I could see at a glance that he was one ofdear,
our

was a

for ten years, and lor the lust six years have been a
terrible sufferer. I was rendered partially deaf, had
buzzing in the head, pains across the temple, dizzy
spells, weak and painful eyes, swollen and ulcerated
tonsils, hard and constant cough, severe pain across
the chest, and every indication of consumption. My
head ached all the time. The matter accumulated so
rapidly in mv head and throat that I could not keep
them free. Frequently at night I would spring out of
bed, it seemed to me, at the point of suffocation. I
would then have recourse to every means in my power
to dislodge the mucus from my throat and head before
being able to sleep again. For a period of six years my
tonsils were ulcerated and so much inflamed that I could
with dltliculty swallow. I llnally consulted an eminent
surgeon in regard to an operation on them, but at his
request postponed It. The constant inflammation and
ulceration in my throat caused by the poisonous matter dropping clown from my head had so irritated aud
inflamed my lungs that I coughed incessantly, —a deep,
hard cough. Meanwhile my system began to show the
effects of this disease, so that I lost flesh, grew pale, and
showed every symptom of an early death by consumption. When matters had reached this stage, or about
six months ago, I began the use of Sanford’s Radical
Curb for Catarrh. After using the first bottle I began to improve rapidly. The first dose seemed to clear
my head as I had not known it to be for years. It
seemed gradually to arrest the discharges. It stopped
my cough in three days. By using it as a gargle I soon
reduced the inflammation and swelling of my tonsils,
so that they soon ceased to trouble me. The soreness
across my c hest disappeared, the buzzing noises in my
head ceased, my senses of seeing and erh caring were
completely restored,and every symptom of disease that
had reduced me to the verge or the grave disappeared
by the use of Sanford’s Radical Curb for Catarrh.
I have been thus explicit because, a3 a druggist, I
have seen a great deal of suffering from Catarrh, and
hope to convince many that this Is a great remedy.
I am familiar with tne treatment of Catarrh as practised by the best physiclaus, and have consulted the
most eminent about my case. I have used every kind
of remedy and apparatus that have appeared during a
period of six years past, and have, while following their
use, taken great care of my general health, but obtained
*
*
no relief or encouragement from any of them. *

Corrected for the Peess to Feb. 28, 1878.
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of Catarrh:

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.
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REDUCED RATES.

TONEWYOUrtll

Gentlemen,—l hereby certify that T have had Catarrh

You can’t call it exactly a temperance
story, because, you observe, Evan Jones got
a good night’s lodging and made a couple of
kind friends by getting drunk—which is not
poetical justice by any means. After much
anxious consideration, the only safe moral I
can see is, that a married lady shonld never
order any gentleman, however tipsy, to be
put into her own bed without Slaking quits
sure, in the first place, that he is the gentleman who rightfully belongs to her.
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preparation for the treatment

it lies.
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moment scarcely believing her own
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markable ever effected by any medical

******
I feel that there must be a moral to this
story somewhere, but I can’t quite see where
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Tha fallowing Cure la probably the most re*

Welsh dinner.”

yet the fact was beyond question. Surely
there must be some mystery about the matter. Could he be ill? But no; he had never
been in better health than when be left her a
few hours previously and to send for a doctor
would be to publish his disgrace. Could his
wine have been drugged? But surely at a
public dinner, at a first rate place of entertainment, this was out of the question. There
seemed no alternative but to suppose that,
carried away by the excitement ot the occasion, Mr. Jones had fallen into one of those
sudden frailties to which poor human nature
even that of the noblest, is
subject. At first,
the weeping wife had felt as if the offence was
beyond all pardon; but gradually a softer
feeling came over her,and she felt that though
the wrong could never be forgotten, it might
in time be possible to forgive it. And then
she mentally rehearsed the painful scene
which would take place between herself and
her erring husband on his return to consciousness and self-respect; and she had j ust
arranged a few little speeches, to be spoken
more in sorrow than in anger, when
suddenly
a latch bey was heard in the door and in
walked Mr. Jones himself,calm and unruffled
without a hair out of place, or a crease on his
snowv

SWORN EVIDENCL

gave him a friendly greeting, and he was soon
seated before a snowy table-cloth and, as
well as his headache would let him, enjoying
a plenteous repast.
During the meal his entertainers quietly drew him out, and were
speedily behind the scenes as to his daily life
and his hard struggle to keep the wolf from
the door; and when he finally took his leave
a well-filled basket was waiting for him in the
hall to take home as a present to the children.
Nor was this by any means the last which
found its way to the same quarter, sent by
the same friendly hands; and I am sorry to
say that of all days, that held in the highest
veneration by the little Joneses is “the day
when papa got so dreadfully tipsy at the

confidential manner—
“I’ve got the gent into bed quite comfortable, ma’am. He was a little orkard to undress, bat I done him at last proper; and he's
sleeping like a babby.”
Mrs. Jones dismissed the man with a fee
beyond his wildest expectations and resumed
her seat, feeling as it her peace of mind was
forever lost. She felt that she could never
have the same respect for her husband
again.
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